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Executive Summary
Travel throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory is essential for everyday community activities,
government infrastructure and functionality, and for emergency access and egress. Travel is
essential for the Karuk government to carry out medical services, for Tribal Council members to
carry out business, for fisheries and water quality staff to conduct research and monitoring
along 130 miles of the Klamath River, and for tribal members to visit and access "usual and
accustomed places." Present day travel interruptions for the Karuk community from landslides,
flooding, fire suppression/fire activity, snow and ice are significant. Within Karuk Aboriginal
Territory the effects of climate change including increasing drought, increasing temperatures,
decreased snowpack, increasing frequency and severity of wildfires, and increased precipitation
variability are immediate and occurring now. Greater temperature differentials, overall
warming temperatures and an increase in total winter precipitation are also producing more
severe storms, more rain on snow events and the sudden, high-volume rainstorms known as
"microbursts." These changing patterns of temperature and precipitation translate into
additional pressures on Karuk transportation infrastructure. This collaborative Karuk TribeCaltrans report builds upon the 2019 Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan.
This report details sources of transportation vulnerability and proposed adaptations.
Existing transportation vulnerabilities in the mid-Klamath region are not only biophysical, they
are also social, political and economic. The historic economic and political disenfranchisement
of Karuk people, the complexities of multiple agency jurisdictions, and ongoing lack of
awareness of the needs, priorities and political status of Indigenous communities are
compounding threats in the face of climate change. Climate planning work that fails to account
for existing infrastructural violence shifts the burden of climate induced transportation
vulnerability disproportionately onto the most disadvantaged communities.
•

•

•

•

The need for emergency access and egress is arguably the most immediate and urgent
transportation issue related to the changing climate. Most if not all community members
have faced emergency access or egress situations at some point in the last few years. Yet
nearly half of those who responded to the 2019 Karuk Transportation Climate Survey
reported that they do not have an alternate emergency access or egress route.
As of 2022, roads operation, maintenance and planning within Karuk Aboriginal Territory
is carried out by seven different non-tribal entities in addition to the Karuk Tribe. Lack of
coordination and communication within these many transportation agencies (and
between these agencies and the Karuk Tribe) produces a major compounding dimension
of hazard and vulnerability for the tribe and community in the face of climate change.
Transportation agencies and their staff must be aware of present day uses, values,
desires and needs of tribal communities, as well as tribal political sovereignty and
ongoing Indigenous sciences and management. Unrecognized jurisdiction impacts tribal
management authority and program capacities, further exacerbating the existing
inequalities faced by tribal nations in the context of climate change.
Responding to transportation interruptions and roads maintenance and planning in the
context of unrecognized jurisdiction is enormously time consuming for Karuk tribal staff
and creates safety hazards that put tribal staff and community at risk.

•
•

•

•

Many state funding sources are inaccessible due to misapplied labor requirements for
permits and requirements for tribes to waive sovereign immunity. In other cases, state
agencies violate tribal sovereignty by relating to tribes as contractors.
The Karuk Tribe must be able to dictate road planning and maintenance and be able to
prevent unwanted activities from interfering with cultural and spiritual stewardship.
Road closures within Karuk Aboriginal Territory without tribal permission constitutes a
violation of tribal sovereignty.
Transportation infrastructure within Karuk Aboriginal Territory has long received lower
statewide and regional prioritization due to lack of awareness on the part of non-tribal
transportation management entities of the unique nature and needs of this remote
Indigenous rural community. The current rating of Hwy 96 as a Tier 3 arterial highway
coupled with use of the Average Annual Daily Traffic algorithm for prioritization fails to
account for conditions on the ground. These fail to account for the high frequency of
needs for emergency egress and the lack of existing alternate escape routes.
The Karuk Tribe is uniquely situated to identify vulnerabilities and propose adaptations
that will tie the issues across jurisdictions. Non-Karuk entities lack the detail or specificity
of tribal needs and values. The Karuk Transportation Program, Karuk tribal and DNR
staff, and Karuk cultural practitioners are uniquely positioned to describe what is a stake
in environmental reviews, to balance the complexity of impacts and needs at particular
sites, and to develop appropriate transportation solutions as needed on the ground.
Key Proposed Adaptations Detailed in this Report Include:

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Maintain roads listed in Table 4.7 (p 151) as alternate emergency routes.
Evaluate potential Statewide mechanisms for interagency coordination including
potential legislative approaches, the use of Joint Powers Authority to convene a
Transportation Association in Karuk Territory and/or evaluate potential for "CALFED"
structured process between State and Federal Offices of Emergency Management.
To meet the Karuk Tribe’s climate adaptation needs, Caltrans needs to increase
prioritization of Hwy 96 bridges, culverts, and roadways, including within climate
adaptation planning efforts. Caltrans should consider altering the current prioritization
scheme to address recurring inequitable distribution of resources for tribal communities.
Consider expanding activities and funding for the Karuk Office of Emergency
Management and increasing internal coordination within relevant Karuk tribal
departments to provide increased capacity on Karuk tribal side.
Work with tribal liaisons to explore existing shared stewardship mechanisms and
mechanisms for increased tribal authority in transportation management.
Work with appropriate agency tribal liaisons to redesign procedures and policies
regarding tribal relationships to reduce present infringements on tribal sovereignty
within agency relations, especially in light of climate transportation needs.
Pursue Statewide and Federal legislative or executive actions to update protocols,
procedures and policies regarding relationships with Tribes in light of climate
transportation needs. Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and
needs for non-tribal agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.

Introduction
Whether through seasonal elevation migrations in relation to hunting, gathering and fire
management, travel along trails up and down river corridors, or the use of canoes to access
villages and ceremonial sites, travel has long been an element of daily life for Karuk people.
Traditional stories link knowledge and guidance regarding travel. Historical stories detail the
importance of many forms of travel for cultural management, economic activity, and survival,
including in the face of genocide. Traveling throughout Karuk territory and beyond remains an
essential daily activity today as Karuk people continue to care for the land and one another
through attending school, work, ceremonies, gathering sites, medical appointments, visiting
family, and more. Today of course the primary transportation means for most people is by
personal vehicles along state highways and county roads. The Karuk communities of Orleans,
Somes Bar, Happy Camp, and Yreka are connected by 120 miles of winding river roads. Of
these, Hwy 96 along the Klamath River is the main travel route through approximately 72 miles
of Karuk Aboriginal Territory, connecting the region to Interstate 5 in the east and to Hwy 299
to the southwest. The Salmon River Road begins in Somes Bar, traverses another 31.2 miles of
road through Karuk Aboriginal Territory and connects to CA State Route 3 in Etna, CA, which in
turn connects to Interstate 5 and CA State Route 299.
The Karuk Tribe is Federally Recognized and has never relinquished custody of these
lands. The 2020 Karuk Tribe Government Profile outlines how: "The Karuk Tribe’s governmentto-government relationship with the US Federal Government was established in 1851.
However, the lack of formal contact with the Spanish according to the terms of the Treaty of
Limits (1828) and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848), left the United States’ jurisdiction
over Karuk lands dubious, and it continues to be disputed today."1 Yet a lack of recognized
ownership or jurisdiction limits the Tribe’s ability to care for traditional foods and cultural use
species, as well as establish and maintain effective tribal programs. Instead, the Karuk Tribe
From the 2020 Karuk Tribe Government Profile: “In 1851, Karuk tribal people met with the Redick
McKee US Senate delegation, and participated in treaties signed in Weitchpec, Somes Bar, and near the
mouth of the Scott River. That government-to-government relationship continues to the present day;
however, there was a reduction and eventual termination of services following WWII and during the
termination era of the 1950’s. Federal Recognition was reaffirmed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
officially in January of 1979. The Tribe’s Constitution was adopted on April 6th, 1985, with amendments
adopted July 19th, 2008."
1

operates within a complicated cross-jurisdictional terrain in which Karuk management authority
is often unacknowledged and misunderstood, contested and/or ignored by a complex slew of
agencies. Who gets to travel where, how and for what purpose? Who gets to decide which
roads will be built, maintained and to what standard? Across California and beyond, a systemic
lack of understanding or even awareness of Indigenous ecological management, political
sovereignty, and many facets of daily life for tribal people mean that the everyday actions and
organization of agencies like the U.S. Forest Service, Caltrans, and state air and water regulatory
agencies inadvertently negatively impact tribal people. As will be detailed throughout this
report, one critical result of this situation from a climate transportation angle is that the only
key alternate emergency access and egress routes for Hwy 96 closures involve Forest Service
and County roads that are not maintained for such purposes, leaving the tribal community
without adequate safety routes.
While the Karuk Department of Transportation is responsible for constructing and
maintaining Tribal transportation facilities on Tribal Lands, most of the Karuk road and highway
infrastructure in Karuk Aboriginal Territory is supplied by non-tribal entities. Caltrans and
Siskiyou and Humboldt Counties maintain highways and secondary roads, and the U.S. Forest
Services operates over two thousand miles of tertiary roads. The Karuk Tribe also recognizes
traditional tribal transportation facilities as important parts of the transportation system. River
and tributary corridors and earthen foot trails have long been principal means of village-tovillage access, ceremonial needs, cultural resource utilization and commerce.
Travel in this mountainous region has never been easy. The state highway and county
roads that serve as the main transportation routes are almost entirely constricted to the river
corridors where they are especially prone to frequent landslides. Road slip outs are also
common as a result of the region's serpentine geology. A slip out is when a portion of the road
breaks and slides downslope of the road, as a result of loose or unstable soil. The ability to
travel and utilize transportation infrastructure matters for individual families, and is likewise
essential for provision of tribal government services, multiple forms of critical infrastructure,
and for asserting tribal management authority and tribal sovereignty. Access and egress within
Karuk Territory is already restricted due to the remote, mountainous terrain and road closures
regularly cut off the community from the outside, affecting escape routes, access to emergency
service and food supplies. Transportation systems are especially vulnerable due to the steep
forested topography and the fact that there may be no alternate routes for travel. Almost half
of the respondents to our 2020 Climate Transportation Survey reported that they did not have
an alternate access or egress route if their primary route is disrupted. While some
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transportation closures may be relatively short (in the period of days or weeks), the absence of
alternate routes increases the severity of the situation. Longer closures do also occur; in 2017
Hwy 96 between Orleans and Somes Bar and in 2018 the Salmon River Road were each closed
for several months. During the winter of 2020 Hwy 96 between Happy Camp and the downriver
population centers of Somes Bar and Orleans was closed repeatedly for extended periods.
Karuk people have cared for the lands and rivers of their territory since time
immemorial and continue to do so today. Karuk stewardship has continued in times of extreme
adversity. The climate planning work of the Karuk Tribe is recognized locally and statewide for
its central and detailed focus on fire, its attention to restoring human responsibilities and
traditional ecological knowledge, and its parallel emphasis on collaboration, public education,
and policy advocacy. Whereas most road planning is initiated by non-tribal entities and then
sent to the Tribe for
consultation or
review, this project is
initiated by the Karuk
Tribe and developed
in collaboration with
Caltrans. In a complex
jurisdictional context
where agency
boundaries cross
Karuk territory, the
Karuk Tribe is
uniquely situated to
identify vulnerabilities
and propose
adaptations that will tie the issues across jurisdictions. And whereas other entities lack the
detail or specificity of Tribal needs and values, the Karuk Transportation Program and DNR staff
are uniquely positioned to describe what is at stake. This Assessment will be followed by a
Karuk Climate Transportation Plan that lays out tribally directed adaptations.
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Transportation and the Changing Climate
The 2019 Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan outlines how climate events in the form of increased
frequency of high severity fires, increasing temperatures, more variable precipitation and more
variable weather generally pose major consequences for everyday travel, provision of
government services, emergency access/egress, and transportation as an overall element of
critical infrastructure and Tribal sovereignty.
Figure 1.1. Transportation, Karuk Lifeways, and Climate Justice.

With the extension of the fire season and the increasing frequency of high severity fires, greater
frequency of road closures from direct fire events can be expected. Taken together, changing
patterns of precipitation and temperature are expected to lead to more intense and frequent
flood events in mainstem rivers, while the increasing frequency of high severity fires leads to
both immediate short term road closures and potentially longer term closures over time due to
post-fire erosion, flooding, and landslides, see Figure 1.2. Increasing frequency of high severity
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fires leads to direct road closures during fire events, while stronger storms combined with
wildfire-related vegetation loss increase the frequency of landslides and road slip-outs. The
Klamath region is expected to have a slight increase in total precipitation, especially during
winter months which are forecasted to be warmer. These warmer winters and the consequent
increase in "rain on snow events" translate into an increased potential for flooding along low
lying flood prone sections of Hwy 96. Changing patterns of precipitation also translate on the
ground to landslides, and culvert clogging debris flows. Climatic events related to a more
variable climate including irregular events such as microbursts, more rain on snow events, and
early and late season fires also have consequences for transportation infrastructure. A more
variable climate impacts patterns of snow and ice as well, translating into the low elevation wet
snows that lead to extensive treefall events.
Figure 1.2. Climate change hazards along the Klamath River Highway road network.
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Indeed, these climate impacts are already impacting transportation. These climate stressors are
layered on top of the abovementioned existing transportation and other challenges of this
remote area.
Roads and Road Maintenance as Intervening Stressors
At the same time as transportation infrastructure is critically necessary for climate adaptation,
without proper maintenance, transportation infrastructure is itself a source of increased
community and ecosystem vulnerability. Unmaintained roads serve as fire and landslide
hazards. Undersized culverts cause flooding as upstream flows accumulate behind them. Such
culvert blockages and subsequent debris flows may in turn damage or destroy main travel
routes. When blocked culverts blow out, large amounts of sediment input have serious water
quality impacts to the riverine system. Erosion and sediment transport from unmaintained
roads are a leading cause of vulnerability to salmonid species. These stressors will only increase
in light of the changing climate.
Transportation itself is a major source of climate emissions at global, national and local
scales. While Karuk people's contributions to this problem are relatively minor in the big
picture, the remote and spread-out conditions mean that many community members and Tribal
staff drive long distances on a regular basis. Reducing community dependence on gas not only
addresses the climate crisis, but can increase community transportation resilience in cases
where landslides, wildfires, or floods block fuel trucks from delivering. Efforts to reduce vehicle
emissions and the Tribe's carbon transportation footprint are also important and underway
including long-term planning considerations regarding the future tribal vehicle fleet and
expanding infrastructural throughout the region (e.g. new charging stations).
Karuk Transportation as a Matter of Climate Justice
Transportation and transportation planning are a matter of climate justice. It is now recognized
that as the biophysical impacts of the changing climate are layered onto existing economic and
political inequalities in ways that further exacerbate inequality. The notion of climate justice
points to the importance of identifying the unequal impacts of the climate and of climate policy
responses in order to develop policies that remedy rather than further exacerbate inequality.
Climate planning work that fails to account for these circumstances further exacerbates these
inequalities, shifting the burden of the problem disproportionately onto the most
disadvantaged communities.
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The 2018 National Climate Assessment emphasizes a number of reasons that Native
American tribes face amongst the most significant climate impacts. On the one hand,
Indigenous social, cultural and economic and political systems are more directly and
immediately connected to natural systems, making them particular vulnerable as riverine,
forest and montane ecosystems are altered and decline. In communities such as this one where
over eighty percent of people secure some portion of their food and drinking water directly
from the rivers and forest, these changes have immediate and direct impacts on food security,
health, and social and cultural life (Sowerwine et al 2019).
Additionally, long term structural racism and economic inequalities constrain the
options and abilities of Tribal communities to enact the proactive change they desire. On the
Klamath for example, denial of Federal recognition, lack of direct control over infrastructure
and the disruption of food supplies has severely reduced the economic capacity of both
individual families and the Karuk Tribe today (Norgaard 2019). Furthermore, the widespread
lack of awareness of present day needs and priorities of Tribal people in agency staff and the
general public, as well as the lack of understanding of tribal sovereignty, mean that many
aspects of the everyday actions and agency structure of roads management entities negatively
impact Karuk people, even when individual staff hold the best of intentions. These dynamics of
past and present institutional erasure play out amidst a complex jurisdictional environment that
oversees road and transportation systems across Karuk lands, including two counties, two
Caltrans districts, and two National Forests. This results in a lack of consistency in
understanding and addressing Karuk people’s needs and sovereignty.
Today, Karuk people represent one of the largest American Indian tribes in California
with over 8,000 members and descendants. Having survived the brutality of overt genocide
during the 1800s and state sponsored forced assimilation into the 1950s -- both of which
massively reorganized their economic, political, and social systems -- in recent decades the
Karuk Tribe has had their federal recognition reconfirmed, brought back nearly all their
ceremonial practices, and developed a new political structure. Today the region is home to the
largest number of native language speakers and traditional basket weavers in the state of
California and the Department of Natural Resources engages in cutting edge research and
policy. At the same time, the Karuk community is remote with high poverty, food insecurity and
limited infrastructure. With one third of households earning $20,000 or less for a family of
three, and one quarter of households earning less than $10,000/year, Karuk people are
amongst the most economically disadvantaged in the State (Sowerwine et al 2019).
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For the Karuk, biophysical climate stressors compound with mountainous terrain, the
fact that rural regions are commonly underserved due to their low population sizes, and the
existing limitations of critical infrastructure including reliance on other entities to impact tribal
program capacities. Today's climate transportation vulnerabilities must be understood in the
context of existing biophysical susceptibilities, as well as the past, present and future
management actions of non-tribal road managers including Caltrans, Siskiyou and Humboldt
Counties and the U.S. Forest Service.
Today a majority of Federal and state laws and climate vulnerability assessments and
adaptation planning documents do acknowledge disproportionate impacts to tribes as the
climate changes. Yet rarely do the agencies producing them understand or identify how the
"business as usual practices" of their organizations are themselves sources of increased
vulnerability to tribes. When it comes to transportation, the Karuk community has long
received lower statewide and regional prioritization due to lack of awareness on the part of
these other entities of the unique nature and needs of this remote Indigenous rural community.
For example, the 2014 and 2018 Caltrans climate assessments for Humboldt County rated Hwy
96 region at “middle point of criticality” for roads in relation to climate change (Caltrans 2014,
p. 2). While Hwy 96 may not be the most vulnerable road in the county, this categorization
means that resources will be distributed to other road systems as regional pressures increase in
the face of the changing climate. This outside dependence, lack of understanding and lower
prioritization adds significantly to the direct vulnerabilities faced by this community from the
changing climate itself. We especially emphasize that these non-tribal entities will be
increasingly under pressure from multiple directions with the intensification of fire activity and
flooding regionally and statewide as the climate continues to change. Prioritizing roadways
solely based on useage metrics, without incorporating socio-cultural vulnerability and needs,
contributes to a cycle of inequality that will be discussed further in the next chapters.
The Need for Partnerships and Collaboration
While many are aware of the disadvantages Indigenous people face, there is less awareness of
how Native people are leading the way on proactive climate planning, research, adaptation,
and mitigation measures. The Karuk Tribe is increasingly recognized for leadership in fire
stewardship as a means of climate adaptation (Reveal 2021). On the Klamath, the Karuk Tribe
has been a leader in the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership (WKRP) – a collaborative
that is using traditional ecological knowledge and the cultural use of fire to promote community
and forest resiliency. This transportation planning work is part of that effort. Responding to the
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impacts of the changing climate on transportation infrastructure requires coordination across
jurisdictions with multiple federal and state governmental entities. Relationships and
collaborations are needed more than ever in light of climate change. These collaborations and
measures are necessary responses in the face of circumstances that clearly exceed prior
jurisdictional boundaries. Given that the Karuk community has historically received lower
prioritization for roads, the 2019 Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan outlines how coordination and
collaboration with other entities will be essential adaptations moving forward. The Karuk Tribe
in particular plays a leading role in coordinating with state and federal agencies regarding policy
development to promote prescribed fire and traditional management. It will be important to be
prepared for emerging policy formation opportunities and continue communication and
collaboration with federal and state partners. This document is part of that effort.
Karuk Climate Transportation Planning in National, Statewide and Regional Context
This Climate Transportation Adaptation Plan is set in the context of national, statewide and
regional climate and transportation efforts including the National Climate Assessment which
includes relevant topical chapters on Transportation and the Pacific Northwest, the California
Climate Assessment and regional planning work by Caltrans, the US Forest Service and local
watershed councils: Salmon River Restoration Council and Mid Klamath Watershed Council. At
the state level, the California Forest and Wildfire Resilience Plan underscores how “A fire-safe
state highway system is vital to reducing wildfire ignitions and ensuring emergency evacuation
routes. According to the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), 2,600 centerline
miles of California’s highway system needs defensible space within and alongside the Caltransowned right of way” (State of California 2021, p.33). These documents provide frameworks for
evaluating vulnerabilities and many specific details and maps. This project sets forth Karuk
priorities and agendas in the context of the many entities conducting transportation planning
work in the context of the changing climate. In particular, this project is conducted
simultaneously with the Federal Highway Administrations' Vulnerability Assessment for the
Karuk Transportation Network which is being managed by WSP Consultants on Climate and
Sustainability. Data, maps and project frameworks for this report are being developed in
conversation with the WSP team. Table 1.1 below lists key national and statewide climate
assessment efforts.
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Table 1.1. National and statewide climate assessment reports
Entity

Report

Title

Date

US Global Change

National Climate

Northwest Chapter in Impacts, risks, and

2018

Research Program

Assessment

adaptation in the United States: Fourth
National Climate Assessment, volume II,
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/24

Federal Highway

Climate

Applying FHWA’s Vulnerability Assessment

In

Administration

transportation

and Adaptation Framework to Tribal

progress

vulnerability

Communities: Karuk Transportation Network

assessment

Vulnerability Assessment

California Forest and

California Forest and Wildfire Resilience Plan

2021

Northcoast Regional Report

2018

CALFIRE

Wildfire Resilience
Plan
State of California

California Climate
Assessment

Local Context of Climate Transportation Planning
This Climate Transportation Adaptation Plan also builds on numerous local and regional
planning efforts including in particular the 2019 Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan and the 2016
Karuk Climate Vulnerability Assessment as well as other key documents from the Karuk
Departments of Transportation and Natural Resources such as the Karuk Long Range
Transportation Plan, the Eco-Cultural Resources Management Plan and the Department of
Natural Resources Strategic Plan (see table below). This project is a collaboration with Caltrans
in particular and key Caltrans documents summarize results of climate vulnerability
assessments and present adaptation priorities for road segments deemed high-risk. For
example, the 2019 District 2 Vulnerability Assessment outlines how “Extreme weather events
already disrupt and damage District 2 infrastructure, with the potential for impacts to become
more severe in the future. In 2017 alone, damage in District 2 was estimated at $85 million,
with 110 damage assessments prepared” (Caltrans 2019, p.7). Local documents such as
the Happy Camp Community Wildfire Protection Plan identifies priority roads area to be
maintained for primary/secondary ingress/egress and fire management in the Happy Camp FSC
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planning. These documents indicate priorities for upgrading and storm-proofing needs. The
Orleans Community Wildfire Protection Plan includes prioritization of emergency access
routes/roads and underscores the importance of shaded fuel breaks, snag removal, prescribed
burning along important forest roads. The Salmon River Watershed Council’s Road Assessment
describes road improvements that will benefit fisheries and watershed health. As subsequent
chapters make clear, many different organizations and agencies are addressing climate
adaptation needs in transportation planning, each with their own priorities and scales of action.
One goal of this document is to provide a Karuk led effort that compiles such efforts in one
place.
Climate change is happening on such a large scale that it can appear to be a natural
force, even as we know it results from the human induced emissions and build-up of carbon
dioxide and other climate gasses in the atmosphere. Ultimately, climate change is the product
of unsustainable Western land management practices and the rise of political and economic
systems for which Indigenous people hold little to no responsibility. In this context, the crisis
posed by climate change is also a strategic opportunity not only for tribes to retain cultural
practices and return traditional management to the landscape, but for all land managers to
remedy inappropriate ecological actions, and for enhanced and successful collaboration in the
face of collective human and ecological survival. Responding to these impacts and
simultaneously anticipating future impacts is a challenging task.
Table 1.2. Relevant local agency and organization planning documents.
Entity

Report Type

Title

Date

Karuk Tribe

Climate Adaptation Plan

Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan

2019

Climate Vulnerability Assessment Karuk Climate Vulnerability Assessment

2016

Transportation Plan

2018

Orleans Community Center Connectivity
Project

Transportation Plan

Middle Klamath River Community

2011

Transportation Plan
Transportation Plan

Karuk Long Range Transportation Plan

2020

Strategic Plan

Karuk Department of Natural Resources

2020

Strategic Plan
Eco-Cultural Resource

Eco-Cultural Resources Management Plan

Management Plan
USFS

Internal roads assessment

ND

20

Happy Camp Fire

Happy Camp Community Wildfire Happy Camp Community Wildfire

Safe Council

Protection Plan

Protection Plan

Orleans/Somes Bar

Orleans/Somes Bar Community

Orleans/Somes Bar Community Wildfire

Fire Safe Council

Wildfire Protection Plan

Protection Plan

Caltrans District 1

Climate Change Vulnerability

Caltrans District 1 Climate Change

Assessment

Vulnerability Assessment

Adaptation Priorities

Caltrans District 1 Adaptation Priorities

2021

Climate Change Vulnerability

Caltrans District 2 Climate Change

2018

Assessment

Vulnerability Assessment

Adaptation Priorities

Caltrans District 2 Adaptation Priorities

2021

Salmon River

Community Wildfire Protection

Salmon River Community Wildfire

2021

Restoration Council

Program

Protection Plan DRAFT

Caltrans District 2

2014
2012
2019

Sawyers Bar, Forks of Salmon and other
Wildfire Protection Plans
Mid Klamath

Roads Assessment

Private Roads Sediment Reduction Project

Fire and landslide reports

Bringing Good Fire Back to the Klamath
Mountains

Restoration Council
State of California

2008

California’s Forest and Fire

Debris Flow Haypress Fire

2017

Section – “Create Fire Safe Roadways”

2020

Resilience Action Plan

Report Overview:
This document is organized into four substantive chapters and a series of detailed maps in the
Appendices. Travel is essential for daily life, cultural practices, economic and political activity.
Yet transportation infrastructure is also a double-edged sword; travel and transportation
structures are ongoing vectors of infrastructural violence. To the extent that the agencies
presently responsible for transportation are organized to engage with tribes, they are primarily
focused on past tribal presence (e.g. archaeologists and ground disturbance), but these
institutions and their staff are largely unaware of the present day uses, values, desires and
needs of Tribal communities, much less of Tribal political sovereignty or ongoing Indigenous
sciences and management. In order to set the stage for the larger picture of Tribal needs and
priorities, Chapter One introduces how and why Karuk people travel, starting with an overview
of the diverse modes of travel in longstanding use from trails and rivers to roadways. Chapter
One also details the multidimensional reasons for travel including personal and family activities,
provision of government services, critical infrastructure and ongoing tribal sovereignty.
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From landslides closing the main highways along river corridors, to fire suppression and
fire activity throughout the basin, and limited road maintenance, the present-day travel
challenges for the Karuk community are significant. Existing travel challenges in the midKlamath region are not only biophysical, they are also social, political and economic. Chapter
Two begins by describing the underlying biophysical and socio-political contexts that produce
transportation vulnerabilities for the community today. Chapter Two also details the concept of
infrastructural violence with locally specific examples. Building from these frameworks, Chapter
Two then uses maps and tables to detail the existing travel challenges from four direct sources
of interrupted travel along trails, rivers and roadways: 1) landslides and slip-outs, 2) fire
suppression and fire activity, 3) flooding, and 4) snow and ice.
Within Karuk Aboriginal Territory on the mid Klamath, the effects of climate change
including changes in precipitation patterns, increasing drought, increasing temperatures,
decreased snowpack, earlier snow melt and spring runoff, decline in total spring runoff, and
increased variability in streamflow increased variability in rain and snow (e.g. microbursts, rapid
changes in temperature, late and early season snows) have already been observed and these
trends are expected to increase (Butz et al. 2015). Each of the primary biophysical climate
drivers from changing patterns of precipitation to increasing temperatures and increasing fire
activity interact with one another in a variety of ways to intensify transportation hazards.
Chapter Three begins with a survey of regional climate trends and forecasts for Karuk Aboriginal
Territory and examines how these will intensify each of the four sources of travel interruptions
(landslides, fire activity, flooding and snow/ice). As of 2022, roads operation, maintenance and
planning within Karuk Aboriginal Territory is carried out by seven different non-tribal entities in
addition to the Karuk Tribe. Chapter Four begins the adaptations portion of this report, with
proactive responses to the urgent need for better coordination, communication and capacity
building between the large number of transportation agencies operating in Karuk Territory.
Transportation agencies and their staff must be aware of present day uses, values, desires and
needs of Tribal communities, as well as Tribal political sovereignty and ongoing Indigenous
sciences and management. Unrecognized jurisdiction impacts tribal management authority and
program capacities, further exacerbating the existing inequalities faced by Tribal Nations in the
context of climate change. Chapter Five details adaptations in relation to Karuk sovereignty and
unrecognized jurisdiction. Lastly, the need for emergency access and egress is arguably the
most immediate and urgent transportation issue related to the changing climate. Chapter Six
surveys access/egress vulnerabilities in each community across Karuk Aboriginal Territory,
includes maps of those alternate routes that do exist, and discusses vulnerabilities to these
routes. This is a living document that will necessarily evolve over time as information and needs
develop.
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CHAPTER ONE: How and Why Karuk People Travel
Karuk Aboriginal Territory comprises 1.38 million acres of steep, mountainous terrain. Within
this region, the communities of Orleans, Somes Bar, Happy Camp, and Yreka are today
connected by 120 miles of roads along the narrow canyon corridors between the river and
steep forested mountain slopes. To examine transportation vulnerabilities in the face of climate
change we must begin with how and why Karuk people travel. Travel is essential for daily life,
cultural practices, economic and political activity. Yet transportation infrastructure is also a
double-edged sword; travel and transportation structure are ongoing vectors of infrastructural
violence. To the extent that the agencies presently responsible for transportation are organized
to engage with tribes, they have been primarily focused on past Tribal presence (e.g.
archaeologists and ground disturbance), but these institutions and their staff must be aware of
present day uses, values, desires and needs of Tribal communities, as well as Tribal political
sovereignty and ongoing Indigenous sciences and management. Chapter One introduces how
and why Karuk people travel, starting with an overview of the diverse modes of travel in
longstanding use from trails and rivers to roadways. The chapter next details the
multidimensional reasons for travel including personal and family activities, provision of
government services, critical infrastructure and ongoing tribal sovereignty. Travel is also a
matter of safety. With the restrictions of mountainous terrain and the changing climate
emergency access and egress are major concerns across the community.
For most of Karuk history travel has taken place on extensive trail systems. Trails along
ridges provided key travel routes from village to village, while others join the river corridor and
the mountainous high country to enable seasonal travel and cultural management. Trails linking
Karuk territory with neighboring territories have long supported commerce and intertribal
relations. Specific trails along traversable ridges and have long been critical for cultural,
subsistence and spiritual practices, such as fire management (Lake 2013).
Travel not only enables cultural practices (e.g., by providing access to gathering or
hunting sites and activities), travel can be understood as a cultural practice itself. Karuk
ecosystems are diverse and the species and processes across these regions are interconnected.
Just as many of the species of particular tribal importance including elk, wolves, salmon and
many species of birds move through aquatic systems and along elevational gradients between
forest types, Karuk people also move through the landscape. Cultural and creation stories
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reference travel. Spiritual processes involve movement along and relationships with trails.
Cultural protocols exist for travel, including the observation of particular resting spots. In the
modern context, road systems have additionally become important for cultural practices, social
and economic activities and daily life. Yet riverways and trails, and the capacity to control
access and information regarding their use, remain essential for Tribal life and political
sovereignty today. Many historic and cultural trails are purposefully not listed on maps.
Today with long distances between home, work and school and no public
transportation, the primary transportation means for most people is by personal vehicles along
state highways and county roads. Hwy 96 following the Klamath River is the only direct travel
route connecting the region to Interstate 5 in the east and to Hwy 299 to the southwest and the
main route through approximately 72 miles of Karuk Aboriginal Territory. The Salmon River
Road traverses another 31.2 miles of road through Karuk Aboriginal Territory and connects
Somes Bar to CA State Route 3 in Etna, CA, with connections to Interstate 5 and CA State Route
299. This road is a one lane road for most of its duration. In addition, over two thousand miles
of tertiary roads have been developed by the U.S. Forest Service. Many of these Forest Service
roads are used by the community today to access homes, hunting and gathering areas and for
alternate access and egress during emergencies.
While the Karuk Department of Transportation is responsible for constructing and
maintaining Tribal transportation facilities on Tribal Lands, a major complexity and dimension of
vulnerability is the fact that most Karuk road and highway infrastructure are supplied by nontribal entities. Not only are multiple agencies involved in road planning and maintenance, Karuk
Aboriginal Territory spans two counties, two Caltrans Districts, and two Forests within the US
Forest Service. Caltrans District One maintains Hwy 96 in Humboldt County to just downstream
of Somes Bar, while District 2 covers from Somes Bar to Seiad and upstream beyond Karuk
Aboriginal Territory to Interstate 5. Siskiyou and Humboldt counties maintain the Salmon River
Road, Ishi Pishi Road and other secondary roads, and the U.S. Forest Service operates over two
thousand miles of tertiary roads.
Many Karuk and non-Karuk residents of the region travel long distances on a daily or
weekly basis for personal work, shopping, medical and school, as well as for family, tribal and
cultural responsibilities. The ability to travel and transportation infrastructure are also essential
for the provision of tribal services, critical infrastructure and tribal program capacity (e.g.,
medical and communication services, fisheries and water quality programs), as well as for
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asserting tribal management authority and tribal sovereignty. Each aspect of travel (personal,
tribal government infrastructure and capacity, and tribal sovereignty) has unique aspects that
must be explicitly addressed, see Table 1.3.

Table 1.3. Types of Transportation in Mid-Klamath
Personal

Tribal

Critical

Emergency

Tribal

and

Government

Infrastructure

access and

Management

family

Services

(water, power,

egress

Authority and

communication

Sovereignty

systems, etc.)
Who gets to travel where, how and for what purpose? Who gets to decide which roads will be
built, maintained and to what standard? Roads and trails are critical for cultural practices,
economic activity and tribal sovereignty, but their presence is a double-edged sword. Early on
the environmental justice movement identified transportation infrastructure as a major form of
community violence (Bullard, Johnson, and Torres 2004). The lack of adequate roads, the use of
freeway development to bisect communities, the development of roads to access and extract
resources in remote regions, each of these affects profoundly affects local communities. In the
case of tribes, widespread invisibility in social and political life, historic economic and political
violence, and pervasive misconceptions and stereotyping of Native people result in a situation
in which the everyday practices and operation of agencies from the USFS to counties or
Caltrans produce unwanted outcomes. Improved partner understanding of the present day
uses, values, desires and needs of Tribal communities, and further, of Tribal political
sovereignty and ongoing Indigenous sciences and management, is essential. At present, the
agencies responsible for transportation and management within Karuk Aboriginal Territory
from the USFS to Caltrans or the county roads programs are not designed in relation to the
present day uses, values, desires and needs of Tribal communities, much less of Tribal political
sovereignty or ongoing Indigenous sciences and management. While many individuals do good
work and Tribal engagement may be changing within agencies, the widespread lack of
understanding of Indigenous presence and historic orientations towards including Native
people as relics of the past (e.g., such that archaeologists rather than self-governance officers
or Tribal scientists are the main points of contact with roads crews) continue to play out in
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everyday decisions and interactions. The need to explicitly detail the hows and whys of Karuk
Travel is related to these forms of infrastructural violence.
Patterns of Personal and Family Transportation
In Fall 2020 we developed a community survey of 21 closed and open ended questions to
gather information on existing travel patterns and the communities' concerns regarding
flooding, landslides, wildfire, and snow and ice.2 This next section draws upon this and other
recent qualitative and quantitative data to detail the how and why of personal transportation in
Karuk Aboriginal Territory. In this remote community, travel is necessary for daily life. Today
many Karuk people regularly travel long distances for work, school, to seek medical care and for
tribal and family responsibilities. Individuals and families travel to carry out subsistence
activities at fishing sites and acorn groves, to gather basketry materials and attend to gathering
and hunting sites. Emergency escape routes are increasingly important due to wildfires and
other climate related emergencies. With large distances between communities, personal auto is
the major reported form of transportation used for accessing medical centers, schools, grocery
stores and other necessary services.
While those who live in Happy Camp have access to schools and some medical facilities
without travel, people living in Orleans, Somes Bar and along the Salmon River have commutes
of an hour or more along Hwy 96 and county roads to access grocery stores, high schools,
community events and more advanced medical centers. A number of residents also utilize
Forest Service roads in their daily travel. Top travel destinations listed from the community
survey were Happy Camp, Orleans, Somes Bar, Weitchpec, and Willow Creek. Over half of
respondents commute from 1-5 miles for work or school, while 20% commute between 6 and
30 miles, five individuals report commuting between 31 and 100 miles, one individual
commuted over 100 miles and six people reported no commute. In their recent study of food

The survey was made available to the community on the Karuk Tribes' website and advertised through
Facebook and other social media from mid October 2020-ongoing. As of mid February 2021, 47 people
have contributed to the survey. Forty four percent of respondents were from Happy Camp, and another
35% from either Orleans or Somes Bar. An additional half dozen respondents were from communities just
outside Karuk Aboriginal territory either close including Weitchpec, Seiad, or near Hwy 299. Two thirds of
respondents were between the ages of 20 and sixty, while another third were over sixty.
2
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security Jennifer Sowerwine and co-authors note how “Distance and transportation are
particularly challenging with about 20% of households traveling more than two hours round trip
to get to a grocery store, and 21.96% of households in poverty not owning a vehicle”
(Sowerwine et al 2019 p.596).
Table 1.4. Personal/family transportation in daily life and emergency situations
School, work, groceries
Personal/family transportation

Social activities: family visits and gathering, community
events, sport activities
Subsistence activities: hunting, fishing, gathering
Cultural and spiritual activities
Medical
Emergency access/egress

Although expensive and time consuming, travel outside the mid-Klamath area to the
coast or to southern Oregon is a regular necessity for many people. Three quarters of those
surveyed leave the mid Klamath area every two weeks, with about 15% or 7 people reporting
they leave the mid Klamath area about once a month. The top three travel destinations listed in
the survey were Oregon (many people shop in Medford), Arcata/Eureka and Yreka.
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Figure 1.3. Community survey responses on travel destinations.

Figure 1.4. Community survey responses on frequency of travel.

Transportation and Provision of Tribal Government Services
Beyond the importance of travel for personal and family needs, transportation in the midKlamath region is essential for the Karuk government to carry out services and for tribal
infrastructure and functionality. As a sovereign government, the Karuk Tribe operates programs
and departments to administer services to Karuk people, to carry out tribal jurisdiction as
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defined in the Karuk Constitution, and to uphold responsibilities to perpetuate cultural
responsibilities and identity. The Karuk Tribe governs tribal trust lands, tribally owned fee
parcels, and the rights and interests of the tribe and its members and descendants. The Karuk
Tribe is a self-governance tribe, employing roughly ~231 staff and with an annual operating
budget of ~$37 million. Karuk governmental structure includes nearly twenty departments,
programs, and services organized into three service districts. Administrative offices,
government operations and the Karuk People’s Center are located in Happy Camp, the
Department of Natural Resources is located in Orleans and Somes Bar, and the Karuk Judicial
System is located in Yreka. Health clinics, education and elders' programs, housing authority
offices, community computer centers, tribal court services, and human services/Indian Child
Welfare programs are located in each of the three main population centers.
Government functionality requires critical tribal infrastructure which includes the
electrical grid, communication systems, water systems, road systems, emergency services and
government structure itself. Each of these elements of infrastructure enable individual and
family functioning and security on the one hand, and tribal activity and sovereignty on the
other. Functioning transportation systems are vital for daily tribal program operations,
community well-being, and the other forms of critical infrastructure. For example, road closures
disrupt government communication and functionality, as well as impacts functionality and
communications of emergency responders, prevent medical couriers from delivering key
supplies to Tribal clinics, inhibit senior support workers from reaching elders and the ability of
Tribal Council to meet. Similarly, the disruption of access to water systems due to rockslides or
road slip outs and inadequate maintenance can and does impede fire response.
Table 1.5. Examples of Tribal governmental services that rely upon transportation
infrastructure.
Tribal Government Services

Provide services to community: communication, medical, elders

and Infrastructure

programs, food distribution programs.
Tribal government functioning (Council meetings and business)
Functioning of specific programs such as water quality and
fisheries programs
Emergency access/egress

Community infrastructure including road systems, energy grids, water and electrical utilities are
engineered and designed for given climate conditions (e.g., flood levels, debris flow rates, wind
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speeds, expected energy grid demands). Road closures already occur regularly in Karuk
communities as a result of storms, landslides, fires and flooding -and these circumstances will
increase as the changing climate generates more severe storms, increased fire frequency and
more variable climate. Many climatic events such as fires or rockslides occur in tandem or can
lead to other events, complicating transportation vulnerabilities and emergency responses. For
example, road closures during wildfire events cut off the community from the outside,
potentially affecting escape routes, access to emergency service and food supplies.
Transportation and Critical Infrastructure
The 2019 Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan details how transportation is a form of critical
infrastructure that is in turn essential for overall tribal emergency response to extreme climate
events such as wildfires, and it is in turn crucial for other forms of critical tribal infrastructure
including electrical grid infrastructure, water supplies, communication systems and emergency
services each of which also faces additional vulnerabilities with the changing climate. For
example, the fire hydrants in both Orleans and Happy Camp currently operate through the
chlorination system which limits the available water supply, however these can be accessed to
switched to faster system in emergencies via a one lane road that needs to be kept open.
Transportation and Karuk Tribal Sovereignty
The ability to move through Karuk Aboriginal Territory on roads, trails and waterways (and in
some cases the ability to prevent others from doing so) is a matter of tribal sovereignty. The
availability, use of and decision-making regarding transportation systems and their
maintenance is likewise essential for tribal sovereignty. Karuk sovereignty is also rooted in place
and relationships in place. Acts of tending, harvesting, process and consuming traditional foods
perpetuate Karuk traditional ecological knowledge and its practice. These ongoing actions of
tending, harvesting, processing, storing and consuming traditional foods also affirm Karuk
occupancy on the land. Given that Karuk sovereignty and management authority are tied to
traditional ecological knowledge and management as living practices, the ability to travel is
essential. Tribal members and staff must be able to access cultural sites for management
activities. They must be able to dictate road planning and maintenance procedures, and be able
to prevent unwanted activities from interfering with cultural and spiritual stewardship.
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As a sovereign government, the Karuk Tribe claims jurisdiction over membership, lands
and territory including the right to manage air, lands, waters and other resources as specified in
the Karuk Constitution. This jurisdiction is recognized in Article II, Sections 4 and 5 of the Karuk
Constitution which states:
“The laws of the Karuk Tribe shall extend to:
4. All activities throughout and within Karuk Tribal Lands, or outside of Karuk Tribal
Lands if the activities have caused an adverse impact to the political integrity, economic
security, resources or health and welfare of the Tribe and its members; and
5. All lands, waters, natural resources, cultural resources, air space, minerals, fish,
forests and other flora, wildlife, and other resources, and any interest therein, now or in
the future, throughout and within the Tribe’s territory.”
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Table 1.6. Dimensions of Karuk Tribal sovereignty related to transportation.
Tribal Sovereignty

Tribal government functioning: e.g. the ability to travel to conduct tribal
business (meeting of Tribal Council)
Decision making about maintenance and transportation infrastructure
Ability to access cultural sites, harvest and manage lands
Ability to conduct Tribal science
Emergency access/egress
Ability to control or restrict the access of others

The Karuk Tribe has never relinquished custody of these lands; yet a lack of recognized
ownership or jurisdiction limits the Tribe’s ability to care for traditional foods and cultural use
species, as well as establish and maintain effective tribal programs. The Karuk Tribe operates
within a complicated cross-jurisdictional terrain in which Karuk management authority is often
unacknowledged and misunderstood, contested and/or ignored by a complex slew of agencies
including the EPA, USFWS, BIA, NRCS, USFS, California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (CALFIRE), the State Water Board, and California Department of Fish and Wildlife.
The Karuk Climate Vulnerability Assessment identified major dimensions of tribal vulnerability
related to jurisdictional recognition and its results for tribal management authority and
sovereignty.
The Karuk Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) identified major dimensions of tribal
vulnerability related to jurisdictional recognition and its results for tribal management authority
and sovereignty.3 Recognizing that climate change is simultaneously an atmospheric, ecological
and political occurrence, The Karuk CVA and Climate Adaptation Plan outline four overall
challenges to Karuk tribal sovereignty and management authority in the face of the changing
climate: ecological changes that complicate the utilization of Karuk knowledge, rapidly shifting

3

Disruptions to travel from climate impacts in the form of flooding and increasing frequency of high severity fires
are already impacting tribal infrastructure and these impacts will increase. The Karuk Tribe’s Climate Vulnerability
Assessment (CVA) identifies potential impacts of climate change on transportation infrastructure as having key
impacts for program infrastructure, for species of concern (e.g. through impacts to roads and sedimentation in
aquatic systems), and to political sovereignty through the reduction in management authority when species and
programs are negatively impacted.
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policy terrain, imposition of emergency management mode, and the actions taken by other
agencies in the face of climate change.
Table 1.7. Types of Transportation in Mid-Klamath
Personal/family

School, work, groceries

transportation daily Social activities: family visits and gathering, community events, sport activities
life and emergency
situations

Subsistence activities: hunting, fishing, gathering
Cultural and spiritual activities
Medical needs, including delivery of medications via tribal courier
Emergency access/egress

Tribal Government

Provide services to community: communication, medical, elders programs, food

Services

distribution programs.
Tribal government functioning
Functioning of specific programs such as water quality and fisheries programs
Emergency access/egress

Tribal Sovereignty

Tribal government functioning: e.g. the ability to travel to conduct tribal
business (meeting of Tribal Council)
Decision making about maintenance and transportation infrastructure
Ability to access cultural sites, harvest and manage lands
Ability to conduct Tribal science
Emergency access/egress
Ability to control or restrict the access of others

Each aspect of travel (personal, tribal government infrastructure and capacity and tribal
sovereignty) intersects with the existing travel challenges that will be described next. Personal,
tribal government infrastructure and tribal sovereignty also each have specific climate justice
dimensions which will be described more fully in Chapters Two and Three.

CHAPTER TWO: Existing Biophysical and Socio-Political Context of
Karuk Climate Transportation Challenges
Years ago Highway 96 was closed just above Ti Bar, over at Aikens Creek, the
Salmon River Road was closed, and there was snow in the high country. So we
were isolated for a good period of time, I think it was a couple of weeks. Nobody
could get anywhere. Most of us prepare ahead of time, and we have our
groceries…we prepare for a month at a time when we go into town to buy
groceries. But that still hindered medical prescriptions from being delivered from
Happy Camp to Orleans, or Willow Creek to Orleans. And I believe mail was
hand delivered through the slides…I was younger so I didn’t think of it as much
as I would now. But you couldn’t get to a hospital. High school kids couldn’t get
to high school.
- Misty Rickwalt, Director, Karuk Transportation Program

Traveling on trails, rivers and roads with Karuk Aboriginal Territory each have serious presentday challenges that will only be intensified as the climate continues to change. From landslides
closing the main highways along river corridors, to fire suppression and fire activity throughout
the basin, and limited road maintenance, the present-day travel challenges for the Karuk
community are significant. Existing travel challenges in the mid-Klamath region are not only
biophysical, they are also social, political and economic. The historic economic and political
disenfranchisement of Karuk people, complex agency jurisdiction and ongoing lack of
awareness of the needs, priorities and political status of Indigenous communities each shape
biophysical conditions such as fire behavior and flooding as well as the reasons for road
closures and what happens in their aftermath. This chapter begins by describing the underlying
biophysical and socio-political contexts that produce transportation vulnerabilities for the
community today. Building from this framework, the second half of the chapter uses maps and
tables to detail the four direct sources of interrupted travel along trails, rivers and roadways: 1)
landslides and slip-outs, 2) fire suppression and fire activity, 3) flooding, and 4) snow and ice.
Existing Vulnerabilities Are Not Just Biophysical: Transportation Systems and Infrastructural
Violence
Why do fires, flooding and slides occur? How are roads designed in relation to existing threats
and how often and in what ways are they maintained? Who directs road planning and design?

Infrastructure shapes how people relate to one another in space, as well as where and how
people and things move across time and space. While travel has always been difficult in this
remote community, direct interruptions to transportation and their longer-term impacts occur
in the context of vulnerabilities caused by not only unstable geology and mountainous terrain,
but also, the historic economic and political disenfranchisement of Karuk people, the
complexities of multiple agency jurisdictions, and ongoing lack of awareness of the needs,
priorities and political status of Indigenous communities. These latter institutional
vulnerabilities comprise what is known as "infrastructural violence." The concept of
infrastructural violence describes how assumptions and decisions built into infrastructure
design generate social and economic inequality on the ground. On the one hand, the absence of
guardrails and level of road maintenance are directly related to the high rate of fatal accidents
on Hwy 96. Similarly, the prioritization of slope stabilization affects landslide size and
frequency, in turn shaping travel options and economic realities for the community.
In the case of Karuk transportation vulnerabilities, it is not only that lack of prioritization
of highway upgrades increases road hazards, or that increased travel times reduces economic
opportunities in the area. For example, on the Klamath, the disruption of longstanding
indigenous social, political and ecological infrastructure and the imposition of outside agency
structures is a critical element of today's vulnerabilities. This relationship is most evident when
it comes to transportation hazards due to fire activity. In this case, the interruption of Karuk fire
practices as a form of ecological infrastructure is directly related to today's travel disruptions
from the extremely elevated frequency of high severity fires. The interruption of Karuk fire
practices is indirectly tied to today's high incidence of transportation disruptions from post-fire
landslides, flooding and treefall due to low elevation snow and ice. For example, the Slater Fire,
which burned over 157,000 acres of Happy Camp and surrounding areas in September 2020,
not only produced travel disruptions at the time, it has increased landslide risk in 2021 (see
Figure 2.4, p.53) and results in the closure of an important road connecting Happy Camp and
southern Oregon still today. This road has remained closed without tribal consultation, and in
fact without even notifying the Karuk Transportation Program when a hard closure was recently
enforced, despite the fact that it is operated within sovereign Karuk Aboriginal Territory. This
next section details the biophysical and socio-political context of existing transportation
vulnerabilities.
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Biophysical Context: unstable geology and mountainous terrain:
The most immediately apparent underlying challenge for travel throughout Karuk region to
anyone working or living in the area is the unstable geology and mountainous terrain. Karuk
Aboriginal Territory spans four mountain ranges in the Klamath Siskiyou (Marbles, Trinity Alps,
Siskiyous and Russians). The region is notorious for its complex serpentine geology. While these
qualities contribute to profound beauty and rich ecological diversity, the steep mountainous
terrain makes for difficult travel conditions. Geologic instability including slumps, subsidence
and landslides is enormously high throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory. The Happy Camp
Community Wildfire Protection Plan describes that its planning region, mostly Karuk Aboriginal
Territory in the western Klamath mountains, is primarily characterized by steep slopes of 5585%, with elevation ranging from 600 feet at the Klamath River to over 6,000 feet on the
mountain ridgelines. Caltrans has documented that much of the region is of high susceptibility
to deep seated landslides, and shallow landslides such as debris flows are also common with
extreme rainfall events (Caltrans 2014). Caltrans climate vulnerability assessments in the
region have documented severe mudslides, rockslides, and landslides during extreme rain and
flooding events (Caltrans, 2019).
Such topography has always influenced biophysical and ecological processes, including
fire behavior. For example, fires burn quickly up hills, and are more prevalent on south-facing
slopes (Happy Camp Firesafe Council 2014). Prior to colonization and subsequent fire
suppression, the area experienced a mixed-severity fire regime, with frequent low-intensity
fires ignited by people and lightning, and infrequent high-severity fires (Halofsky et al. 2011).
While geologic instability and fire have always been present to an extent in this region, western
land management practices including past over-harvesting of trees, building roads in unstable
zones, and fire suppression have exacerbated landslides. Fire suppression has led to the
increasing prevalence of high-severity wildfire, which removes vegetation and leaves bare soil
that is vulnerable to landslides and erosion during precipitation events.
At the same time, the remote nature of the area and the difficulty of travel protected
Karuk people from the intensity of military and economic onslaught that occurred on the coast,
and the rough terrain and difficulty of travel continues (to at least some extent) to buffer Karuk
residents from the modern form of such forces today. The interaction of biophysical
characteristics with socio-cultural dynamics will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2.1. Geologically active landslides in Karuk territory.

Socio-political Context: Historic Economic and Political Disenfranchisement
A key concept in transportation planning today is the notion of environmental justice. One
dimension of environmental justice is the recognition that some communities have experienced
systematic economic and political discrimination over time, with the result that these
communities have less resources to respond to transportation hazards when they occur today.
In the case of Native people, it is not only that they have fewer resources, but longstanding
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Indigenous social and economic systems were disrupted, and new and different sets of social
and economic forms have been layered onto them. This interruption of prior Indigenous social
and ecological infrastructure and imposition of modern infrastructure long directed by nontribal agencies is directly related to the profound economic disadvantage in the Karuk
community today (Norgaard 2019).
For most of the time that people have lived in the mid-Klamath region social and
ecological systems were integrated around what traditional dipnet fisherman and cultural
practitioner Ron Reed calls Karuk social management. The notion of Karuk social management
highlights how beneficial ecological practices are interwoven with beneficial social outcomes.
Karuk land management have simultaneously produced positive outcomes for both the natural
and human worlds in the form of food security, mental and physical health, strong family ties,
economic resources and cultural reproduction. Since contact and initial colonization, Karuk
management practices oriented around species complexity and long-term sustainability have
been forcibly replaced by extractive management activities that were geared towards the
withdrawal of commodities (gold, conifer trees, fish). These commodities became the basis of
significant monetary wealth for non-Native people, wealth that made the State of California an
economic force on a global scale. This wealth was generated through the material
reorganization of bodies, organisms, rivers and trees and the meaning systems, cultural values
and spiritual practices that sustained them.
Past political events also set the stage for today's infrastructural vulnerabilities. The
Karuk Tribe is Federally Recognized and has not ceded land to the United States. The 2020
Karuk Tribe Government Profile outlines how:
“The Karuk Tribe’s government-to-government relationship with the US Federal
Government was established in 1851. However, the lack of formal contact with the
Spanish according to the terms of the Treaty of Limits (1828) and the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848), left the United States’ jurisdiction over Karuk lands dubious,
and it continues to be disputed today. In 1851, Karuk tribal people met with the Redick
McKee US Senate delegation, and participated in treaties signed in Weitchpec, Somes
Bar, and near the mouth of the Scott River. That government-to-government
relationship continues to the present day; however, there was a reduction and eventual
termination of services following WWII and during the termination era of the 1950’s.
Federal Recognition was reaffirmed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs officially in January
of 1979. The Tribe’s Constitution was adopted on April 6th, 1985, with amendments
adopted July 19th, 2008.”
In this modern world, Karuk people share many of the same goals and needs for which this
transportation infrastructure was designed such as access to schools, work, medical facilities,
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and resources outside Karuk Aboriginal Territory. Yet today Karuk people are forced to contend
with a complex slew of State, Federal and County agencies, each of which places Karuk Territory
low on their priority list. Many tribal uses of roads and trails are not recognized and are in fact
denigrated by the current transportation systems. Lack of acknowledgement of Karuk tribal
jurisdiction has resulted in a situation in which Karuk centered transportation system has been
supplanted by transportation infrastructure generated by outside entities, for outside purposes.
Important past examples include the widening of State Hwy 96 in the 1950s in which the
Bureau of Indian Affairs transferred additional lands to the state of California, and in the
process many Indian parcels were decreased further in size to accommodate the mandatory
right of way. Caltrans easements through private property thus reduced the size of tribal
allotments, similarly road realignment along Hwy 96 following flood events (especially in 1950s
and 1960s) curve corrections and road straightening reduced sizes of Indian allotments.
Extensive bridge and road reconstruction in 1965 after the 1964 flood damaged numerous
sacred sites. A Caltrans dump site near Ikes Falls (a key sacred area) was located in an access
area for a tribal fishery. Now an MOU is in place to restore asbestos (NOA) from slide material.4
Caltrans has an official right of way through USFS territory, which means that some USFS
practices cannot be conducted unless they also have state CEQA permissions.
Similarly, a majority of USFS roads have been constructed for the extraction of timber.
Not all timber sales follow Tribal desires; in such cases roads become vectors of unwanted
activity. One high profile example of an undesired road is the proposed route from the town of
Orleans to Gasquet in California, also known as the GO Road (and the No-GO Road). In the early
1960s a high grade well engineered USFS road was surveyed to form a main route to access
remote timber lands and as a direct through-route between the towns of Gasquet and Orleans.
The road was completed in 1974 from both ends, and currently extends 33 miles from Orleans
and 27 miles from Gasquet, however those spurs left a 6-mile gap over rugged mountains.
Caltrans did an initial study to pave this connection in 1976 at which point the Indian Cemetery
Protective Association made a formal objection as the proposed route went directly through
sacred medicine areas. The USFS pursued the project (against the recommendation of their
own cultural study) and in 1983 the case went to a superior court in San Francisco. The Indian
Cemetery Protective Association was victorious, but it was appealed to the US Supreme Court
in 1988 which ruled in favor of the USFS. The case was advanced on protection of religious
practice. It was of the first cases where the concept of noise pollution was mentioned in the
4

This location is being used as a template for the rehabilitation for other Caltrans debris dump sites that have been
located on former hydraulic mines. Fortunately this now template for other places destroyed in the 19th century.
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Supreme Court. It was ultimately the introduction of the Smith River Wilderness Area that
made it impossible to complete the route.
Although past road building and maintenance activities may be particularly egregious,
many of their negative effects for the Karuk Tribe continue today. In sections of Hwy 96, actions
taken decades ago for curve corrections have ongoing impacts on sacred sites and continue to
produce landslides today. One such location is the site of multiple recent fatalities. These
ongoing legacies undermine Tribal sovereignty, self-determination, and wellbeing. In another
example, food insecurity is high among Karuk communities in the Klamath basin. Agency
actions of fire suppression and alteration of the river through dams and water diversions have
severely limited the ability of Karuk people to maintain and harvest traditional cultural foods,
forcing reliance on non-Native food systems and grocery stores. Now today, transportation
presents a major barrier to food access in this region, with many households driving more than
two hours round trip to reach a grocery store (Sowerwine et al 2019). Degrading road systems
add additional challenges to food security and wellbeing.
Socio-political Context: Complex Jurisdiction
It's difficult. We’ve got two jurisdictions, we’ve got Caltrans District 1, Caltrans
District 2, Siskiyou County, Humboldt County, and then two different Forest
Service entities, so it can get pretty challenging sometimes. There are a lot of
communication crosshairs you have to work with.
- Misty Rickwalt, Director, Karuk Transportation Program
In the absence of direct economic and political control over their transportation infrastructure,
the Karuk Tribe is faced with multiple agencies making transportation and land management
decisions within Karuk Aboriginal Territory. While the Karuk Department of Transportation is
responsible for constructing and maintaining Tribal transportation facilities on Tribal Lands,
most of the road and highway infrastructure in Karuk Aboriginal Territory is supplied by nontribal entities. Caltrans and Siskiyou and Humboldt counties maintain highways and secondary
roads, and the U.S. Forest Service operates over two thousand miles of tertiary roads. Not only
are Federal, State and County entities involved in road building and maintenance, the fact that
Karuk Aboriginal Territory is bisected by two counties, Caltrans districts and National Forests
underscores the lack of priority of Tribal presence and creates profound complications with
serious impacts in terms of tribal services, transportation infrastructure and safety.
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Even within agencies, Karuk Aboriginal Territory spans two counties, two Caltrans
Districts and two U.S. Forest Service Forests. A twenty-three-mile section of Hwy 96 at the
heart of Karuk Territory is locally known as "the Vortex." This section is maintained by one
Caltrans district, but the other district is charged with aspects of planning. This means that the
entities and offices who are responsible for planning are not familiar on the ground. Most
Caltrans projects arise from reports from the maintenance stations that are charged with
keeping the roads open in the face of rockfall and landslides. However, the distribution of
maintenance yards is such that the border of the maintenance yards is different from the
Caltrans borders. Planning efforts are guided by District divisions, since the District Boundary is
at the County line, whereas the border of the maintenance yard area is at mile 23.3 at Swillup
Creek in Siskiyou County. This results in District II in Redding being responsible for all projects in
Miles 1-23 in Siskiyou County but the maintenance station in Orleans (Humboldt County) being
responsible for keeping this section of road open. The structural inefficiency of this system has
resulted in this being one of the worst condition stretches of highway in Karuk Aboriginal
Territory. Similar jurisdictional complications exist for USFS roads, where the Six Rivers
National Forest maintains portions of roads within the Klamath National Forest in the Somes
Bar area. This also results in challenges for efficient and effective maintenance.
Another example of structural inefficiency concerns access to funds and consistency of
information across county and state projects. The Salmon River Road and Red Cap Roads are
county roads for which Caltrans is not responsible. However, Caltrans has an office for "Local
Assistance" which ensures that Section 106 and other consultation procedures are observed
when federal funds are used by Counties. But this particular office only operates when federal
funds are utilized. Complex jurisdiction shapes the land management practices that generate
fires, landslides and flooding as transportation hazards, and limits response to these hazards in
very real ways.
One of the most significant and consequential structural inefficiencies of the multiple
jurisdictions involved pertains to the use of emergency alternate access and egress routes.
When Hwy 96 is blocked by landslides, inevitably US Forest Service roads become the only
means of getting from one way to another. In many cases these are old logging roads,
sometimes marked for decommissioning, which are not designed to handle regular traffic. To
navigate the slide four miles west of Happy Camp for example, there are only two options, one
using USFS roads to the West that go along Benjamin Creek and Oak Flat Creek, to rejoin the
highway at Wingate River Access, the other is to go down Elk Creek Road that crosses up and
climbs over Titus Ridge and Titus Gap and rejoins the highway at Independence Bridge. The
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western route is extremely muddy and not maintained for passenger vehicles; the eastern
route rises to 3000 feet, is snowy in winter and also experiences rockslides. Past District
Rangers did not want to advertise these as possible alternative routes since they are not
maintained to sufficient standard and were doubtful they could secure funds from the
Department of Agriculture to maintain them as major forest system roads. When the highway is
blocked there is no obligation on the part of USFS to ensure that an alternative route is open.
Likewise, the "Grayback Road" from Happy Camp to O'Brien is a crucial escape route
from the town of Happy Camp. This route has three different entities jurisdictional entities. It is
a county road as far as the bridge at Mill Creek, a USFS road on the Klamath National Forest up
to the Oregon border, and from Oregon to Hwy 199 it is a USFS road on the Rogue RiverSiskiyou National Forest which is in an entirely different region of the USFS. There is no way
even to determine whether this road is open. The local market received so many phone calls
from people inquiring that they refuse to give out information. Community members have
formed a Facebook group known as "Grayback Road Conditions."
With large distances between signage points and locations of road closures, community
members report driving an hour or more only to have to turn around due to slides or closures
just miles from their destination. The lack of cell service in the area is a contributing problem.
Some of the issues we’ve had to deal with are communication problems
regarding road closures. These are mostly road closured between Happy Camp
and Orleans but sometime Willow Creek. Caltrans doesn’t always update their
system online or put out a notification that the slide has come across the road.
Normally that would happen by crew that’s out on the ground, but in our case
they don’t have communication to be able to get back to the office because
they’re out there without wifi or any kind of cell phone service. So people don’t
find out about the slide until hours later. By then people have maybe traveled an
hour or more and have to be turned back just five minutes before their
destination. So that’s a problem. Caltrans is improving that system, I’ve been
communicating with them quite a bit and they are improving their
communication system with the Tribe, so that’s been huge for us.
- Misty Rickwalt, Director, Karuk Transportation Program
Lack of communication between entities and agencies is especially dangerous in emergency
situations where a lack of knowledge about the condition of potential escape routes can be a
life-or-death situation. Multiple community members describe being unsure of appropriate
alternate routes to use in emergency situations:
There’s a lot of things that can happen. You don’t even know who to call
anymore, then it was we all work together, and we all knew each other. Pretty
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much everybody in the Forest Service, we knew them on a first name basis, same
with Caltrans and everybody, they were all crews that we knew…you don’t know
who does what anymore so you don’t know who to call (for help).
- Adrian Gilkison, Karuk Elder
Frequent slides close Hwy 96 which is operated and maintained by Caltrans. With the river
corridor and steep terrain, the only routes around are US Forest Service roads which could be
maintained for this purpose but are not. Many such roads are only seasonally plowed.
When Highway 96 was closed, there’s snow up on the Go Road, or maybe up on
Etna Summit, or somewhere - they do try to keep that pretty clear, the county
does up in Siskiyou County. But a lot of times there’s just no way out and they
don’t maintain the routes. They have their sign that says “Not maintained for
winter travel” on the Go Road for instance, so they’re just not doing it, and
maybe they need to start doing that…
The fragmentation of land through agency jurisdictional and property boundaries makes it
difficult to manage land and transportation networks cohesively, and leads to inconsistent
communication and information-sharing. This fragmentation and inconsistency exacerbate
existing transportation vulnerabilities. The "Grayback Road" between Happy Camp and Cave
Junction could potentially serve the Happy Camp community as an alternate escape route for
fires or other emergencies, however it is not maintained for this purpose. Community members
may or may not be aware of the condition of the roads, or the particular routes, but use
informal methods such as word of mouth and Facebook groups to communicate about road
conditions. Complex jurisdiction results in a lack of coordination on possible alternate and
emergency access and egress routes, as noted by Misty Rickwalt will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Many of the routes for ingress and egress use Forest Service roads, that’s our
way to escape a fire. And even I don’t know if those roads are being maintained
or not. It doesn’t seem like they are as well as they should be. So that’s
something I’m trying to work on is getting more communication and find out
where they’re at with updating their roads so that we can use them as escape
routes if necessary.
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Chapter Six will address access and egress in more detail. Complex jurisdiction also inhibits the
ability of the Karuk Tribe to control unwanted entry into the region. With the widespread use of
Google maps, the one lane Salmon River Road now shows up as a preferred route for travel
between Interstate 5 and Highway 101. Semi-trucks have
increasingly attempted to traverse this one lane road. Their
presence blocks the road entirely for up to several days
(see photo). The total blockage of this main artery road
creates a potential hazard should fuel or materials come in
contact with the river, impacts travel between school and
work, blocks escape routes and prevents access of Tribal
staff and emergency personnel. At this point in the Salmon
River Road there are no alternative routes which means
that the only "detour" is a four-hour drive. In one case
during August 2020 during the Red Salmon Fire for the
several days it took to remove the vehicle, incident fire
response was unable to get to the Incident Command post
to the fire itself. Both Caltrans and the Karuk
DOT have been actively lobbying with Google
to be sure that windy country roads such as
this one do not get listed on Google as
recommended routes. One of the reasons for
this is the projected time of travel is based on
speed limit and distance rather than actual
possible speeds. Signs have been created in
attempt to mitigate this problem, but official
and larger scale resolution is needed.
Socio-political context: Ongoing lack of awareness of the needs, priorities and political status
of tribal people
Karuk people are not only disadvantaged economically from past extractive activities, but they
continue to be economically and socially impacted by the actions of state agencies as well as
ongoing dynamics of invisibility and erasure. The U.S. nation state and state of California are
founded on the premise of "terra nullius," the notion of empty territory. A new set of social,
economic and political structure has been layered on top of longstanding Indigenous system.
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Today Karuk people persist in their cultural, economic and social practices. Lack of
understanding or even awareness of ongoing Indigenous ecological management, political
sovereignty and many facets of daily life for Tribal people mean that the everyday actions and
policies of agencies, from the assumptions and criteria of the State's Regional Air Quality rules
to the roads maintenance criteria of the U.S. Forest Service or the fact that State hunting and
fishing regulations are set up for recreational rather than tribal subsistence harvests, negatively
impact tribal people.
This project sets forth Karuk priorities and agendas in the context of transportation
vulnerabilities and the changing climate. Over the last century and a half, trails and later roads
have long been ground zero in the manipulation of the land by both the State and individual
settlers. Today, trails and roads continue to be minefields for infrastructural violence in relation
to key cultural and spiritual activities. In one example from our community survey, road
closures that may seem essential to Cal Fire or Caltrans crews are often viewed very differently
by the tribal community. Numerous community members provided comments such as these in
our survey:
Heavy handed law enforcement in Happy Camp during the Slater Fire blocked and
harassed travelers.
We had difficulty accessing cultural resources-but that's as usual.
In another example, the fact that weavers utilize plants along roadsides means that certain
maintenance practices such as mowing of specific plants and use of herbicides generally have
negative cultural impacts. Trails and roads are likewise sites of resistance of such violence.
Opposition by basketweavers to the use of roadside herbicides was as central issue in the
formation of the California Indian Basketweavers Association in the 1980s.
Trails
As the previous section demonstrates, travel and transportation systems on Karuk lands contain
tensions, where trails and roads are both critical to Karuk culture, and have also been sites of
colonization. Roads have enabled non-Karuk land uses, fire suppression, extractive logging, and
land dispossession, all of which have contributed to altered landscape conditions and policies
that restrict Karuk ways of life. These conditions have also forced reliance on road networks
that are now poorly maintained and vulnerable to climate change – yet another feedback loop
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of colonial violence. The next sections will describe current challenges related to trail, river, and
road networks across Karuk lands.
We desperately need love put into our trail systems. Tribal ceremonial leaders have
complained about the Fatawanun having to crawl along the medicine trails to keep the
feather in their braid. We also need more hiking trails, and town trails that could act as a
fuel break. So many old ditch lines could be converted to great recreational and firebreak
uses.
As outlined in Chapter One, trails play a longstanding and diverse role in Karuk cultural, social,
economic and political life. There are many types of trails. Due to the private nature of
information for many trails, issues and concerns regarding trails will only be discussed here in
general terms. In most cases, the poor condition of trails throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory
impacts the cultural, social, spiritual and recreational uses of these trails today. Landslides,
downed trees, snow and ice, fires and particularly fire suppression pose major threats to trail
travel. Many trails occur in steep terrain where landslides can remove the entire trail. Snow and
ice impact trails in the form of treefall events that can shift a trail's status from open to heavily
blocked in a matter of hours. Probably the most significant source of existing vulnerability for
trails has been fire suppression. Whereas trails have long been maintained as open travel
routes, today community members report serious concerns with overgrowth of brush and trees
as a result of fire suppression.
I believe trail travel is a necessity for Karuk people and that’s significantly impacted by
the hotter and increasingly dry climate. This inhibits canopy cover, increases risks of fires
and risk of being trapped by fire while hiking long distances in the wilderness, limits
places for accessing safe drinkable water, and causes much more dried debris which
causes for strenuous trekking.
Families express concern that recent wildfires may affect their ability to use trails to travel to
seasonally in the summer for a number of reasons. Fire suppression and now wildfire could
impact those trails for years to come.
Trails are ground zero for infrastructural violence impacting cultural and spiritual
activities. Throughout what is now known as California and the United States, historic and
cultural trails have been "developed" and utilized for roads and highways. Trails were means of
access to Karuk territory as part of direct genocide, and roads and trails have been utilized to
achieve undesired forms of environmental management from the suppression of fire,
extraction of timber or application of herbicides. Trails, waterways, fords and later roads can
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be understood as technologies that support Karuk economies, Karuk cultural and social
activities and daily life. However, trails and roads have also been tools of colonial violence. As
forms of infrastructure that enable economic, cultural and social activities, Karuk trails have
also long been sites of and mechanisms for particularly intense colonial violence. In the 1850s
trails developed and long used as tools of cultural reciprocity and tending became ground zero
in the process of genocide. Trails provided access to Karuk territory for gold prospectors who
participated in many forms of human and ecological violence. Trails provided access for military
personal and citizen militias who destroyed villages and killed many Karuk people. Trails were
also the means of escape from violence. Trails and later roads enabled settlers to enter Karuk
lands where they occupied Karuk village sites and called them their own. Neither this genocide,
nor the social, economic and ecological reorganization that ensued, could have occurred
without the use of trails, roads and river fords.
Dr. Frank Lake has described how culturally significant historic trails along ridges are
places where Karuk people have used fire frequently to keep open travel routes and access
gathering sites (Lake 2013, Lake pers. comm.). Ironically in the early days of fire suppression
because these areas were so well maintained through the use of fire, these ridges and trails
became easy access points to focus fire suppression activities, in turn causing particularly large
fuel build up over time (Lake 2007, 2013). Now during fire events these same ridges and trails
are often used for fire lines, meaning that sections will be “blackened” – a practice that causes
direct mortality even to fire adapted resistant cultural use species, and may sterilize the soil. As
a result of this combination of past fire suppression and the creation of fire lines, culturally
significant trails and ridges have some of the highest degree of imposed alteration of their
historic cultural fire regimes. Lake notes that
Most of these structures that are being protected are white people’s homes that
are located on top of old tribal village sites. Furthermore, it is incredibly ironic
that many of the ridges where fire lookout towers have been placed are amongst
the most spiritually important sites.
The underlying stressors highlighted in this chapter (geology and mountainous terrain, historic
inequality, complex jurisdiction and lack of understanding of Tribal needs and priorities) each
contribute to the existing vulnerabilities for trails in Karuk Aboriginal Territory. Management
and maintenance are particularly critical issues for trails. Most trails are officially maintained by
the U.S. Forest Service. Lack of prioritization of trails and lack of understanding of the
importance of a wider range of their uses both contribute to the vulnerability of Karuk trails
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today. A cycle emerges whereby lack of trail maintenance reduces trail use and in turn leads to
overgrown vegetation and the need for additional trail maintenance.
Rivers
"Travel by boat along the river is becoming more and more difficult with such low and
even unhealthy water in the rivers."
There is a Karuk tradition of the use of both cedar and redwood canoes; the latter were most
desired and requiring contact with the downriver Yurok and trading between these groups.
There used to be large floods, but these did not cause the same level of environmental
destruction. The rivers of the region are swift, making the main traditional use of boats for
crossings rather than longer distance travel along the rivers. Significant crossing existed at
several sites including Katamin. Navigation by rivers remains critical today to access homes,
ceremonial sites, and as a form of emergency access and egress. While people used dugout
canoes traditionally, today a wide variety of river craft are used from traditional to modern.
Oral history back to the end of the 1700s and prior to contact describes how there was a larger
flood than any known in the 20th century and the water level flooded the entire plain of
Orleans. Tribal people used their canoes to escape from the waters at this time. Houses were
deconstructed and used to make boats; houses were reconstructed on higher ground. These
floods did not however cause the same amount of landslides and environmental damage as
present day floods.
Today the feasibility and safety of river transportation is affected by the condition of
banks and river bars, river flows, river access and water quality. Stable banks and river bars are
necessary for safe entry and exit from the river. Yet past hydraulic mining and the (now
stopped) practice of peaking flows from Iron Gate Dam have significantly altered riverbanks in
key locations. Similarly, several key river access sites are now in private hands. River flows
affect river transportation safety and feasibility as well: both very high and very low flows can
also make travel hazardous or in some cases impossible. Severely degraded water quality due
to the presence of the highly toxic microcystin can make river travel unsafe. Community
members report how travel on the Klamath river is impacted from the altered river flows today.
Karuk elder Adrian Gilkison describes how the alteration of riverbanks and river flow patterns
make a section of river near her home that has long been key for alternative emergency access
and egress no longer feasible. Ironically, the same mining activity that caused the alterations in
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the river which she describes also cause landslide activity that regularly threatens her only
access and egress road option.
Even the river has changed, it used to be Red Cap Creek came out and there was
a big eddy and you could get out into the river. Like my nieces and nephews when
they would come up they could sneak of to town sometimes, they could just jump
in the river, float across, get to the other side really easy, but you can’t do that
anymore. It comes now, it hits right into the mouth, and there’s no beach down
there at all and no eddy. It’s just, the river has changed.
- Adrian Gilkison, Karuk Elder
By far the quickest way to access this homestead is to access the mouth of Red Cap Creek from
an older village site, but there is no longer any vehicular access to the riverbank on the Hwy 96
side. The eddy has changed and the road down to Red Cap Creek put-in has become very
overgrown with blackberries and invasive and the river crossing has become treacherous due to
how the eddy has changed in the river. Similarly, to get to the property of "Fish Camp" and
Reynolds Creek or the Phil Albers property one must access the river via private property and
from the consent of the landowner. Likewise other important cultural and historic sites are only
accessible by crossing the river by boat. In historic times some Karuk people made a living by
providing Ferry Services at Ferry Point and at Martin's Ferry, at Katamin (Ten Eyeck Rd).
Access to certain sections of the river canyon is only done today when emergency
rescue is needed. In terms of emergency access, when it comes to over the bank car accidents
in steep sections of canyons into the river there have been many times when a rescue is only
possible by boat. In these cases motorized and non-motorized boats are used for rescue or
more often body recovery. Access for these purposes is complicated by the complexity of the
river and river access issues - probably impacted by changes in the river corridor over time.
Roads
"Transportation is a dangerous undertaking in these parts. I will never forget the snow
storm a few years back when I had to cut about 90+ trees out of the Salmon River Road
just to get to Somes. My kids were in my truck and trees were falling all around us."
- Will Harling, Fisheries, Fire, Fuels Co-director Mid Klamath Watershed Council
Today most travel throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory occurs on highways and secondary
roads which are frequently impacted by landslides and slip outs, fire and fire suppression,
flooding, and direct and indirect impacts from snow and ice. Historically, USFS road
maintenance was funded through timber revenues that are no longer available – and now, a
lack of maintenance compounds the impacts of increasing severe weather events and long-
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term impacts of fire suppression. Building upon the underlying biophysical and infrastructural
vulnerabilities, this next section details each of four vectors of transportation impacts to roads:
those from landslides, fire and fire suppression, flooding and snow/ice.
Landslides and Slip Outs
Highway 96 closes every year from landslides.
- Misty Rickwalt, Director, Karuk Transportation Program

It is difficult to convey both the scale and range of impacts landslides and slip-outs have for
Karuk people. Throughout Karuk Territory landslides and road slip outs cause road closures
ranging in time from a few hours to days, weeks or even months. In this remote area where
travel is confined to the river corridor, alternate routes take hours if they exist, landslides and
debris on roadways pose major safety concerns, interrupt social, cultural and economic
activities and impact tribal sovereignty. In their acute form landslides are roadway safety
concerns as when drivers crash directly into hazards before they can be marked, or may be hit
by active rockfall.
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Figure 2.2. Climate change effects on landslides and impacts to roadways.

Additionally, the ongoing movement of rocks and other debris onto roadways in these
geologically unstable areas pose sometimes even greater safety risk on roadways as vehicles
may lose control hitting less visible debris at high speeds.
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In this isolated context, landslides (as well as other road closures) have serious community
impacts that can rapidly multiple, as in this description of what can happen when fuel trucks are
unable to access gas stations to deliver fuel:
We've had numerous road closures that halted fuel deliveries when there have been
fires, flooding, snow, and/or landslides which closed State Route 96. Because we’re
often without power during those times people need fuel to run their generators. Usually
it only lasts a few days, but sometimes it has lasted a week or two. Fuel for generators is
critical for the medical clinic, as well as for individuals needing oxygen machines. Fuel for
generators is just generally important for everyone to keep food from spoiling (and if the
fuel truck can’t get in, then we most likely can’t get to a store to resupply either).
In steep areas with frequent landslide activity and inadequate guardrails many fatal accidents
have occurred. Table 2.1 and 2.2 display data from UC Berkeley’s Transportation Injury
Mapping System (TIMS) for Hwy 96 in Siskiyou and Humboldt counties from 2009-2020.
Twenty-nine fatalities, and 446 total collision injuries or deaths, are reported to have occurred
during this time span on this stretch of highway. A large percentage of these collisions were
reported as “hit object” implying that rockslides in the roadway may be a significant cause.
Unfortunately, the complex jurisdiction has resulted in a scenario in which the above fatalities
and accidents in general are seriously under-reported in the region, meaning that these figures
do not capture many accidents and fatalities. Unless the responding officer checks a particular
box noting that the event occurred on a state route, it does not go into the database. Such
omissions have direct impacts on funding and planning, as well as statewide prioritization
processes.
Table 2.1. Transportation Injury Mapping System collision fatality
and injury data for Highway 96 in Siskiyou County from 2009-2020.
Victim Degree of Injury
Count %
Killed

14

6

Suspected Serious Injury

39

16

Suspected Minor Injury

102

43

Possible Injury

82

34

Total

237

100
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Table 2.2. Transportation Injury Mapping System collision fatality
and injury data for Highway 96 in Humboldt County from 2009-2020.
Victim Degree of Injury
Count %
Killed

15

7

Suspected Serious Injury

31

15

Suspected Minor Injury

88

42

Possible Injury

75

36

Total

209

100

In Karuk Territory, road closures have additional less visible impacts such as preventing access
to tribal services including medical care, the delivery of prescriptions by medial couriers, the
disruption of subsistence economic activities, cultural activities including access to gathering
sites, access to important trails, and hunting grounds.
The closure of roads from landslides and slip outs also has a direct impact on tribal
sovereignty, limiting the ability of Tribal Council members to carry out business, of fisheries and
water quality staff to collect monitoring data, and of tribal members to visit and access "usual
and accustomed places." This issue came out in our survey responses in relation to the Slater
Fire in the Happy Camp area:
Double impacts of fire and rain on Grayback this year, of course. A large slide on China
Grade from last winter was not stabilized and this will certainly cut off tribal Housing
and Human Services employees from work again this winter.
These impacts are not merely inconvenient, but affect Tribal sovereignty in a wide variety of
ways. For example, the Water Quality Program conducts monitoring and research along 130miles of the Klamath River. Tribally collected data on temperature, dissolved oxygen, sediment,
nutrients, phytoplankton, toxins, and more informs state and federal processes and policies. As
former Karuk Water Quality Biologist Susan Fricke describes in the Karuk Climate Adaptation
Plan, these activities require staff to collect samples at specific times and places throughout the
watershed. Furthermore, once taken, samples must be sent out for processing in very specific
and short time frames. Road delays and can prevent arriving at sampling sites at the required
time and thus have serious impacts on program functionality. Susan notes: “If you work in 110
degrees for 8 hours you don’t want the data to be worthless because you missed the Fed Ex
person.” Transportation delays and road closures can not only invalidate a day’s work, but
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impact the quality of entire data sets, impacting the overall quality of the program’s work and
may affect funders or relationships with partners.
Table 2.3. Existing Travel Challenges from Landslides
Trails

Landslides can erode trails making travel dangerous or impassible.

River

Landslides affect the shape of river bars, introduce debris into the river system which
can alter river channel.

USFS Roads

Landslides can make roads dangerous or impassible
Many USFS roads are in higher elevations, may be on steeper gradients and are
generally subject to less maintenance.
Inadequate culvert sizes can cause road damage or destruction.
Landslides on USFS roads are a major source of stream sedimentation that adversely
affects species of cultural importance including salmonids and other anadromous fish.
Blockages can affect safe egress and access for wildfires. USFS roads are often the
only available alternate routes when primary travel routes along Hwy 96 or county
roads are blocked by landslides, but these may be in high country and inaccessible
due to snow.

County

Landslides and rock slides can make roads dangerous or impassible

Roads

Blockages can affect safe egress and access for wildfires

The Karuk Transportation Program, Caltrans and the 2021 Community Transportation Survey all
indicate priority areas of longstanding concern for landslides and slip outs. These include
extended sections on Hwy and the Salmon River Road. For example, Caltrans lists several road
stretches/features of concern along Hwy 96 in Humboldt and Siskiyou Counties, including 12
small culverts, the Seiad Creek Bridge crossing in Siskiyou County, and a 4-mile stretch in
Siskiyou County.
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Figure 2.3. Points and areas of high landslide risk across Karuk territory. Source: Karuk Tribe
DNR GIS 7/26/2021
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With most of Hwy 96 characterized by little or no shoulder, sheer cliffs and the river below,
guardrails are essential in preventing fatalities. Yet numerous and extended sections of Hwy 96
are without guardrails. In this remote area where people must drive long distances in the
course of daily activities serious accidents and fatalities are a regular occurrence. Everyone
knows someone who has gone off the road. Table 2.4 below is a partial listing of priority zones
within Karuk Territory in need of guardrails along Hwy 96 in Humboldt and Siskiyou counties.
Additionally, new milepost markers on Hwy 96 are needed as many areas do not have adequate
marking.
Table 2.4. Priority Needs for
Guardrails on Highway 96

As climate conditions become more variable and

County

Milepost

snow will likely occur more frequently. The changing

Humboldt
Siskiyou

44.59-73
6.63
24.79
47.53
59.15
66.54
73.32
75.83
94.8
98.23 – 98.96
99.50
100
101.9

patterns of temperature and precipitation will also bring

unexpected sudden as well as late and early season ice and

more landslides, road debris, road slip outs and other
hazards, all of which underscore the serious need for
guardrails.
Fire Activity and Fire Suppression
A second major vector of road closures comes from fire
activity and fire suppression. The Klamath Mountain region
is a fire adapted landscape that has co-evolved with tribal
management (Lake 2007; Lake, Tripp, and Reed 2010;
Norgaard 2014, 2019; Skinner, Taylor, and Agee 2006). Fire

suppression, enacted upon colonization, has resulted in overstocked forests and heavy fuel
loads, which affect each type of travel in Karuk Aboriginal Territory in multiple ways. Altered
landscape conditions cause transportation challenges on their own, and also lead to more highseverity wildfires which then feed back into transportation hazards. For example, increased fire
activity leads to increased surface runoff, mass wasting leading to landslides, sedimentation,
treefall, and the presence of hazard trees near roadways. Fire suppression also leads to more
intense and less predictable (e.g. more dangerous) fires. On the other hand, fires themselves
are one of the major sources of transportation impact in the community, both during the fire
events and longer term, see Tables 2.5 and 2.6 below.
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Table 2.5. Immediate transportation challenges during wildfire.
Trails

Difficult egress and access for wildfire suppression
Risk of being trapped by fire while hiking long distances in the wilderness
Rivers
Large wildfires may contribute debris into rivers
Rivers may be used during emergency response as a water supply, fire
break, and transportation mechanism
USFS
Safe egress and access during wildfires
Secondary Fallen trees and other hazards can block roadways during fires
Roads
County
Safe egress and access for wildfires
Roads
Fallen trees and other hazards can block roadways during fires
Highways Safe egress and access for wildfires
Fallen trees and other hazards can block roadways during fires
A key concern emphasized by many in the Climate Transportation Survey was access and
enforced road closures by fire personnel:
Heavy handed law enforcement in Happy Camp during the Slater Fire blocked and
harassed travelers.
We had difficulty accessing cultural resources-but that's as usual
Fire response team regularly set up roadblocks to prevent civilian vehicles from travelling
to give firefighters more room/make it safer for them; this leads to many more closures
where there is added fuel build up by these routes
- Respondents, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
While fires themselves are obvious cause of road closures during fire events, fire suppression
must be understood as a much larger, long-term cause of interrupted travel.
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Table 2.6. Longer term impacts of fuel buildup from fire suppression to Karuk transportation
systems
Trails

Fire hazard and safety issues by trails
Inhibited cultural gathering for elders and community
Restricted access for hunting and gathering: "Tribal ceremonial leaders have complained
about the fatawanun having to crawl along the medicine trails to keep the feather in their
braid."
Limited places for accessing safe drinkable water
Much more dried debris which causes for strenuous trekking.

Rivers

Reduced river flow from overgrown forests impacts traditional river access points and river
navigability: "It’s also critical to point out that travel by boat along the river is becoming
more and more difficult with such low and even unhealthy water in the rivers."
Post-fire landscape is vulnerable to landslides and erosion which degrades water quality

USFS

Fuel buildup creates challenges for hunting and gathering

Secondary

Fuels close to roads creates direct fire hazard

Roads

Trees falling in the road during rain, snow, or ice events
Long-term road closures due to fire risk, with no plans for road maintenance or reopening
(e.g. Salmon River Road)

County

Fuels close to roads create direct fire hazard

Roads

Trees falling in the road during rain, snow, ice events

Highways

Trees falling in the road during rain, snow, or ice events

Dense forest conditions line the GO
Road, a result of fire suppression policy
that leads to hazardous road
conditions. Photo source: Misty
Rickwalt.

As of the writing of this document one year out from the
Slater Fire for example, which burned over 157,000 acres of
Happy Camp and surrounding areas in September 2020 not
only produced travel disruptions at the time, has increased
landslide risk in 2021 and results in the closure of an
important road connecting Happy Camp and southern
Oregon. There are multiple long term impacts from this
event, as noted in community survey responses. "Indian
Creek is extremely vulnerable right now due to the Slater
Fire. Toxic materials and water. Remediation needed
immediately!!"
Mapping produced by USGS indicates the areas within the
2020 Slater Fire footprint that are most vulnerable to
landslides. Figure 2.4 below indicates large areas with very
high (80% or above) likelihood of debris flow in response to 15 minutes of a 24 mm/h rainstorm
(figure courtesy of USGS).
Figure 2.4. Areas with high likelihood of debris flow. Source: USGS.
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Flooding
During floods the Klamath River has been known to cross over Highway 96 at Slate Creek,
and near Seiad. This means the communities are potentially cut off from essential resources.
During floods, there are almost always landslides as well. We've been cut off from all areas
in Orleans/Somes Bar during floods in the past. The snow in the high country cuts us off from
those higher access roads, and we're landlocked from the landslides or flooding on 96, Ishi
Pishi, Salmon River Road, etc.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
Flooding can impact road transportation in three primary ways: direct flooding on roadways (a
concern for sections of Hwy 96 and the communities of Happy Camp and Orleans), and
indirectly as high volumes of water moving through soils causes landslides and culvert
blockages. Additionally, water on roadways can present safety hazards even when the road is
passable. River flows vary
seasonally with larger flows in
spring when snows melt, making
flooding a longstanding and regular
occurrence in this mountainous
region. Especially large floods can
occur in winter and early spring if
temperatures warm and larger rain
events occur when there is snow in
the high or middle elevation zones.
While most of Hwy 96 is not in the
immediate floodplain of the
Klamath River, there are several
sections (MP 63.2 to 63.5 from "Trailed House Springs to Granite Point and mile post 74.8 to
74.3) along Kinsman and Everill Creeks that are prone to flooding - see full data points in Table
2.7 below. Additionally, the roadway has historically flooded at the bridge at Slate Creek
(milepost 30 in Humboldt County). Residents have reported witnessing the entire Slate Creek
Bridge underwater.
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Table 2.7. Key flooding areas for Highway 96
(Data Courtesy of Caltrans Maintenance District 1 and District 2)
Postmile

Description

25.199 to 26.326, Humboldt

Flood and major road washout

Co
30, Humboldt Co

Bridge at Slate Creek (Bridge has been entirely underwater)

55, Siskiyou Co

Flooding area when Klamath river is flooding Sis 96 - Savage
Rapids

63.2-63.5 Siskiyou Co

Flooding area when Klamath river is flooding Sis 96 - Trailed
House Springs - Granit Point

74.3-74.8 Siskiyou Co

Flooding area when Klamath river is flooding Sis 96 - Kinsman
Creek - Everill Creek

84.5 Siskiyou Co

Flooding area when Klamath river is flooding Sis 96 - east of
Walker Bridge Road

Flooding also intersects with landslide activity as large amounts of water moving through slopes
cause soils to become saturated. This can lead to both deep seated and surface-level landslides
(Caltrans 2014). Smaller rock debris from heavy rain is a major concern on Hwy 96:
I was in an accident when a small rock slide fell in the road between Orleans and Somes
Bar. Rocks still fall frequently in that area, especially during rain events. A mound of
rocks accumulated there from when Caltrans would scrap them off the road. It seemed
to catch a lot of the rocks from rolling into the road. The mound had since been removed
and I've noticed the rocks frequently roll into the road again.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
Flooding of smaller side creeks affects secondary roads as well, especially in cases where
undersized culverts cause upstream flows to accumulate behind them. Such culvert blockages
and subsequent debris flows may in turn damage or destroy main travel routes. When blocked
culverts blow out, large amounts of sediment input have serious water quality impacts to the
riverine system. Multiple community members noted the culvert issue in the survey responses:
"There are a lot of forest roads that need bigger culverts, better drainage features and quicker
repairs following road failure." Erosion and sediment transport from unmaintained roads are a
leading cause of vulnerability to salmonid species.
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Table 2.8. Existing travel challenges from flooding
Trails

Flooding causes erosion which damages trails
Creates maintenance challenges and can permanently alter trails.

River

Flooding creates unsafe conditions for travel during flood events.
Flooding can damage existing bank structure causing future challenges for
travel by river, road or trails

USFS

Few USFS roads are located in floodplain, however movement of larger volume

Secondary

of water in slopes causes landslides that may damage USFS roads.

Roads

USFS roads with inadequate culvert sizes may experience road damage and
wash out.
Culvert blockages can also lead to sedimentation, further road damage, and
water pollution.

County Roads

County roads with inadequate culvert sizes may experience road damage and
wash out.

Highways

A few sections of Hwy 96 are in the Klamath River floodplain. Flooding events
can make Hwy 96 impassible, blocking access to Yreka and Interstate 5.
Water on roadways can present safety hazards even when the road is passable.

Utilizing a 100-year flood risk (1% flood risk potential) the Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan
identifies 911 structures at risk from direct flooding within Karuk Aboriginal Territory.5 Figures
2.5 and 2.6 below shows the flood risk maps for the community of Orleans and Happy Camp.
There are 117 structures at risk of a 100-year flood risk in Orleans (1% flood risk potential).

This is using 100 year (1%) flood risk from 3 different sources: Hazus-MH modeling (for Humboldt
county); FEMA DFIRM maps (for Siskiyou County); and KBRA EIS, No Action Alternative for the HC
community area.
5
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Figure 2.5. Orleans Community flood risk.
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Figure 2.6 shows the Flood risk maps for Happy Camp indicating 433 structures within the 100year flood zone (1% flood risk).
Figure 2.6. Happy Camp Community flood risk.
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In addition to direct flooding of the river onto the road, large movement of water in the soil can
lead inadequately sized or improperly placed culverts to blow out, causing the roadway to flood
and potentially significant road damage can result.
Snow and Ice
A year or so ago we had quite a snow storm and you could hear the trees
snapping, I mean just “ snap snap”,

- Adrian Gilkison, Karuk Elder
While total road closures from snow or ice along the major river travel corridor are rare, snow
and ice nonetheless lead to travel vulnerabilities in a variety of ways. When snow and ice do
occur on lower elevation main highway corridor, they create road hazards. In particular, low
elevation wet snows can generate significant treefall events in a short period of time. In such
cases, dozens of trees may block county roads, secondary roads, roadway access and access on
private roads. Unless community members are able to remove trees themselves, they can be
entirely blocked in, as Will Harling described: "I will never forget the snowstorm a few years
back when I had to cut about 90+ trees out of the Salmon River Road just to get to Somes. My
kids were in my truck and trees were falling all around us."(Full quote on p. 43).
Note that such treefall events are created by a combination of the warm wet snows and
lack of fuels maintenance. Snow and ice do eventually block access to higher elevation roads.
This seasonal closure of higher elevation secondary roads can be a particular complication
when such roads are the only available alternate routes for main highway closures as occurred
throughout the winter of 2020-2021 (see photo below).
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Table 2.9. Existing travel challenges from snow and ice
Trails

Trees that fall during snow and ice events can block trails,
creating safety hazards and blockages

River

Few

USFS Secondary Roads

Snow and ice cause safety hazards on roadways
Critical alternate emergency access/egress routes, especially at
high elevations, are often closed in the winter due to snow and
ice
Snow and ice cause road closures and safety hazards on roadways

County Roads
Highways

Snow and ice cause safety hazards on roadways, close alternative
emergency alternative access and egress routes

This chapter has described how each aspect of travel in Karuk Territory today (trails, rivers, and
roads) has present day travel challenges in relation to the unstable geology and mountainous
terrain, complex jurisdiction, historic economic and political disenfranchisement, and the
ongoing lack of awareness of the needs, priorities and political status of tribal people. The
resulting transportation hazards - landslides, fire suppression and wildfires, flooding, and
snow/ice events - are intertwined issues that feed into one another and combine to affect
Karuk transportation networks of trails, rivers, and roads.
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In this remote place the severity and community vulnerability that comes from these
events cannot be underestimated. Road closures impact people in very real ways as this
community responded describes:
There is currently no cellular service in the Orleans area, so if the power goes out, we are
unable to receive information regarding route closures or other emergent issues, unless
we have a generator. If we have no access to essential services for an extended period of
time, we could also lose access to fuel for our generators.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
Moving forward, the increase in climate driven impacts on transportation infrastructure will
continue to have key implications for Tribal program operations, for key species of Tribal
concern (e.g. salmon and lamprey are impacted through road sedimentation in aquatic
systems), and to tribal political sovereignty through the reduction in management authority
when species and programs are negatively impacted. Chapter Three will detail these ongoing
and future climate drivers. Chapter Four expands upon each of these four dimensions of
transportation interruptions in the face of the changing climate.

CHAPTER THREE: Transportation and the Changing Climate in the MidKlamath Region: Summary of Climate Trends and Vulnerabilities
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Within Karuk Aboriginal Territory the effects of climate change including
changes in precipitation patterns, increasing drought, increasing temperatures,
decreased snowpack, increasing frequency and severity of wildfires, and
increased variability in rain and snow (e.g. microbursts, rapid changes in
temperature, late and early season snows) are immediate and occurring now.
These changing patterns of temperature and precipitation translate into
additional threats to Karuk transportation infrastructure in the form of landslide
activity, increasing fire behavior, "snow down" treefall events, and more variable
occurrences of snow and ice on roadways.
The already high level of landslide activity affects travel by trail, river and
roadways and these impacts are only likely to increase with ongoing changes in
precipitation, temperature and fire behavior.
Greater temperature differentials and overall warming temperatures are leading
to more severe storms, more rain on snow events and the sudden, high volume
rainstorms known as "microbursts." Microbursts may be particularly effective in
moving materials at slide sites, increasing the amount and frequency of debris
on roadways and of larger landslides.
The movement of large amounts of water through slopes is a direct trigger for
landslides. The warming of winter temperatures coupled with an increase in
total winter precipitation in Karuk Territory is already leading to more rain on
snow events and this trend is expected to increase.
Traditionally most landslides occur in winter. More variable temperature and
precipitation conditions will likely increase the frequency of landslides
throughout the year.
Climate forecasting shows an increase in the frequency of high severity fires in
Karuk Territory. The decrease in vegetative cover that take up water and hold
soils in place increases landslide activity for several years post-fire.
Existing culvert infrastructure is designed with regard to particular climatic and
weather conditions. As patterns of precipitation and temperature change, the
frequency of so-called "100 year flood events" are increasing and can exceed the
capacity of highway culverts and lead to road hazards and closures.
Region-wide climate stressors place added pressure on the non-tribal entities
who supply critical transportation infrastructure, potentially further lowering the
already lower prioritization of Karuk needs in relation to more populated regions
and urban centers.

Within Karuk Aboriginal Territory on the mid Klamath, the effects of climate change including
changes in precipitation patterns, increasing drought, increasing temperatures, decreased
snowpack, earlier snow melt and spring runoff, decline in total spring runoff, and increased
variability in streamflow increased variability in rain and snow (e.g. microbursts, rapid changes
in temperature, late and early season snows) have already been observed and these trends are
expected to increase (Butz et al. 2015). In particular, the Klamath Basin has experienced a
progressive increase in high severity fire in recent years as a result of both climate change and
past and present federal land management practices that have led to increased fuel loads
(Odion et al. 2004, Miller et al. 2009 and 2012, Taylor and Skinner 2003). In addition to
increases in fire severity, there are changing patterns of fire size, changes in the length of the
fire season, the elevation patterns at which fires are occurring, and changes in the frequency of
these very large hot fires. Additional notable trends within the mid Klamath basin include drier
autumn weather (produced in part by the presence of high atmospheric pressure systems, see
Swain 2018), shifting fog and wind dynamics, and an expansion of insect pests, forest and
riverine pathogens and invasive species (some of which may or will be refugee species). While
specific temperature, precipitation, fire, and other aspects of the changing climate play out
differently across regions of the United States and globe, trends occurring in Karuk aboriginal
territory are a function of global atmospheric processes and congruent with both broader
trends and global climate models.
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Figure 3.1. Biophysical changes resulting from climatic drivers. From the Karuk Climate
Adaptation Plan, courtesy of Sara Worl.
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These climate drivers translate into a variety of threats and vulnerabilities to the Karuk
transportation system. The Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan describes how changing patterns of
temperature and precipitation in the mid Klamath region translate into additional threats to
Karuk transportation infrastructure including increases in flooding, landslides, increasing fire
behavior, an increase in microbursts, treefall, and more variable occurrences of snow and ice.
Transportation infrastructure from culvert sizes to bridge structures or landslide mitigation
techniques is built around and adapted for given climate conditions (e.g., debris flows, river
flows, landslide size and frequency). Similarly, road maintenance priorities are determined by
seasonality of use as well as funding. Chapter Two describes how interruptions to travel
because of storms, landslides, fires and routine repairs already occur regularly in Karuk
communities. These circumstances will increase as the changing climate generates more severe
storms, increasing wind speeds, and changing wind directions.
Most transportation takes place on roads and highways, but traditional river and trail
travel remain important and also face climate impacts. This chapter first gives a brief overview
of climate trends and forecasts for the mid Klamath region and then details their impacts for
both Karuk traditional and roadway forms of transportation. The chapter begins with a short
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description of climate impacts to trails and riverine transportation systems and then addresses
how forecasted climate trends are expected to impact existing road and highway travel in the
form of landslides and road slip outs, wildfires, flooding and snow and ice.
Temperature Forecasts in the Mid Klamath Basin
California’s Fourth Climate Assessment notes that minimum, average, and maximum
temperatures have all been increasing in California over the past century (Kalansky et al, 2018).
Common measures of air temperature include annual average air temperatures, nighttime
summer and winter minimum temperatures, numbers of days per year that exceed 86 °F,
numbers of frost-free days (a measure of the length of the growing season), and measures of
extreme heat events. Across California annual average temperatures have increased by about
1.5 °F in the last century, heat waves have become more common, and spring snowmelt is
occurring earlier. Both across California and in the North Coast region specifically these
temperature increases have been greatest in summer months. Minimum nighttime
temperatures have also been increasing faster than either maximum daytime highs or average
temperatures (ibid). Not only are there overall increases in air temperatures across these
measures, but more variable temperature patterns are observed.
At the Orleans, CA weather station, average temperatures have already increased 2 °F in
the period from 1931-2014 (Butz, Sawyer and Safford 2015). Nighttime temperatures over the
same period have increased by almost 4º F (2.2° C) (ibid). Warmer nighttime temperatures have
a particularly significant effect on stream temperatures. Butz, Sawyer and Stafford (2015) note
“Across the western United States, widespread changes in surface hydrology have been
observed since the mid-1900s. These shifts include: decreased snowpack (particularly at low
elevation sites; earlier snow melt and spring runoff (by 0.3 to 1.7 days per decade across
Western US as a whole) decline in total runoff occurring in the spring (Moser et al. 2009) rising
river temperatures (Kaushal et al. 2010), and increased variability in streamflow (Pagano and
Garen 2005)” (Butz, Sawyer and Safford 2015, 16).
Precipitation Forecasts in the Mid Klamath Basin
Precipitation patterns too are changing in the Klamath basin and across the Pacific Northwest.
Key measures of precipitation include total annual precipitation, timing of winter and summer
precipitation, and the total amount of precipitation in individual storm events. Between 2011
and 2017 California witnessed the most severe drought on record. Not only were precipitation
records the lowest since first recorded in 1895, but tree ring records suggest this period may be
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the driest California has been in 1,200 years (Griffin and Anchukaitis 2014). The Fourth
California Climate Assessment describes a persistent, high pressure system in the north Pacific, ,
is considered to be the primary cause of low during the statewide drought (Seager et al. 2015,
Swain 2015, Swain et al. 2018, 21). Precipitation projections across California as a whole are for
increases in the intensity of individual storms (Pall et al. 2017, Prein et al. 2017, Risser and
Wehner 2017), a reduction in the length of the wet season (with later onset of fall rains in the
fall and earlier drying in the spring) and a universal decline in snowpack, even for climate
scenarios that suggest precipitation increases due to temperature increases. The California
Climate Assessment North Coast Regional Report notes that annual precipitation predictions for
the North Coast Region “fall within the range of historical variation with a trend towards slightly
higher (2-16%) precipitation across the region by the end of century” (2018, 19).
The North Coast Regional Report to the California Climate Assessment further notes that
“Paradoxically, the projected rise in the frequency of precipitation extremes is coupled with an
expected rise in the frequency of extremely dry years, on the order of 80% across most of
northern California (Swain et al. 2018). The coupled rise in the frequency wet and dry year
extremes has been termed “precipitation whiplash” and describes a new climate regime for the
state characterized frequent, dramatic swings between wet and dry years” (ibid, 20).
Within Karuk Aboriginal Territory forecasted changes in the annual total precipitation
are more modest: with projected increase of 1.2 inches by the end of the century, with the total
winter precipitation increasing and total summer precipitation decreasing by about 0.6 inches.
Figure 1.5 shows the forecasted increase in winter precipitation (October -March) by the end of
the century using the higher emissions model. The much-delayed start to Autumn rainy season
in recent years in the Klamath basin has been attributed to the above described atmospheric
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ridge or “blob” (Swain et al. 2018). As winter temperatures increase more precipitation will
occur as rain rather than snow. Future snowfall in the 6,000-10,000 foot elevation range is
predicted to decrease by 22-93% across California by 2100.
Figure 3.2 Forecasted increase in winter precipitation.

Changing Patterns of Fire Behavior in the Mid Klamath Basin
Dalton and co-authors (2013) stress that the largest effects of future climatic variability or
change on Northwest forests are likely to arise from changes in fire frequency and severity.
Changing patterns of fire behavior rank amongst the most pressing of the local dimensions of
climate change taking place within Karuk Aboriginal Territory. Due in part to these thousands of
years of purposeful fire management, the forests of this region are ecologically dependent on
fires that are low in heat production, or “cooler” fires. Western science and traditional
ecological knowledge agree that if fire is excluded in these areas for more than 10 to 15 years,
the consequences of fire can outweigh the benefits, yet as a result of fire suppression, most
forests in the region are missing many fire cycles. Now with the changing climate adding to
decades or more of fire exclusion, there is an increasing frequency of high severity fires.
Across the state there are increases in the total number of fires. CALFIRE reports 7,117 wildfires
in 2017, compared to an average of 4,835 fires during the preceding five years.
The Klamath Basin has experienced a progressive increase in high severity fire in recent
years as a result of both climate change and past and present federal land management
practices that have led to increased fuel loads (Odion et al. 2004, Miller et al. 2009 and 2012,
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Taylor and Skinner 2003). In addition to increases in fire severity, there are changing patterns of
fire size, changes in the length of the fire season, the elevation patterns at which fires are
occurring, and changes in the frequency of these very large hot fires. Note that changes in fire
behavior result from a combination of climate change and local management actions. While
these patterns of fire behavior are discussed here along with more distinctly atmospheric
drivers, they reflect the combination of a century of fire exclusion, the presence of even-age
highly fire prone tree ‘plantations,’ post logging brush fields, and changing patterns of
temperature and precipitation that have led to a series of very large, hot fires within Karuk
Aboriginal territory and homelands (Odion et al. 2004).
Summary of Climate Forecasts for Karuk Aboriginal Territory
Forecast data from multiple models assembled by the NW Climate Toolbox provide estimates
for future climate conditions within Karuk Aboriginal Territory. Table 3.1 summarizes a series of
these trends for the high emissions scenario, showing data from 1970-2010 as a baseline,
model forecast data by the turn of the century, and the total change in value. These forecasts
are consistent with regional, national and international trends as well as climate models
(Bennett et al. 2014, Butz et al. 2015, Coops and Waring 2001, Dalton, Mote and Snover 2013,
Garfin et al. 2014, Grantham 2018, May et al 2018).
Socio-Political Climate Transportation Vulnerabilities
The biophysical climate stressors described take place in an increasingly climate challenged
social, political and economic landscape. Region-wide climate stressors place added pressure on
the non-tribal entities who supply critical transportation infrastructure, potentially further
lowering the already low prioritization of Karuk needs in relation to more populous and urban
centers.
Climate change is also affecting the use of cultural fire as a key management tool. State
policies and regulations continue to restrict the Karuk Tribe from enacting cultural burning to
steward their lands and protect them from high-severity wildfire. A recent study surveying
Indigenous and non-Indigenous fire managers across Karuk and Yurok territories found that
many barriers continue to restrict the seasonal burn windows in which fire managers can get
good fire on the ground, including state regulations, staffing capacity, and climate change.
Eleven percent of respondents felt that climate change is limiting their ability to enact cultural
and prescribed fire (Marks-Block and Tripp 2021). A study from the southeastern US found that
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climate change is impacting weather patterns such that the number of allowable days for
burning is declining (Kupfer et al 2020). Cultural fire is needed to reduce fuels and fire hazards
near trails, rivers, and roads. This represents another way that fire suppression policy and
climate change are together exacerbating Karuk transportation vulnerabilities.
Table 3.1. Summary of key climate forecasts for Karuk Aboriginal Territory
(data from Climate Impacts Group, NW Climate Toolbox high emissions scenario,
Krosby et al 2018)
Recent

By end of

Change

Decades

Century

(baseline)

(2070-2099)

Days over 86 °F

49.8 days

102 days

+ 52.5 days

Jun-August average

83.0°F

92.6°F

+ 9.6°F

52.5°F

60.3 °F

+ 7.8°F

Days in Growing season

176 days

251 days

+ 75 days

Freeze Free Days

282.5 days

344.3

+ 61.8 days

Days of high fire danger

36.5

48.2

+ 12 days

Snow-water equivalent

10.3 in

1.4 in

- 9 inches

Annual Total Precipitation

78.8 in

82 in

+ 3.2 inches

Winter Precipitation

66.3 in

70.7 in

+4.4 inches

12.5 in

11.3 in

- 1.2 inches

11.5 in

9.6 in

- 2 inches

maximum daily
temperature
Annual average daily
temperature

(Oct-March)
Summer Precipitation
(April-September)
Total soil moisture
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Climate Trends and Trail Transportation
Changing patterns of precipitation, temperature and fire behavior already affect the
recreational, social, cultural and spiritual use of trails by Karuk people. Treefall from snow and
ice, landslides (exacerbated by the increased movement of water in slopes), the excessive heat
and increasing fire danger all have serious consequences for Karuk use of trails and the
subsistence, ceremonial and recreational uses with which they are associated. Most
recreational trails are maintained by the US Forest Service, if at all. Cultural and ceremonial trail
systems are most often maintained by families for whom the added burden of maintenance in
the face of changing patterns of precipitation, temperature and fire behavior is significant.
Table 3.2. Climate trends and trail transportation
Hotter temperatures (earlier snow melt,

More difficult conditions for hiking and other trail

drought)

uses with heat

Precipitation changes and extremes

Trail washouts due to rain, landslides, treefall events
with low elevation snows.

More severe and unpredictable fires

Trail travel impossible during fire events
Trail maintenance through cultural burning more
difficult with high fuel loads and new climate regime

Climate Trends and Riverway Transportation
Landslides blocking river make flooding worse... there are many ancient landslides that
have the potential for this...
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
Changing patterns of temperature, precipitation and fire behavior each affect the ability of
Karuk people to safely navigate the rivers. While the presence of flood conditions is one of the
most apparent hazards, low and suddenly variable flows also pose dangers to riverway travel.
Similarly, changes in river hydrograph impact bank structure, altering the availability of river
access points. Landslides can alter bank structure, interacting with other flood dynamics as
referenced by the quote from a survey respondent above. Treefall events from low elevation
snow and ice at low can impact river access points, while increased air and water temperatures
support various harmful algae, which impact river transport safety.
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Table 3.3. Climate trends and riverway transportation
Hotter temperatures (earlier snow melt,

Lower and more variable river flows present

drought)

safety and access concerns for river travel
Warmer temperatures increase
cyanobacteria and other harmful algae
posing safety concerns with river contact

Precipitation changes and extremes

More variable river flows, flooding can
impact river safety and bank stability, leading
to access and additional safety concerns

More severe and unpredictable fires

May make river travel impossible

Climate Trends and Roadway Hazards
Changing climatic patterns also impact road networks used by Karuk people for all aspects of
life. As hotter more variable temperatures lead to drought, early snow melt and more extreme
temperature swings, microbursts, rain on snow events, and flooding will occur more frequently
and in unexpected times of year. Hotter temperatures interact with changing patterns of
precipitation to similarly produce flooding, unexpected rain on snow events, an increase in
landslide activity and longer fire seasons. Higher elevation fires will also have interactive effects
on transportation options. These climate impacts are already affecting highways, county roads,
and USFS roads in overlapping and different ways. For example, flood events can make roads
along rivers dangerous and impassable. Secondary and tertiary roads are used as alternatives,
but these roads face other types of climate hazards. Increased fire activity induced by climate
change leads to hillslopes along road corridors vulnerable to landslides and debris flow, all of
which can impact the ability for people to safely travel. USFS roads often have improperly sized
culverts that plug and overflow during extreme rain events, leading to washouts and unsafe
roadway conditions. Figure 3.3 below portrays the general relationships between climate
drivers and road hazards that will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
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Figure 3.3. Climate drivers' impacts on transportation. Courtesy of Kirsten Vinyeta.

Climate Trends Landslides and Slip Outs
The effects of flash flooding have already been significant in District 2, especially during
the winter of 2016-2017 where rainstorms and mudslides caused road closures and
damage in the district.
-2019 Caltrans District 2 Climate Vulnerability Assessment
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The already high level of landslide activity affects travel by trail, river and roadways and these
impacts are only likely to increase with ongoing changes in precipitation, temperature and fire
behavior. In particular, the Klamath River highway's extreme propensity to experience fire and
landslide related closures is one of the most immediate transportation vulnerabilities. The
above described changes in patterns of temperature and precipitation, flooding, fire activity,
snow and ice, microbursts each intersect with existing biophysical and sociopolitical conditions
to increase the community's vulnerability to landslides in the coming years.
Figure 3.4. Climate change effects on landslides and roadways on the Klamath River Highway.

The movement of large amounts of water through slopes is a direct trigger for landslides.
Flooding may occur year-round, but the largest flood events have generally occurred in winter
when large amounts of moisture are added to already saturated soils and when warm winter
temperatures lead to "rain on snow events" in which large amounts of water move in the
system. The warming of winter temperatures coupled with an increase in total winter
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precipitation and more variable (less stable or predictable) temperatures in Karuk Territory are
already leading to more rain on snow events and this trend is expected to increase, see Figure
3.4 below. Furthermore, the sudden, high volume rainstorms known as microbursts are
becoming more common as temperature and precipitation patterns become more variable.
Microbursts may be particularly effective in moving materials at slide sites, increasing the
amount and frequency of debris on roadways and of larger landslides. The 2019 Caltrans
District 2 Climate Vulnerability Assessment notes for example:
“The stretch of State Route 96 that begins 23 miles north of Somes Bar, following the
Klamath River and ending at Interstate 5 in Siskiyou County, was severely affected by the
weather when more than 60 inches of rain fell in the area. Caltrans crews from the Seiad
Valley and Yreka Maintenance Stations woke up every day to face multiple slides and slipouts on SR-96, causing major damage and traffic delays. They experienced flooding, slide
removal involving rock and mud, large boulder removal including blasting operations, slip
outs where 200 feet of the roadway was gone, emergency hazard tree removal, plugged
culverts from flash flooding and fire burn scars, and snow removal” (p.8).
Figure 3.5. Climate change effects on landslides, flooding risk, and road hazards.
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Within this context, undersized or improperly aligned culverts create debris blockages that lead
to flooding onto roadways and road blow outs (slip outs). Existing culvert infrastructure is
designed with regard to particular climatic and weather conditions. As patterns of precipitation
and temperature change, the frequency of so-called "100 year flood events" are increasing.
High rainfall events can exceed the capacity of highway culverts and lead to road hazards and
closures. Areas which have experienced high-severity wildfire are especially prone to debris
runoff plugging culverts during flooding events. Culvert design and maintenance is a core
component of Caltrans climate vulnerability assessments (Caltrans 2019). The problem of
undersized culverts is both an example of how the existing infrastructure inequalities intersect
with new climate pressures, and an example of how the changing climatic conditions create the
need for new "baseline" assumptions. The photo below shows the extensive road damage that
can occur from a culvert blowout.

These culvert failures clearly increase sedimentation in the river as excessive water after fire
events. Climate forecasting shows an increase in the frequency of high severity fires in Karuk
Territory, increases in fire sizes and extensions of the fire season earlier in the Spring and later
into the Winter. The post-fire decrease in vegetative cover that take up water and hold soils in
place results in an increase in landslide activity for several years after a fire. Post-fire soil
chemistry can be an additional factor, see Figure 3.5 below.
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Figure 3.6. Climate change effects on wildfire risk, landslides, and road hazards.

Traditionally most landslides occur in winter, however the more variable temperature and
precipitation conditions will likely increase the frequency of landslides throughout the year.
Table 3.4 summarizes these relationships between changing climate conditions and landslide
activity for trails, rivers and roadways. County roads tend to follow mountain contour (less
extensive straightening in the engineering and road design) are more likely to have frequent
rockfall, but tend to be smaller scale landslides and slip outs as compared to Hwy 96.
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Table 3.4. Climate change drivers, biophysical processes, and transportation hazards
Climate Driver

Biophysical Process

Transportation Hazard

Less summer precipitation
Higher summer temperatures
Temperature variability restricts
window for intentional fire

Increasing prevalence of highseverity wildfire
Extreme heat events

Increased landslide activity
Tree fall on roads and trails

More winter precipitation
Microbursts
Colder winter temperatures

Flooding
Snow and ice storms
Landslides, especially in postburn areas

Water, snow, ice on roadways
Debris flow, rock and mudslides
on roadways
Tree fall, esp. In post-burn areas
Plugged and overflowed culverts

Large scale flooding events on the highway can act as a dam creating a lake, creating serious
vulnerabilities for washing out cultural resources.
Climate Trends and Transportation Interruptions from Fire Activity and Fire Suppression
Evacuation orders / closures that are not specific enough and don't allow us to use back
roads out of the danger area to access our homes, maintain livestock and gardens.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
Increasing fire activity and the intersecting problems of past and present fire suppression are
centrally linked to the most serious and frequent aspects of transportation interruptions in the
form of safety during fires, the impacts of direct fire closures, the needs for emergency access
and egress, and post-fire landslides and road debris as
described in the last section on landslides. Furthermore, as
climate change intensifies there are more simultaneous and
interactive effects on the transportation system, as described
in the 2019 Caltrans District 2 Climate Assessment:
“A stretch of State Route 96 23 miles north of Somes Bar, along
the Klamath River and ending at I-5 in Siskiyou County, was
severely affected by the combined effects of wildfire and
precipitation. More than 60 inches of rain fell in an area with
fire burn scars in a relatively short period, resulting in flooding,
rock/mud slides, and flash flooding” (Caltrans 2019, 10).
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Many of the interactive effects
that are emerging in the
context of climate change are
related not only to biophysical
drivers but to socio-political
factors of past and present
agency management. These
effects can be best understood
by drawing upon the concept
of infrastructural violence
detailed in Chapter Two.
Figure 3.6. Dense and brushy forest conditions along GO Road.
Source: Misty Rickwalt.

Multiple community survey
respondents emphasized how

the lack of roadside fuels maintenance continues to create added fire danger. The danger of
heavy fuels on roadsides is especially true in a climate change context where fire behavior,
temperatures and precipitation patterns are less predictable. Not only does fire suppression
lead to more fire activity now and in the future, as the climate changes and hazard situations
intensify, fire suppression exacerbates road closures and creates additional safety hazards
during fire events.
It also leads to further and longer term road closures when fires occur. Community
members expressed multiple aspects of the transportation impact of high fuel loads along
roadways:
"Many well-traveled roads are overgrown with brush. Need roadside brushing
everywhere! Fire danger is extreme along our roads."
If a fire started on the steep roadside just upriver of E. Pearch Creek Rd. it would put our
whole neighborhood in danger. More fuels reduction and prescribed burning is needing
in that area.
"The roads are not always maintained well, which leads to brush on sides of road, or
slipouts/rocks/trees/slides. This can lead to dangerous situations when additional fire
traffic is on the road. Many roads were decommissioned, which means less ways to
escape from fires as well.
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Fire response team regularly set up road blocks to prevent civilian vehicles from
travelling to give firefighters more room/make it safer for them; this leads to many more
closures where there is added fuel build up by these routes
Multiple survey respondents emphasized the safety hazards that come with increased fire
traffic and post fire logging crews:
Logging trucks and higher traffic than normal on the roads are a major concern. I’ve
been concerned about the stops in front of possible slide areas due to the fire and burnt
trees to help slides.
Another topic of major importance in the survey was the relationship between road closures
and access to subsistence activities, cultural activities and daily life.
The feds trying to keep us out of our country. We need to do our fall time business
hunting and gathering for winter.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
In the absence of fuels work, trees fall directly onto roadways. The image below is of USFS Road
15 N 17 near Haypress Meadows in June 2021. Note that this tree is too large for a normal
chain saw and that this is a key potential alternate emergency access/egress route for the
middle or "Vortex" section of Hwy 96 as described in Chapter Six.
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Post fire activities including logging also generate additional hazards. Multiple survey
respondents indicated concerns from logging trucks:
"Increased highways and roads use not getting repaired. Trucks driving logs out are in
oncoming lanes on highway. Going to kill someone. Slow them down and have them pull
over. Give more time for them to drive."
On the one hand, transportation is critically needed for emergency response during such
fire events. Emergency response activities in the form of communication, emergency escape
routes, and access to water systems for fire suppression are critical immediate needs at the
time of fires. Transportation infrastructure is also critical for longer term fire response as the
community seeks to recover socially and economically in the aftermath of large hot fires
(personal families, community infrastructure).
Climate Trends and Transportation Interruptions from Snow/Ice
Although main highways and secondary roads are low elevation, snow and ice do impede main
travel routes and are a significant factor inhibiting the use of alternate routes in emergencies
(many of which leave the river corridor and traverse higher elevations). More variable
temperature and precipitation patterns will lead to a variety of intersecting impacts in relation
to snow and ice. More variable patterns of snow and ice will likely translate into more of the
unexpected low elevation wet snows that lead to extensive treefall events. Similarly, the
increased variability in precipitation and temperature patterns may lead to unexpectedly early
and late season snows that can close unmaintained USFS and county roads for longer than
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normal in winter. The few alternate access and egress routes identified all traverse higher
elevations where snow and ice make these routes seasonally impassable. Multiple community
members commented on this
problem in the community survey:
“Orleans has been isolated
numerous times due to landslides (or
snow in the higher country) on all the
routes coming into and out of the
area.”
When such events intersect with the
extension of the fire season and
extension of seasonality and increase
in landslides as described in the last
sections, they further reduce the
potential for such roads to serve as
emergency access or egress routes.
As noted in the 2019 National
Climate Assessment, warming
winters will change the timing and
location of freeze and thaw events,
potentially increasing pavement cracking and pothole conditions.

Climate Trends and Flooding
There are a lot of forest roads that need bigger culverts, better drainage features and
quicker repairs following road failure.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
As described in prior sections, many of the climate related vulnerabilities for roadway travel are
best understood as dynamic and interactive. In the case of flooding, extreme precipitation
events in the form of microbursts, rain on snow events and the general forecasted increase in
winter precipitation in the years to come each make the timing, degree and circumstances of
flood hazards less predictable. Figure 3.6 below shows that the peak flood timing for the
Klamath river is in January. Added future winter precipitation coupled with more variable and
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generally warmer temperatures is likely to significantly exacerbate these floods, and to create
new potential peak flow timing.
Figure 3.7. Seasonal Klamath River flow, 1962-2021 average.

Climate stressors from fire and flooding are already observed to intersect with one another,
and this dynamic will increase. Building on the notion that climate related transportation
vulnerabilities are both biophysical and socio-political, this chapter has outlined dynamics
between climate stressors and transportation on trails, rivers and roadways within Karuk
Aboriginal Territory. The next chapter, Chapter Four, begins the adaptations portion of this
report, with proactive responses to the urgent need for better coordination, communication
and capacity building between the large number of transportation agencies operating in Karuk
Territory.
The most immediate and dangerous aspect of transportation vulnerabilities concerns the
severe lack of emergency access and egress routes for much of the community. Chapter Six
details this situation.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Adaptations Regarding Capacity, Coordination and
Communication
Transportation hazards and impacts have biophysical dimensions, yet the social and economic
impact of landslides, fires, flooding and ice are a direct function of decisions and actions taken
by transportation agencies before, during and after each event. As of 2022, roads operation,
maintenance and planning within Karuk Aboriginal Territory is carried out by seven different
non-tribal entities in addition to the Karuk Tribe. The U.S Forest Service is the key agency with
recognized jurisdiction to conduct roads planning or maintenance for numerous potential
alternate emergency routes, yet this agency does not have community roads maintenance in
their mission and systemwide roads maintenance projects are only conducted once every
several years. Moreover, while fire and fuels generate one of the primary transportation
hazards, fuels planning and maintenance is under the jurisdiction of CALFIRE which has no
community transportation mandate. In the absence of coordinating mechanisms, the burden to
keep communities safe and deliver government services falls to the Karuk Tribe. Tribal
jurisdiction is however frequently unacknowledged or misunderstood, and the Tribe currently
lacks the physical capacity to coordinate the actions of these many agencies. Taken together,
lack of communication and coordination within transportation agencies (and between these
agencies and the Karuk Tribe) produces a major compounding dimension of hazard and
vulnerability for the Tribe and community in the face of climate change. Climate planning
work that fails to account for existing infrastructural violence (see Chapter Two) further
exacerbates the substantial present inequalities, shifting the burden of climate induced
transportation vulnerability disproportionately onto the most disadvantaged communities. In
light of existing circumstances and their increased strain going forward, new mechanisms for
capacity and coordination are needed at multiple levels from long-term planning to
maintenance and daily travel and for emergency scenarios. Chapter Four details recommended
climate adaptations regarding capacity, coordination and communication in the context of 1)
long-term planning, 2) daily travel and maintenance and 3) emergency scenarios.
Long Term Planning
Department of Interior Secretarial Order 3289 asserts that “climate change may
disproportionately affect tribes and their lands because they are heavily dependent on their
natural resources for economic and cultural identity;” emphasizes the primary trust
responsibility of the Federal government to tribes; and affirms that “tribal values are critical to
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determining what is to be protected, why and how to protect the interests of their
communities” (USDI 2009). Long term planning is the most critical means for improving
outcomes in daily travel and emergency scenarios. Karuk Aboriginal Territory spans two
counties, two Caltrans Districts and two U.S. Forest Service Forests. Each of the seven non-tribal
entities whose actions dictate conditions on the ground within Karuk aboriginal territory
conducts their own independent long-term planning.
Need for Comprehensive Inter-Agency Coordination
Improved coordination of long-term planning is critical to achieving transportation justice in
daily travel and emergency scenarios moving forward. This is especially needed in light of
intensification of transportation hazards as climatic conditions worsen. Many well-intentioned
people within each agency do good work on the ground to surmount infrastructural barriers.
Enforcement of tribal safety and sovereignty cannot be achieved on the backs of individual
good will. Instead, there is a critical need for institutional level response and restructuring.
Mechanisms are needed for overall coordination of the transportation system between the
Federal, State and County agencies, as well as for increased tribal capacity and funding. Karuk
leadership within any such forum will be essential. Without tribal leadership involvement there
will continue to be encroachment on Tribal sovereignty and minimal understanding of tribal
transportation needs. This is the problem in many of the agencies currently working in Karuk
territory (see also adaptations in relation to sovereignty in Chapter Five).
Proposed adaptations:
•

•
•
•
•

Evaluate potential Statewide mechanisms for interagency coordination including
potential legislative approaches, the use of Joint Powers Authority to convene
Transportation Association in Karuk Territory and/or evaluate potential for "CALFED"
structured process between State and Federal Offices of Emergency Management.
Consider reviving/expanding Karuk Office of Emergency Management and increasing
internal coordination within relevant Karuk Tribal Departments to provide increased
capacity on Karuk tribal side.
Work with tribal liaisons to explore existing shared stewardship mechanisms and
mechanisms for increased Tribal authority and autonomy in transportation
management.
Work with appropriate agency tribal liaisons to redesign procedures and policies
regarding Tribal relationships to reduce present infringements on tribal sovereignty
within agency relations.
Pursue Statewide and Federal legislative or executive actions to update protocols,
procedures and policies regarding relationships with tribes (see also Chapter Five on
Tribal Sovereignty).
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•

Consider utilizing interagency coordination and jurisdiction mechanisms within 2020
California Natural Resources Agency, and USFS Agreement for Shared Stewardship of
California’s Forests and Rangelands.

Increase Tribal Capacity for Collaboration and Coordination
The burden of engaging roads operation, maintenance and planning by seven different nontribal entities conducting transportation work within Karuk Aboriginal Territory is presently on
the Karuk Tribe. However the Tribe lacks both the capacity and recognized jurisdiction to carry
out or enforce such coordination. Other major limitations for Karuk Tribal participation in long
term planning processes are funding and staff time. Many state funding sources are currently
inaccessible due to misapplied labor requirements for permits, requirements for tribes to waive
sovereign immunity. In other cases state agencies violate tribal sovereignty by relating to tribes
as contractors. Funding and capacity are also needed for individual practitioners who provide
cultural input on projects.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•

•
•
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State statutes are needed to drop requirement of tribes to waive sovereign immunity to
participate in funding programs and for permitting requirements.
Caltrans should move towards full-time District Native American Coordinators, whose
main job is tribal consultation on proposed project, without having the burden of project
delivery, which causes a conflict of interest. Tribal liaisons within agencies serve key
roles, yet their current mandates remain too narrowly focused on past archaeological
impacts and ground disturbances. The scope of tribal liaison work needs to be expanded
to encompass present day needs of tribes. This would include the development of
proactive responses to present state and federal infringement on tribal sovereignty, as
well as the complexity and particulars of present day tribal uses of roads.
Consider reviving/expanding Karuk Office of Emergency Management and increasing
internal coordination within relevant Karuk Tribal Departments to provide increased
capacity.
Evaluate other funding mechanisms that enhance and support Tribal management
authority including use of Good Neighbor Agreements, the USFS Shared Stewardship
program and 2020 California Agreement for Shared Stewardship of California's Forests
and Rangelands. This agreement is meant to increase coordination between federal and
state agencies, through joint partnerships, contracts, and commitments.6

This agreement is part of the broader USFS Shared Stewardship program which aims to 1) Manage Together, 2)
Do the right work in the right places at the right scale, and 3) Use all available tools for better stewardship. In line
with the Action Plan detailed above, California’s Shared Stewardship agreement aims to increase crossjurisdictional coordination and allocate funding to on-the-ground projects where it is most needed. In practice, this
new policy environment may risk resulting in additional bureaucratic hurdles and hidden pathways to receiving
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•

•

•

Consider utilizing state and Federal funding from Offices of Emergency Management;
evaluate appropriateness of other state funding sources including Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program (HMGP) funding, Sustainable Transportation Planning grants and
relevant climate change grants.
Utilize funds from 2021 California Forest and Fire Resilience Action Plan. As identified in
this plan, a lack of coordination between Caltrans districts and the two National Forests
results in untreated and unmaintained roadways that exacerbate Karuk people’s
vulnerability to road hazards caused by wildfire and climate change. The CA Forest and
Fire Resilience Action Plan may provide an opportunity to rectify these coordination
issues, if funding is prioritized deliberately and in consultation with the Karuk Tribe.
Tribal liaisons within agencies should continue to work with Karuk tribal staff to develop
additional specific adaptations to surmount inappropriate policies and institutional
barriers at each level from long term planning and proactive maintenance to day to day
travel and emergency scenarios.

Interagency Information sharing on historic road hazards and conditions
Roads conditions, maintenance and planning activities conducted by one agency impact
circumstances for others. There is currently little if any cross-agency information sharing or
data compilation regarding present day road closures, historic landslide activity and other
hazard locations between the agencies managing Federal, State and County roads. Such
information sharing is critical for day to day community safety, maintenance activities and long
term planning efforts. For example, fire suppression activities occurring on USFS roads generate
landslide hazards on Hwy 96. Similarly, Caltrans closures of Hwy 96 lead to pressures on the
USFS and County roads that become de facto alternate emergency routes. Agencies thereby
place an expectation on neighboring agencies to provide alternative routes; but there is no
mechanism for requiring that one be either provided or publicized.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•

Need new interagency mechanism as described earlier to convene and coordinate
current and past transportation interruptions and safety needs within Karuk Territory.
Karuk leadership within this forum will be essential.
Existing road information systems such as the Caltrans RIB system could be expanded to
include country data and major USFS roads.
Karuk Tribe and partner agencies need to work with Google to make changes to
currently incorrect GPS directions on Salmon River Road.

Cumbersome Environmental Review Process
funding prioritization. It is critical that California’s Shared Stewardship strategy actually improves coordination so
that the Karuk Tribe’s vulnerable transportation corridors receive timely maintenance, treatment, and attention.
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Currently NEPA analysis is required for environmental management on Federal lands and CEQA
required for management on state owned and private lands. Actions that cross from Federal
land to private lands including cultural burning across landscape from USFS lands to the
highway right of way need both California State and Federal clearance. These are in addition to
Cal Fire clearance based on the weather, and Air Quality permits. Current environmental
compliance processes are cumbersome and costly. These obstacles waste limited staff time and
resources with complex and duplicative review processes that are often inappropriately
infringing on tribal sovereignty (see adaptations for tribal sovereignty Chapter Five). The 2021
Good Fire Report calls attention to the hurdles in prescribed fire project implementation
created by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) which despite the State’s work to
streamline the process, continue to remain make it difficult for entities other than CALFIRE to
conduct intentional fire. The proposed adaptations listed below are drawn in part from the
2021 Good Fire report:
Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Align NEPA and CEQA laws so that one analysis will suffice for both.
Develop mechanisms for funding and capacity needs for Karuk Departments, staff and
for individual practitioners who provide cultural input on projects.
In the Forest Practice Rules there is allowance for an exemption of archeological surveys
for piling and burning as "non ground disturbing" activities upon Karuk Tribal
Consultation or request.
The Secretary of Natural Resources Agency should modify the examples contained within
the CEQA Guidelines for Class 1, Class 4, and Class 7 to better facilitate the applications
of such exemptions to intentional burning. In particular, the fuel modification example
provided as part of the Class 4 exemption 186 could be modified to include larger or
more remote intentional fires (see pp. 30-31 of Good Fire Report).
The Legislature (or Secretary of Natural Resource Agency) should modify the statute (or
the CEQA Guidelines) to allow tribal authority over all necessary archaeological and/ or
cultural resource analysis for cultural burns or prescribed fires (see pp. 30-31 of Good
Fire Report).
CALFIRE should amend its CEQA implementing regulations 187 to better direct its staff to
use categorical exemptions for prescribed fire projects; and especially cultural fire
projects - i.e. Indigenous led prescribed fire (see pp. 30-31 of Good Fire Report).
CAL FIRE and/or the Legislature should devote significant resources to hiring and training
CAL FIRE staff to quickly and efficiently use the California Vegetation Treatment Program
(CalVTP) Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) process. Likewise, additional
funding should be made available to tribes, cultural fire practitioners, and other burners
to allow them to conduct the analysis necessary to complete the CalVTP process, without
relying on CALFIRE (see pp. 30-31 of Good Fire Report).
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•

•
•

The Legislature should allocate grant money differently, either directly to non-profit
organizations or to other agencies (like RCDs) that may be more willing to rely on
categorical exemptions without extensive documentation (see pp. 30-31 of Good Fire
Report).
The Public Resources Code should be modified to allow Tribes to adopt their own
certified regulatory programs to manage cultural burns and prescribed fire within their
ancestral territories (see pp. 30-31 of Good Fire Report).
Modifications should be sought to classify cultural burning as part of a landscape’s
“baseline” condition, such that cultural burns do not amount to a “project” under CEQA
requiring environmental review (see pp. 30-31 of Good Fire Report).

Lack of Understanding of Tribal Needs
To the extent that the agencies presently responsible for transportation are organized to
engage with Tribes, they have been primarily focused on past Tribal presence (e.g.
archaeologists and ground disturbance). Transportation agencies and their staff must be aware
of present day uses, values, desires and needs of Tribal communities, as well as Tribal political
sovereignty and ongoing Indigenous sciences and management. The Karuk Tribe is uniquely
situated to identify vulnerabilities and propose adaptations that will tie the issues across
jurisdictions. Non-Kruk entities lack the detail or specificity of Tribal needs and values. The
Karuk Transportation Program, Karuk Tribal and DNR staff and Karuk cultural practitioners are
uniquely positioned to describe what is a stake in environmental reviews, to balance the
complexity of impacts and Tribal needs at particular sites, and to develop appropriate
transportation solutions as needed on the ground.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•

•
•

Strong Karuk leadership needed in long term planning and interagency conversations
Discontinue use of contractors for project implementation. Instead the Karuk Tribe needs
to do cultural resources surveys for Karuk lands.
Procure funding for Karuk staff time for above activities. There are inevitable failures of
communication, responsibility and accountability when agency staff hand off duties to
outside contractors who do not work commonly within Karuk aboriginal territory. See
discussion of failures of prime contracting mechanisms as described later in this chapter.
Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.
Legislative angle regarding updating State relationships with Tribes including tribal
consultation, state permitting processes and state funding structures.

Coordination and improved cultural input on culvert placement, bridge, viaduct, disposal site,
and fish passage projects.
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Many infrastructure projects associated with the highway were designed and built at a time
before environmental laws CEQA (1970) NEPA (1969) or NHPA (1966) existed. Or, if they were
installed during the earlier years of those laws, there was extremely little understanding of how
tribal and cultural concerns would fit into those laws. As a result, almost all main existing
infrastructure was put in without Tribal people being at the table. Currently, Caltrans will
normally do engineering design, testing and environmental studies. While there are many good
people conducting this work, bridges and roads have been conducted directly over graves and
key sites, or in other cases the features may be too small, for example a culvert may be installed
where a bridge should be to ensure fish passage. In other cases the feature may be too large,
such as where an embankment may cover a sensitive cultural resources. Caltrans will often
contract out construction and cultural resources surveys. Outside non-Karuk contractors are
conducing geological testing, engineering, environmental (e.g. wildlife, botany and other
environmental factors) and cultural resource surveys. Even in cases where good relationships
occur on the ground between Caltrans and the Karuk Tribe, the use of contractors interrupts
this line of communication. Not only are these surveys being done by individuals who lack tribal
knowledge and accountability, contractors are not accountable to Caltrans. The Karuk Tribe
lives on site and represents the interest of the entire community. Because people use these
roads they know where bridges need to be made, where the road needs to be fixed and slides
need to be addressed because they travel those roads. In addition to being the most qualified
regarding cultural resource needs, the Karuk Tribe is in communication with community
members. In other cases Caltrans and the Tribe may have a good plan but it is over-ridden by
engineering design. The Karuk Tribe can do cultural surveys and GIS mapping as well or better
than Caltrans, but cannot do engineering or geotesting as well as Caltrans. But the Karuk Tribe
does not have a full NEPA team of environmental specialists who can collectively create an
environmental document. It would pose too great of a pressure on Tribal capacity for the Tribe
to take this on at this time.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•

•

Karuk Tribe needs to do field reviews on behalf of Caltrans in our territory in order to
provide for necessary project work to be done.
Discontinue use of non-local contractors who do "windshield surveys." Instead, the Karuk
Tribe needs to do the cultural resources surveys for Karuk lands. Cultural resource
clearance within environmental review process should build on local knowledge to
design projects.
Use the Candidate Action Tables prioritization scheme developed by Karuk Department
of Natural Resources for assessing which projects have highest priority.
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•
•

Cultural knowledge is needed in the archaeological surveys. Cultural and local
knowledge should also be brought into the engineering phase. Both archeological and
engineering phases need to be coordinated with one another.
Consider utilizing new authorities for "phased" studies over the course of a project from
its initial conception throughout the length of the project. (National Phasing
Programmatic Agreement, USFS)

Low Prioritization of Transportation Infrastructure within Karuk Territory
The Karuk community has long received lower statewide and regional prioritization algorithms
due to lack of awareness on the part of non-tribal transportation management entities of the
unique nature and needs of this remote Indigenous rural community. Prioritization based on
population and user days fails to account for the very high frequency of needs for emergency
egress and the lack of existing alternate escape routes. Furthermore, many climatic events such
as fires or rockslides occur in tandem or can lead to other events, complicating transportation
vulnerabilities and emergency responses when road closures occur. The current rating of Hwy
96 as a Tier 3 arterial highway coupled with use of the Average Annual Daily Traffic algorithm
for prioritization fails to account for conditions on the ground. Travel in this region is frequently
interrupted due to climatic events and essential for the Karuk government to carry out
emergency, community and medical services and for tribal infrastructure and functionality. The
lack of feasible alternative routes further underscores the severity of interruptions when they
occur. The use of contractors by Caltrans to determine prioritization in climate reporting has
further jeopardized tribal safety, sovereignty and functionality.
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Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•
•

Increase prioritization of Hwy 96 within statewide and local planning and maintenance
algorithms.
Legislative fixes and/or direction from Governor on how California agencies proceed to
take Tribes into account with management decisions.
Implement prioritization scheme that considers a wholistic view of impacts, risks and
environmental justice rather than merely population and daily use.
Work with Counties and USFS on approaches to increase roads prioritization.
Maintenance and Daily Travel

Necessary adaptations for capacity, coordination and communication regarding long term
planning play out on the day to day in terms of adaptations for on the ground maintenance and
daily travel needs. At the same time as transportation infrastructure is critically necessary for
climate adaptation, without proper maintenance, transportation infrastructure is itself a source
of increased community and ecosystem vulnerability. Unmaintained roads serve as fire and
landslide hazards. Throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory fuels hazard maintenance is critically
needed on roads and trails, especially those identified as emergency alternative routes.
Undersized culverts cause flooding as upstream flows accumulate behind them. Culvert
blockages and subsequent debris flows generate large amounts of sediment input that create
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serious water quality impacts to the riverine system and damage and may even destroy main
travel routes. Erosion and sediment transport from unmaintained roads are a leading cause of
vulnerability to salmonid species. As climate conditions become more variable and unexpected,
sudden precipitation events as well as late and early season ice and snow will likely occur more
frequently. The changing patterns of temperature and precipitation will increase landslide
activity, road debris, road slip outs and other hazards. This next section details three types of
adaptations to support maintenance and daily travel: adaptations to enhance funding
inefficacies, adaptations for road status and safety hazards, and adaptations to increase overall
maintenance levels.
Need Mechanism for Interagency Funding and Maintenance of Alternative Routes
Because each agency is responding to statewide needs, there are many local inefficiencies.
Past District Rangers did not want to advertise these as possible alternative routes since they
are not maintained to sufficient standard and were doubtful they could secure funds from
Department of Agriculture to maintain them as major forest system roads. When the highway is
blocked there is no obligation on the part of the Forest Service to ensure that an alternative
route is open. Likewise the "Grayback Road" from Happy Camp to O'Brien is a crucial escape
route from the town of Happy Camp. This route has three different jurisdictional entities. It is a
county road as far as the bridge at Mill Creek, a USFS road on the Klamath National Forest up to
the Oregon border, and from California to Hwy 199 it is a Forest Service road on the RogueSiskiyou National Forest - which is in an entirely different region of the USFS.
Proposed adaptations:
•

•
•
•
•

Identify mechanisms for resource sharing, e.g. on Emergency Relief for Federally Owned
Roads (ERFO) projects the USFS must replace culverts with the same size culvert, but
could install larger ones if available. Karuk Tribe could have a stock of larger culverts on
hand.
Karuk Tribe could have an emergency budget for keeping a stock of larger size culverts
for USFS placement on ERFO projects when these events occur.
Give Caltrans DNALs the authority to work regionally within their agency and outside
their agency to address deeper transportation needs for the districts they serve.
Development of 202 (a) (9) contracts with FHWA at the federal government level.
Interagency agreements through the BIA to connect the services of the Departments of
Transportation, Interior, and Agriculture.
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Communication on Road Status, Alternate Routes and Short-term Safety Hazards
With large distances between signage points and locations of road closures, community
members report driving an hour or more only to have to turn around due to slides or closures
just miles from their destination. The lack of cell service in the area is a contributing problem,
however lack of service is not the only limitation, specific mechanisms for information sharing
are also needed. Another structural inefficiency concerns access to funds and consistency of
information across county and state projects. The Salmon River Road and Red Cap Roads are
county roads for which Caltrans is not responsible. Caltrans has an office for "Local Assistance"
which ensures that Section 106 and other consultation procedures are observed when federal
funds are used by Counties. However this particular office only operates in this particular
circumstance. The disconnect between these complex jurisdictions shapes the land
management practices that generate fires, landslides and flooding as transportation hazards,
and limits response to these hazards in very real ways.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Coordinate road status communication under larger interagency planning forum.
Enhanced interagency radio communication system for increasing the efficiency of
sharing road closure data should be used by Tribal employees and transportation agency
staff. Some existing radio infrastructure may be utilized, but more is likely needed.
Increase signage on closures, alternate routes and short term safety hazards so
community members are aware of road closures and alternative routes.
Caltrans has recently expanded publicity efforts for its Road Information Bulletin (RIB)
which provides a compendium of road closures. This resource is on the radio and now
daily on email. Caltrans could include road information beyond Caltrans highways such
as country roads and major USFS roads in the RIB system.
Consider the creation of a website maintained by Karuk Tribe Department of
Transportation.
Community outreach personnel and tribal liaisons within each of the agencies such as
Caltrans and USFS and Counties. These agencies should be brought together to come up
with additional recommendations.

Low Maintenance Priority of Roads and Highways Throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory
While increased maintenance prioritization must ultimately be dealt with via larger picture
planning, local coordination and capacity between the many entities managing roads in Karuk
Territory can be increased. Lack of coordination and ad hoc decisions impact the quality of
roads throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory. Maintenance activities and deferred maintenance
by one agency affect the condition of roads operated by other entities, e.g. fire suppression
activities occurring on USFS roads generate landslide hazards on Hwy 96. Similarly, Caltrans
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closures of Hwy 96 lead to pressures on the USFS and County roads that become de facto
alternate emergency routes. In another example, a twenty-three-mile section of Hwy 96 at the
heart of Karuk Territory (known locally as "the Vortex" for its notoriously poor condition) is
maintained by Caltrans District II but has planning work conducted by District I. Furthermore,
the complex jurisdiction has also resulted in a scenario in which fatalities and accidents in
general are under-reported in the region, meaning that these figures do not capture many
accidents and fatalities. Maintenance crews generally do have strong links with the community
at large, and in some cases have strong links with the Tribal community, either directly or
through the DNALs. Most maintenance work does not require environmental review or cultural
clearance; however there are some known problem areas where better maintenance direction
could be provided through the District Native American Coordinator (DNAC) and District Native
American Liaison (DNAL).
Proposed adaptations:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Expand metal beam guardrail system.
Identify mechanisms for resource sharing, e.g. on Emergency Relief for Federally Owned
Roads (ERFO) projects the USFS must replace culverts with the same size culvert, but
could install larger ones if available. Karuk Tribe could have a stock of larger culverts on
hand.
Karuk Tribe could have an emergency budget for keeping a stock of larger size culverts
for USFS placement on ERFO projects when these events occur.
Seek permanent fixes for frequent maintenance problem hotspots, with allowance for
input by the Tribe.
Assess known areas of vulnerability to landslide and slip-outs
Prioritize culvert fixes in areas of particular cultural and ceremonial concern.
Increase maintenance on fogline striping on State, County, and USFS roads.

Adaptations for Capacity and Coordination on Trails and Riverways:
River and tributary corridors and earthen foot trails have long been principal means of villageto-village access, ceremonial needs, cultural resource utilization and commerce. Trails have
long been traditionally used for gatherings at ceremonies at particular times of the year; and for
communication between families. Many trails have downed trees across them. Tanoak trees
are especially susceptible to large amounts of snow with shallow root wads and are very likely
to fall. Recreational trails are also important and often overlooked. Mule packs are still used on
trails today and continue to have an important place in wilderness travel.
Climate factors including floods, landslides, wildfires, and large precipitation events
have impacted Karuk rivers and trails. These result in inaccessibly steep gullies across slopes,
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disappearance of root stock leading to erosion; the unchecked regrowth of non-productive
species, whether invasive or native (Himalayan blackberry or ceanothus - especially in old burn
scars) which block access along established routes. Weather events result in downed trees, but
roads are inevitably treated first, while trails tend to be neglected. Lack of prioritization of trails
and lack of understanding of the importance of a wider range of their uses both contribute to
the vulnerability of Karuk trails today.
Landscape Level Effects Burden Ceremonial Families' Management Capacities
Many presume present day forest structure and trailside vegetation growth are natural
processes, but present forest structure is a function by fire suppression and climate-driven
processes, each of which have are in turn a function of human activity. Landscape level fire
suppression has led to fuel loading and fire risks for trails at scales beyond which individual
family management is suited to address.
Proposed Adaptations
•

•

•

•

Develop projects to allow individual ceremonial leaders and cultural practitioners to
conduct fuels reduction activities in key ceremonial areas and trails. This may include the
use of exemptions for cultural burning activities; or it may entail employing large-scale
authorities such as Phasing Surveys and project-specific Programmatic Agreements.
Cultural practitioners and ceremonial leaders need insurance and other resources to
conduct trails management and the removal of management barriers from non-tribal
agencies (USFS, Caltrans, CalFire) including inappropriate permitting processes. Work
with tribal liaisons in USFS, Caltrans and CalFire to Work with appropriate agency tribal
liaisons to explore further potential shared stewardship mechanisms and mechanisms
for increased Tribal capacity in trails management.
Consider developing mechanisms for further consultation, coordination, resource sharing
and training between the Karuk Tribe and individual families on their leadership, desires
and needs regarding trails and river management including funding streams to promote
the continued maintenance and existence of trails.
Work with other units across Karuk Tribe in an integrated management model such that
TANF, TERO, Education, NCDC and others who may be able to coordinate resources and
funding for the above efforts.7

Protection of Ceremonial Trails and Sites During Fire Suppression Activities
Trails are vulnerable to the same effects of fire and fire suppression activities as roads including
high fire intensity resulting from excessive fuel loading, their use in fire suppression (tree
7

TERO, TANF, and Education offices at the Karuk Tribe, besides DNR, sponsor events to
develop trainings and culturally-related opportunities
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removal and physical impacts from heavy equipment) and impacts to adjacent sites of cultural
and spiritual significance. In many cases trails are actually more vulnerable than roads due to
their locations, the particular structure of family management and their neglect and
misunderstanding within the modern management structure of agencies. Ridge-top trails are
especially targeted in and vulnerable to the effects of fire response activities. Access to
ceremonial spaces can be inhibited by fire in emergency and non-emergency situations.
Ceremonial leaders need to have their own autonomy to decide about the best upkeep for
those spaces, and have a mechanism to communicate those recommendations in confidence to
the incident command. This is the intent of the Fire MOU. Fire suppression activities can
obliterate ancestral trails, thereby blocking off access to gathering areas and ceremonial spaces.
Proposed Adaptations
•

•
•

Ceremonial leaders need to have their own autonomy, including the ability to manage
ceremonial areas. Consider developing mechanisms for further consultation,
coordination, resource sharing and training between the Karuk Tribe and individual
families on their leadership, desires and needs regarding trails and river management
including funding streams to promote the continued maintenance and existence of trails.
Develop integrated system for hazard tree removal, administered by one agency (e.g.
FEMA), and answerable to federal and state agencies, and tribal governments.
Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.

Recreational Trails
Because the Klamath was so dramatically impacted by gold mining, ditches dug by whites and
Chinese are significant in length (e.g. 7 miles) and could be repurposed as trails. These features
are not as ideal for fire lines. Trails made from ditches are less desirable as fire lines because
trails that go across a steep hill are not capable of holding fire. Managed bike trails could be
designed to use as fire lines (possibly through 6F Authority whereby certain kinds of transport
routes can be repurposed for public use).
Proposed Adaptations
•
•

Money and crew time needed to keep trails open. Improvement and maintenance of
recreational trails could be an area of joint interest between Caltrans, FS and Karuk Tribe
to ensure funds for trails maintenance. Trails are used for more than recreation.
Evaluate public support for recreational use of trails in forests using especially old
ditches for walking or cycling trails.
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Fire Impacts on Recreational Trails
Other trails follow routes that contour round mountains or cross slopes, and are less suitable as
fire control features. This latter effect can be observed in the picture below, which shows the
results of neglect. This is a section of the Kelsey Trail about 1 mile up from Norcross
campground towards the head of Elk Creek, about fourteen miles from Happy Camp. This is still
mapped as a National Recreational Trail. As it was used for mules, sections of the trail have
been made less steep and consequently more of it is mid-slope. The rock work constructed to
strengthen the trail around drainages in places forms a dam, with deposits piled up behind
them. This segment of the trail was burned over in 2008 and again in the McCash Fire of 2021.
It is in the very steep Bear Creek drainage, which is always vulnerable to steep slopes eroding
and sloughing down to cover the trail and continue down to the Creek. This site and photo
illustrate similar processes where non-decommissioned roads constructed in topographicallyunsuitable places create sediment sources in the headwaters of creeks and rivers.

This area burned hot in the 2021 fires, following the event in 2008 which in places had
stimulated regrowth of dense bushes unsuitable for cultural uses or travel. This resulted in lack
of root stock on steep slopes and particularly friable ashy soils. Effects such as this on other
trails have been observed to make it very difficult to access fishing sites. In places the trail is
barely visible on the ground. In others, the trail makes for unstable ground next to rock cliffs.
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Communication Regarding Tribal Cultural Uses
The chain of unchecked natural processes and direct and indirect human effects from landadministering agencies has produced a series of harmful effects on the landscape as described
above. It has made the landscape less usable for cultural activities, and harder to set back on
the right course through ceremonial and cultural land management activity. Of particular
relevance to the current report is the manner in which trails and roads continue to be
minefields for infrastructural violence in relation to key cultural and spiritual activities.
Emergency authorities, which can be used to sidestep environmental review and regular
consultation processes, can be invoked over an unnecessarily wide area, and can be applied for
a longer time than is necessary to address the immediate need. In some cases, urgent work can
be classified as “emergency”. Another cases, as was seen in the Slater Fire of 2020 and the
McCash Fire of 2021, large areas can be closed off for long periods to cultural practitioners
particularly because USFS bidding process with private companies for hazard tree and public
safety issues. Any delay with any one of the three responsible agencies results in road closure
and lack of access. The community survey demonstrates that road closures deemed essential by
USFS, CALFIRE or Caltrans are often viewed very differently by the tribal community.
Proposed Adaptations
•

•

Ceremonial leaders need their own autonomy, including the ability to manage
ceremonial areas. Cultural practitioners and ceremonial leaders need insurance and
resources to conduct trails management and removal of management barriers from nontribal agencies (USFS, Caltrans, CalFire) including inappropriate permitting processes.
Consider mechanisms for further consultation, resource sharing and training for
individual families on their leadership, desires and needs regarding trails and river
management including funding streams to promote continued trail maintenance.
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•
•

Develop system for hazard tree removal, administered by one government agency (e.g.
FEMA), and answerable to federal and state agencies, and tribal governments.
Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land

CHAPTER FIVE: Adaptations Regarding Sovereignty and Jurisdiction
As a sovereign government, the Karuk Tribe claims jurisdiction over membership, lands and
territory including the right to manage air, lands, waters and other resources as specified in the
Karuk Constitution. This jurisdiction is recognized in Article II, Sections 4 and 5 of the Karuk
Constitution which states: “The laws of the Karuk Tribe shall extend to 4. All activities
throughout and within Karuk Tribal Lands, or outside of Karuk Tribal Lands if the activities have
caused an adverse impact to the political integrity, economic security, resources or health and
welfare of the Tribe and its members; and 5. All lands, waters, natural resources, cultural
resources, air space, minerals, fish, forests and other flora, wildlife, and other resources, and
any interest therein, now or in the future, throughout and within the Tribe’s territory.”
The Federal government’s primary trust responsibility to Indian Tribes is constituted in the
Tribal Trust Doctrine which was reaffirmed in the 2009 Presidential Memorandum on Tribal
Consultation, Executive Order 13175 regarding consultation with Tribes, Department of Interior
Secretarial Orders 3289 (2009) and Secretarial Order 3206 (1997) American Indian Tribal Rights,
Federal-Tribal Trust Responsibilities, Secretarial Order 333-5: Federal Trust Responsibility to
Federally Recognized Indian Tribes and Individual Indian Beneficiaries. These responsibilities are
reaffirmed in the context of climate change by Secretarial
Order 3289 Addressing the Impacts of Climate Change on
America’s Water, Land and Other Natural and Cultural
Resources.8 There are several California state policies that
require consultation with tribes. Amongst those are Senate Bill
No 18, Assembly Bill No. 52, Executive Order B-10-11 and
Governor Newsom's September 22, 2020 "Statement of
Administration Policy on Native American Ancestral Lands."
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These and other principles underscoring tribal management authority are summarized in Tribal Climate
Change Principles: Responding to Federal Policies and Actions to Address Climate Change (Gruenig et al.
2015) which underscores that “As sovereigns preexisting federal and state governments, tribes have
government authority that they exercise over reservations, trust lands, and Tribal members who live
within service-area jurisdictions that are not designated as trust lands” (p.4). Gruenig et al. (2015) also
outline federal responsibilities towards tribes, stating,“ As recognized by the U. S. Supreme Court the
United States has the highest moral obligation to act in the best interests of federally recognized Tribes”
(p. 1).

The ability to move through Karuk Aboriginal Territory on roads, trails and waterways
(and in some cases the ability to prevent others from doing so) is a matter of tribal sovereignty.
Travel is essential for the Karuk government to carry out emergency, community and medical
services, and for tribal infrastructure and functionality. Tribal members and staff must be able
to access cultural sites for food and other management activities. Tribal sovereignty likewise
applies to decision-making regarding transportation systems and their maintenance, and the
ability to prevent unwanted activities from interfering with cultural and spiritual stewardship.
Numerous transportation management activities from road closures to permit
requirements and expectations to waive sovereign immunity for tribal participation in planning
and maintenance activities carried out by both the federal government and the State of
California are presently interfering with the exercise of Karuk tribal sovereignty. Unrecognized
jurisdiction impacts tribal management authority and program capacities, further exacerbating
the existing inequalities faced by Tribal Nations in the context of climate change. Responding to
transportation interruptions and roads maintenance and planning in the context of
unrecognized jurisdiction is enormously time consuming for Karuk tribal staff and creates safety
hazards that put tribal staff and community at risk. This chapter centers the tribal sovereignty
dimensions of the topics detailed in Chapter Four: the importance of tribal contributions to
environmental and archaeological studies, the lack of prioritization of roads within Karuk
Aboriginal Territory and the necessity for tribal direction of roadside activities and sites of
cultural importance. In the face of the changing climate, proposed adaptations for tribal
transportation sovereignty include the pursuit of Statewide and Federal legislative or executive
actions to update protocols, procedures and policies regarding relationships with Tribe, the
development of state statutes needed to drop the requirement for Tribes to waive sovereign
immunity and the development of additional Tribal-agency MOUs which would apply to both
emergency and maintenance situations, among others. This chapter also addresses adaptations
to infringements on Karuk tribal sovereignty for rivers and trails.
Lack of Understanding of Karuk Tribal Sovereignty by Federal, State and Local Agencies
Today, a major dimension of the transportation vulnerabilities faced by the Karuk Tribe in light
of climate change stems from the lack of jurisdictional recognition and the resulting impacts to
tribal sovereignty, tribal management authority, and consequently to burdens on tribal staff
and resources. The State of California is currently infringing on Karuk Tribal sovereignty through
permit requirements and requirements to waive sovereign immunity to participate in projects
and receive project funding. Further State infringements occur through the utilization of prime
contractors who assume the authority to do projects in Karuk Territory but do not actually have
accountability to the State or the ability to work with Federally recognized Tribes. The State of
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California currently requires the Tribe to comply with labor laws for which the Karuk Tribe is
actually exempt (Tribal labor laws fall under BIA as a Federal entity). State agreements and
contracts still have state labor laws and the Tribe is expected to agree to these. A waiver of
sovereign immunity is almost universally requested for any project by the State of California.
This is in direct conflict with Tribal sovereignty. In other cases, emergency authorities are
invoked by agencies to sidestep environmental review and Tribal consultation, are invoked over
unnecessarily large areas, or applied for a longer than necessary time frames.
Proposed Adaptations:
• Pursue Statewide and Federal legislative or executive actions to update protocols,
procedures and policies regarding relationships with Tribes.
• Develop state statutes to remove requirement to waive sovereign immunity for
participation in funding programs.
• Remove state permitting requirements regarding compliance with state labor laws.
• Consider expanding Karuk Office of Emergency Management funding stability (e.g.
through compacted dollars from Homeland Security) and increasing internal
coordination within relevant Tribal Departments to provide increased capacity.
• Tribal liaisons and coordinators within agencies operating roads within Karuk Aboriginal
Territory should work with Karuk tribal staff to develop additional specific adaptations to
surmount the inappropriate policies within their agency that violate tribal sovereignty.9
• Development of Tribal-agency MOUs which would apply to both emergency and
maintenance situations as needed, would describe types of actions that are necessary
and would be pre-approved by the Tribe and the agency, and would describe a
communications reporting structure whereby Tribal field staff report through the Tribe
to the decision makers at high levels within Caltrans. These MOUs would include a
payment structure for Tribal staff.
• Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.
Tribal Input and Consultation on Road Closures Within Karuk Aboriginal Territory
Throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory the interruption of Karuk fire practices is directly linked
to today's high incidence of transportation disruptions from post-fire landslides, flooding and
treefall due to low elevation snow and ice. For example, the Slater Fire which burned over
To the extent that the agencies presently responsible for transportation are organized to engage with
Tribes, they have been primarily focused on past Tribal presence (e.g. archaeologists and ground
disturbance), but these institutions and their staff must be aware of present day uses, values, desires and
needs of Tribal communities, as well as Tribal political sovereignty and ongoing Indigenous sciences and
management.
9
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157,000 acres of Happy Camp and surrounding areas in September 2020 not only produced
travel disruptions at the time, but it has also increased landslide risk in 2021 and resulted in the
closure of an important road connecting Happy Camp and southern Oregon still today. This
road has remained closed without tribal consultation, and in fact without even notifying the
Karuk Transportation Program when a hard closure was recently enforced, despite the fact that
it is operated within sovereign Karuk Aboriginal Territory.
Fire personnel routinely close roads to reduce workload, risk to fire personnel, danger to
community, and agency liability. The closures of roads within Karuk Aboriginal Territory without
Tribal permission constitutes a violation of tribal sovereignty. The closure of roads limits the
ability of Tribal Council members to carry out business, of fisheries and water quality staff to
conduct research and monitoring along 130 miles of the Klamath River and for tribal members
to visit and access "usual and accustomed places." Road closures are more than an incidental
problem in this place where a high percentage of the community utilizes USFS and county roads
to access work and school, as well as hunting and gathering grounds, and in which tribal staff
need to access research monitoring sites. In the context of climate change in which multiple
simultaneous emergency hazards occur, road closures have direct effects on community safety.
Road closures during and after wildfire events cut off the community from the outside,
affecting escape routes, access to emergency service and food supplies. Emergency authorities,
which can be used to sidestep environmental review and regular consultation processes, can be
invoked over an unnecessarily wide area, and can be applied for a longer time than is necessary
to address the immediate need. In some cases, urgent work can be classified as “emergency”.
Another cases, as was seen in the Slater Fire of 2020 and the McCash Fire of 2021, large areas
can be closed off for long periods to cultural practitioners particularly because of the bidding
process offered by the USFS to private companies to address hazard tree and public safety
issues. Any delay with any one of the three responsible agencies results in road closure and lack
of access to critical escape routes. The community survey from the Climate Vulnerabilities
section demonstrates that road closures deemed essential by USFS, CALFIRE or Caltrans crews
are often viewed very differently by the tribal community. Road closures by fire personnel was
a key concern emphasized in comments in the Climate Transportation Survey: "Double impacts
of fire and rain on Grayback Road this year, of course. There is a large slide on China Grade
from last winter not stabilized that will certainly cut off tribal HHS employees from work again
this winter (in relation to the extended closure of the Grayback Road post Slater Fire which
denies access to a critical travel route and the main alternate emergency egress for the Happy
Camp community)."
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Proposed Adaptations
• Pursue Statewide and Federal legislative or executive actions to update Tribal policies
regarding in the context of road closures and other climate emergency situations.
• Staff within agencies operating roads within Karuk Aboriginal Territory should work with
Karuk tribal staff to develop additional specific adaptations to surmount the
inappropriate policies and institutional barriers within their agency that violate tribal
sovereignty. This may include Tribal liaisons and Tribal coordinators within these
agencies.
• Annual multi-agency meetings of transportation coordination group such that other
agencies are aware of and further accountable to Tribal needs regarding road closures.
Need for Karuk Contribution to Environmental Studies; Failure of Prime Contracting Model
The Karuk Tribe is proficient at balancing a community need with preserving environmental
consideration and supports many beneficial projects such as off channel pond construction,
culvert replacement and bridge projects. The Karuk Tribe rather than outside non-tribal entities
needs to direct project design and the ability to do their own reports in their own territory
including environmental impact assessment (NEPA and CEQA reports), pre-contact and
historical archaeological studies (Section 106 reports), and utilizing local knowledge regarding
project priority (e.g. the fisheries candidate action tables which lay out which culvert and bridge
projects should have the highest priority). The Karuk Tribe has had a defined consultation policy
with Caltrans in place for 6 years. The use of contractors bypasses the consultation process,
forcing the Tribe to deal with companies who assume the authority to do projects in Karuk
Territory but do not actually have accountability to the State or the ability to work with
Federally recognized Tribes. At present, Pacific Legacy (the prime contractor for local projects in
Karuk Territory) dictates terms of engagement and imposes training and reporting criteria for
tribal employees. These actions are an infringement on Karuk tribal sovereignty. By contrast,
Karuk tribal members and staff are the most appropriate choice. Not only do local tribal
members and staff know the most about the sites in question, they are the most qualified to
make sometimes tricky decisions regarding the preservation of tribal values. The use of outside
contractors denies Karuk tribal members the ability to gain employment and skills.
Proposed Adaptations
• The Karuk Tribe should have the first opportunity to contribute to all appropriate parts of
the environmental review, design and permitting stages of all projects in their territory.
Rather than current situation of treating tribes as contractors in violation of sovereignty,
the state should hand authorities to tribes directly to contribute to state projects through
for example having the Karuk Tribe as co-lead on NEPA and other avenues of supporting
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Tribal authority. This should apply in particular to having the Karuk Tribe conduct their
own pre-contact and historical archaeological studies in their own territory (Section 106
reports and CEQA reports can be done by the Tribe).
Karuk Departments and tribal staff should be funded by Caltrans to participate in the
design of projects and the assessment of environmental impacts.
Remove the prime contracting model for projects conducted in Karuk territory. In cases
where outside contractors are deemed necessary (e.g. engineers or other where there is
presently insufficient local expertise) the state should develop a different model of
working relationship that can allow for equitable relationships in environmental
permitting and design. All entities conducting projects in Karuk Territory must be
authorized to make agreements with Federally Recognized Tribes on equitable terms.
Beyond the contribution of the Karuk Tribe to fisheries studies (e.g. utilizing the
Candidate Action Tables to determine which projects to pursue next), tribal leadership
and contributions should be made central to all aspects of archaeological studies.
The State EIS process is currently geared towards the study of environmental impacts of
a project rather than a project’s potential environmental benefits. Caltrans and the
Karuk Tribe can utilize the "statement of overriding considerations" in CEQA Section
15093 which specifies: "statement of overriding considerations (q) CEQA requires the
decision making agency to balance as applicable, the economic, legal, . . .including
region-wide or statewide benefits." This could be used to do a bridge rather than a
culvert where there are archaeological considerations, to improve fish passage in places
where mining has occurred (e.g. some mining artifacts impacted) but there is overall
benefit in improving passage for fish and for tribal cultural, ceremonial and subsistence
purposes.
Funding and capacity are needed and for individual tribal practitioners who provide
cultural input on projects.
Recognize for the purposes of monitoring, the Tribe's AB 52 map showing area of historic
presence. Allow funding for state operations and monitoring work where necessary
within this region.
In the case of USFS roads, coordination of Tribal monitoring can follow the existing
model in which cultural monitors supervise activities at the site. This protocol can be
agreed upon and put into place at the beginning of the process so that not held up with
objections at later date.
Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.

Lack of Prioritization of Roadways in Karuk Aboriginal Territory
The resources and actions (or lack thereof) of Federal, State and county agencies, from the U.S.
Forest Service to Caltrans impact Karuk transportation vulnerabilities as much as climate
change itself. Agencies making transportation decisions impacting Karuk Tribal Lands and
resources include Caltrans, the USFS, California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
(CALFIRE) and Humboldt and Siskiyou Counties. Roads constructed and operated by the State of
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California, the USFS and Siskiyou and Humboldt counties are a double edged sword, providing
key transportation routes, but often simultaneously impact cultural sites and gathering areas.
Unmaintained roads damage cultural and ecological resources and produce a major safety
hazard for the community. For these reasons entities operating roads within Karuk Aboriginal
Territory have a responsibility to do so without putting the Tribal community at risk. The
present lower level classification of Hwy 96 as a Tier 3 Arterial Highway, the complex
jurisdictional misfits structuring maintenance responsibilities, and the use of the Average
Annual Daily Traffic prioritization system reduce the quality of roads in Karuk Aboriginal
Territory.
Proposed Adaptations
• Need mechanisms to increase roads maintenance in Karuk Aboriginal Territory in the
context of climate change.
• Need additional statewide and Federal mechanisms to achieve greater agency
accountability for the safety and cultural impacts of their roads.
• Need prioritization schemes that take into account wholistic view of impacts stemming
from transportation interruptions, the community and environmental risks generated by
unmaintained roads and environmental justice dimensions of transportation
infrastructure rather than decisions based on population.
• Need for higher prioritization of Karuk Transportation system in the regional climate
planning work of other agencies.
• Recognize for the purposes of monitoring, the Tribe's AB 52 map showing area of historic
presence. Allow funding for state operations and monitoring work where necessary
within this region.
• In cases where adverse effects occur at a site, mitigation measures should be expanded
from the standard statewide mitigations (stamping cultural designs on bridges and walls
and cultural monitoring); recognize further mitigation possibilities such as the inclusion
of bilingual signs and the restoration of other significant cultural or gathering sites.
Ability to Direct Activities Along Roadsides; Ability to Protect Areas of Cultural importance
Systemic lack of understanding or even awareness of Indigenous ecological management,
cultural uses, spiritual activities and many facets of daily life for Karuk people mean that the
everyday roadside maintenance of agencies from the U.S. Forest Service, to Caltrans and
Siskiyou and Humboldt Counties may inadvertently impact tribal people in significant ways.
Many roads within Karuk Territory follow longstanding travel routes and are thus sites of
concentrated cultural significance and ongoing cultural use. Many tribal uses of roads are not
recognized and are in fact denigrated by the current transportation systems. For example,
basket weavers utilize plants along roadsides. Certain maintenance practices including the
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mowing of specific plants and use of herbicides generally have negative cultural impacts.
Although there are many skilled and well-intentioned people within transportation agencies, on
the whole agencies and their staff are largely unaware of the present day uses, values, desires
and needs of Tribal communities.
Proposed Adaptations
• Understanding that for many people with limited mobility roadsides are key gathering
areas, continue maintaining relationships between Karuk basketweavers, Karuk cultural
practitioners and Caltrans staff such that roads maintenance activities are responsive to
practitioners needs.
• Consider development of MOUs for Special Use Areas.
• Reduce barriers for ceremonial leaders and cultural practitioners and families to manage
areas, e.g. use of MOUs for management of particular cultural management areas so
that management can occur for ceremonial purposes without having to go through
NEPA. Explore other mechanisms as well.
• Funding and capacity are needed for Karuk staff and Karuk Departments who provide
cultural input on projects.
• Funding and capacity are needed for individual practitioners who provide cultural input
on projects. This should include mechanisms for both funds that would come from
agencies to individual practitioners and enhance internal opportunities for the Karuk
Tribe to pay cultural practitioners.
• Recognize for the purposes of monitoring, the Tribe's AB 52 map showing area of historic
presence. Allow funding for state operations and monitoring work where necessary
within this region.
• In cases where adverse effects occur at a site, mitigation measures should be expanded
from the standard statewide mitigations (stamping cultural designs on bridges and walls
and cultural monitoring); recognize further mitigation possibilities such as the inclusion
of bilingual signs and the restoration of other significant cultural or gathering sites.
• Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.
Karuk Sovereignty, Climate Transportation and the Klamath River
The ability to move through the landscape, utilize cultural resources, carry out cultural practices
and to prohibit inappropriate uses especially regarding Karuk ceremonies are each vital to
Karuk sovereignty. River routes are rooted in all aspects of traditional and modern life, from
subsistence and ceremonial uses as well as recreational use. Access to and restoration of fishing
spots is a key element of landscape and cultural preservation. Crossing the river forms a key
part of many tribal ceremonies, practiced to this day. River put-ins (e.g. notably Green Riffle
and Ti Bar) are vital for accessing cultural places across the river that are not accessible by road
or trail. Parts of ceremonies are meant to be confidential, yet disruptions occur to Pikiyavish
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ceremonies from activities along river bank and people floating down the river at the wrong
time of year.
Threats to Karuk sovereignty in the river corridor from climate factors (floods,
landslides, wildfires, and large precipitation events) are coupled with the effects of past human
impacts. Past human actions in the river corridor exacerbate and amplify climate effects such as
flooding. The installation of dams on the Klamath River and gold mining literally and figuratively
open the floodgates to destructive natural processes. It has been broadly attested in recent
years by tribal members, recalling conversations with their forbears, that the floods of the later
20th century, such as in 1955, 1964, 1974, and 1997 have tended to cause more damage than
previous ones (Salter 2003). This is attributed in some cases to the installation of upstream
dams, which are now in the process of removal. Another cause, attested by DNR staff, is gold
mining. The natural processes on the river tended to provide natural obstacles to flow: patterns
of large rocks, deep holes, and riffles together provided safeguards against localized pressures
in the river channel. Those riffles were targeted for gold exploration, causing the channel to
become more of a “bowling alley.”
Proposed Adaptations
•
•

•

Removal of the mainstem Klamath dams is critical for the integrity of Karuk ceremonial,
cultural, subsistence and recreational uses of the Klamath River.
Reduce barriers for ceremonial leaders and cultural practitioners and families to manage
areas and maintaining existing river access site, e.g. use of MOUs for management of
particular cultural management areas so that management can occur for ceremonial
purposes without having to go through NEPA, employing other smaller scale efforts that
allow ceremonial leaders and families retain their autonomy and ability to manage
ceremonial areas in the river corridors including mechanisms for training and sharing
resources for workforce development of family based crews as well as culturally trained
Karuk tribal crews.
Work with Karuk Tribe and relevant agencies to improve conditions for proper
observance of Pikiyavish with respect for ceremonial closures at river access points, and
accurate signage about allowed activities especially in relation to places near ceremonial
sites. This should include specifically which activities are allowed when and where (e.g.
camping, access during certain dates, closures during certain dates).

Trails and Karuk Sovereignty
Trails have long been traditionally used for gatherings at ceremonies at particular times of the
year and for communication between families. Stories, such as the one collected by JP
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Harrington, “How the girl got even with the man who made fun at her packing fire”10,
demonstrate that trails have been central to cultural practices and native ways since the
beginning of time. The sovereignty implications of trail uses are interweaved into basic resource
gathering, traditional landscape management, and ceremonial traditions and the fact that these
trails continue to be used in these ways today. In some cases, trails have been covered by
modern development, and superseded by the large proliferation of forest roads since the
1930s. But in many cases, especially in the mountains away from the river channel, traditional
trails and routes still exist and continue to be used by the same families that have used them
since time immemorial.
Landscape Level Effects Burden Ceremonial Families' Management Capacities
The Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan details many ways in which landscape level fire suppression
infringes on Karuk Tribal Sovereignty. Fire suppression interferes with the ability of cultural
practitioners and ceremonial leaders to conduct practices including traditional management.
This is so in part because artificially high fuel loading impedes trails and generates fire risks for
trails at scales beyond which (traditional) individual family management is suited to address.
Fire suppression activities and management decisions by non-tribal agencies thus place burdens
and risks on individual Karuk ceremonial leaders, cultural practitioners and their families. Karuk
sovereignty is impacted as a cycle emerges whereby lack of trail maintenance reduces trail use,
and in turn leads to overgrown vegetation which in turn reduces the feasibility of additional
trail maintenance.
Proposed Adaptations
•

•
•

10

Ceremonial leaders need to have their own autonomy, including the ability to manage
ceremonial areas. Cultural practitioners and ceremonial leaders need insurance and
other resources to conduct trails management and the removal of management barriers
from non-tribal agencies (USFS, Caltrans, CALFIRE)) including inappropriate permitting
processes.
Work with tribal liaisons in USFS, Caltrans and CalFire to Work with appropriate agency
tribal liaisons to explore further potential shared stewardship mechanisms and
mechanisms for increased Tribal authority and autonomy in trails management.
Develop projects to allow individual ceremonial leaders and cultural practitioners to
conduct fuels reduction activities in key ceremonial areas and trails. This may include the
use of exemptions for cultural burning activities; or it may entail employing large-scale
authorities such as Phasing Surveys and project-specific Programmatic Agreements.

JP Harrington 1932: Karuk Indian Myths; Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology,
Bulletin 107. pp.11-13
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Consider developing mechanisms for further consultation, coordination, resource sharing
and training between the Karuk Tribe and individual families on their leadership, desires
and needs regarding trails and river management including funding streams to promote
the continued maintenance and existence of trails.
Work with other units across Karuk Tribe in an integrated management model such that
TANF, TERO, Education, NCDC and others who may be able to coordinate resources and
funding for the above efforts.
Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.

Protection of Ceremonial Trails and Sites During Fire Suppression Activities
Ridge-top trails are especially targeted in and vulnerable to the effects of fire response
activities. Access to ceremonial spaces can be inhibited by fire in emergency and nonemergency situations. Ceremonial leaders need to have their own autonomy to decide about
the best upkeep for those spaces, and have a mechanism to communicate those
recommendations in confidence to the incident command. This is the intent of the Fire MOU.
Fire suppression activities can obliterate ancestral trails, thereby blocking off access to
gathering areas and ceremonial spaces. Much family knowledge and ceremonial knowledge is
transmitted orally. Writing that knowledge down endangers that knowledge by placing it in the
wrong hands. This can lead to willful destruction of ceremonial spaces in some cases, but more
broadly the inappropriate disclosure inherently harms that resource, as the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation (ACHP) has acknowledged in its guidance on NHPA section 30411. While
there are needs for urgent work to be classified as “emergency,” emergency authorities are too
frequently also used to sidestep environmental review and the regular Tribal consultation
processes. Emergency authorities are too frequently invoked, are invoked over unnecessarily
large areas, and have been applied for longer times than necessary to address the immediate
needs.

Proposed Adaptations
•

11

Ceremonial leaders need to have their own autonomy, including the ability to manage
ceremonial areas. Consider developing mechanisms for further consultation,
coordination, resource sharing and training between the Karuk Tribe and individual

ACHP: Frequently Asked Questions on Protecting Sensitive Information About Historic
Properties Under Section 304 of the NHPA, ACHP, August 16, 2016. “Broad deference should
be given to the traditional religious practitioners' description of how the property is used by
them and what may impede such use”.
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families on their leadership, desires and needs regarding trails and river management
including funding streams to promote the continued maintenance and existence of trails.
Develop an integrated system for hazard tree removal, administered by one government
agency (e.g. FEMA), and answerable to federal and state agencies, and tribal
governments.
Policy development needed with the USFS to support tribally led trails improvement and
protect sensitive cultural information.
Stronger protocols and state statues needed regarding use of emergency authorities
during and post fire events.
Implement required Karuk led training on Karuk sovereignty and needs for non-tribal
agency staff and contractors before working on Karuk land.

CHAPTER SIX: Adaptations for Access, Egress and Emergency Services
The need for emergency access and egress is arguably the most immediate and urgent
transportation issue related to the changing climate. In this mountainous region where
landslides, fires and flooding are regular occurrences, most if not all community members have
faced situations where they needed emergency access or egress within recent years. Indeed
while total closures of key roads can occur monthly, situations where all entry and exit roads
from the region cut off the community entirely from outside, happen every few years. Yet
nearly half of those who responded to the 2019 Karuk Transportation Climate Survey reported
that they did not have an alternate emergency access or egress route if their primary travel
route is disrupted. This chapter details specific vulnerabilities and adaptations regarding access,
egress and emergency services. We describe the need for maintenance and signage of alternate
emergency routes, raising the preventative maintenance priority of Hwy 96, developing
stronger emergency coordination procedures, improvement in emergency radio
communication systems, expanding placement of guardrails and improving the accident
reporting system.
● The Karuk Tribe has needs for improved emergency access and egress in relation to
the needs of individuals and families, the provision of Tribal government to services,
and in relation to Tribal sovereignty.
● Climate impacts in the form of flooding, landslides, snow/ice and increasing
frequency of high severity fire are already impacting emergency access and egress
options for the Karuk community.
● The maintenance and development of alternative emergency access-egress routes is
a critical need. Nearly half of households surveyed lack an alternate access or egress
route if their primary travel route is disrupted.
● Many “alternative” routes are blocked by snow in winter and are also susceptible to
additional landslides, rock falls, fire activity and fallen trees.
● There is a need for significantly greater coordination and communication between
agencies managing emergency access and egress routes.
● The use of further GIS mapping is needed for assessment and evaluation of locations
and homes with only one emergency egress-access route, the development of
alternative emergency access-egress routes, and specific adaptation strategies for
routes and areas vulnerable to damage and/or closure from high-severity wildfire
and extreme hydrologic events.

There is currently no cellular service in the Orleans area, so if the power goes out, we are
unable to receive information regarding route closures or other emergent issues, unless
we have a generator. If we have no access to essential services for an extended period of
time, we could also lose access to fuel for our generators.
- Respondent, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
The need for emergency access and egress is arguably the most immediate and urgent
transportation issue related to the changing climate. Emergency egress refers to the ability of
people to escape an emergency situation, while emergency access or access is the ability for
individuals or emergency personnel to reach a home or building when rapid timing and quick
response are essential. Multiple situations including earthquakes, landslides, flooding, and
treefall events due to low elevation snow or ice may require emergency access and egress, but
in the mid-Klamath region wildfires and landslides are particularly common and widespread.
Already a majority of community members face travel disruptions due to landslides and
wildfires each year. Most if not all community members have also faced emergency access or
egress situations at some point in the last few years. Yet nearly half of those who responded to
the 2019 Karuk Transportation Climate Survey reported that they do not have an alternate
emergency access or egress route if their primary travel route is disrupted.
This chapter address vulnerabilities in emergency access and egress across the Karuk
community. Emergency access and egress impact the Karuk Tribe and tribal community at
multiple levels. On the one hand individuals and families need to be able to escape to safety
during fires, to access the home of relatives and elders in other locations to evacuate them or
reach medical services in an emergency. Emergency access and egress are also critical for Tribal
staff to provide medical services and to tend to other forms of critical infrastructure such as
power, water and communication systems to keep them functional during emergencies.
Emergency access and egress are also critical elements for Tribal sovereignty and management
authority. The ability to control entry and exit within Tribal territory, to decide how roads and
trails are utilized, and by whom are each dimensions of sovereignty that relate to emergency
access and egress.12
Maintenance, development, coordination and communication regarding alternative
emergency access-egress routes is a critical need in this community with high and landslide
activity and where steep mountainous terrain restricts most travel to the river corridors. The
2019 Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan underscores the need for further GIS mapping for
assessment and evaluation of locations and homes with only one emergency egress-access
12

e.g. if trails are proposed as alternate routes that the Tribe does not want to be developed or utilized. It has been
the case that threat to tribal sovereignty are especially prevalent and extreme under emergency situations.
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route, the development of alternative emergency access-egress routes, and specific adaptation
strategies for routes and areas vulnerable to damage and/or closure from high-severity wildfire
and extreme hydrologic events. This project builds upon existing mapping and planning work of
the Karuk Tribe, the Orleans and Happy Camp Community Fire Safe Councils, the Mid Klamath
Watershed Council, the Salmon River Restoration Council and the U.S. Forest Service. Figure 4.1
below indicates access and egress routes identified by local Fire Safe Councils. Most of the
“alternative” routes indicated in Figure 4.1 are blocked by snow in winter, depending on snow
level and depth. With so many different agencies responsible for road maintenance and
planning, collaboration and coordination will continue to be essential moving forward.
Chapter Six begins with a brief overview of three dimensions of emergency access and
egress in the Karuk community (individual and family needs, provision of government services
and tribal sovereignty). The chapter then examines the specifics of major options and
vulnerabilities regarding emergency access and egress in and out of Karuk Aboriginal Territory
as a whole, along the middle connection portion of Karuk Aboriginal Territory and across six
community "zones." Within each larger community zone particular qualities and locations of
threats are identified, proposed alternative roads and other means of emergency access and
egress are listed. These alternate routes are themselves are also susceptible to landslides, rock
falls, and fallen trees, especially in the emergency circumstances in which they may be most
needed. Vulnerabilities regarding these alternate access and egress routes are also detailed.
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Figure 4.1.
Emergency
access egress
routes across
Karuk
Territory.
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Access/Egress Needs for Individuals and Families
With the prevalence of landslides and wildfires, disruptions to travel and the need to seek
alternate routes in both emergency and non-emergency situations is an ever present need for
individuals and families within Karuk Aboriginal Territory. Yet despite the seriousness of this
situation, and the regularity of such occurrences, nearly half of those who responded to the
2019 Karuk Transportation Climate Survey reported that they do not have an alternate
emergency access or egress route if their primary travel route is disrupted. With the increase
frequency of larger high severity fires over the past decade, and the ongoing regularity of
landslides, people in the Karuk community stockpile food, are adept at navigating rough
conditions and have a great deal of information about the status and condition of local roads.
Strong community ties and the use of technology to create informal mechanisms such as
Facebook pages greatly facilitate information flow. Yet despite the use of four wheel drive
vehicles, chainsaws, and boats for river travel and forty four percent of those responding to our
survey reported that they did not have an alternate route if their primary travel route is
disrupted, see Figure 4.2 below. As one survey
respondent indicated: "There is no alternate route
to Orleans or upriver from my house, except
above Hoopa to Red Cap. Also, the driveway is
one way in and one out." Especially considering
that road closures from landslides occur at least
annually, and the need to evacuate from fires is a
seasonal reality, these are serious situations and
high percentages of residents with transportation
vulnerabilities. There is a critical need for
increased maintenance, development,
coordination and communication regarding tribal
and agency coordination, development and
support of emergency access and egress. Elders
expressed not having information about which
Dense roadside forest conditions create
wildfire risks and hazardous emergency egress.
Source: Misty Rickwalt.

routes to take in the high country.
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Figure 4.2. Community survey responses on presence of alternate emergency access/egress
options.

In many cases there simply are no existing alternate routes. Even in cases where alternate
routes do exist, they are normally secondary or tertiary roads that may not be adequately
maintained. Furthermore, alternate routes are of course themselves also susceptible to
landslides, rock falls, and fallen trees, especially in the emergency circumstances in which they
may be most needed. As one respondent noted when asked whether they have an alternative
escape route:
"It depends. Not if other roads are closed due to Fires, Slides, Accidents, Snow and or
trees over the road."
In order to gather more information and assess relative importance of alternative routes the
2020 Climate Transportation Survey asked about whether a series of key roads would be
valuable as emergency access/egress route if they were available. These included: Indian
Creek/Grayback Road, Salmon River Road, Ishi Pishi Road, Donahue Flat Road, Red Cap Road,
Bark Shanty Road, Eyesee Road (GO Road), Camp Three Road, Sawyers Bar Road, Cecilville
Road, China Grade Road, Independence Creek/Forest Route 15N17, Itroop Road, Apsuun Road,
Cedar Camp Road, Elk Creek Road, and the Mill Creek Gap Road 10N02. Figure 4.3 below
indicates the high percentages of those responding who indicated the importance of these
routes.
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Figure 4.3. Community survey responses on specific alternate emergency access/egress
options.

In an effort to gain more specific information from the community we also asked whether there
were other trails or roads of which we should be aware that their household would use as
emergency access/egress in the event of landslides, wildfires, or other disruptions to primary
travel routes. One third of respondents listed additional roads including the Bald Hills and Dowd
Road, Sidewinder Road to Natucket, the Scott River Road, the Owl Spur, Slate Creek, Bluff
Creek, lower Natucket complex and the Cook and Green Pass into Applegate Oregon. These
routes are also included in this document. Note that as of this writing, several of these roads
are not open and/or inadequately maintained even for experienced backroads drivers.
Access/Egress Needs Related to Provisioning Tribal Services
In addition to the needs of individual families and households, Karuk Tribal staff require
emergency access and egress to provide medical services and to tend to other forms of critical
infrastructure such as power, water and communication systems to keep them functional
during emergencies.
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"If the 96 is closed, there are very few smaller roads through the mountains to get out of
the area in the case of an emergency. This is of particular importance to me as an EMT
with the Orleans Volunteer Fire Department."
During wildfire events tribal staff must be able access to water systems, provision of emergency
medical and transportation services. For example, there is only one road in and out to access
tanks in Orleans. The Karuk Climate Adaptation Plan indicates the need to upgrade this road
and initiate fuels treatment to minimize impact from wildland fire along access for water
system. For both Orleans and Happy Camp water systems, fire hydrants hook into the drinking
water supply, yet not all water for fighting fires needs to be treated, and this system reduces
effectiveness and total water available in the case of a fire. The local Orleans water operator
can do a manual override for the treatment system when fires occur which speeds up the
delivery time. This system is in the process of upgrades. There is a current plan to upgrade to a
300,000 gallon tank. Given the need for double or triple the daily highest use in the case of dual
need for fire backup, needs are closer to 600,000 gallons minimum. Should a fire occur in Perch
Creek sedimentation and debris flows could jeopardize the entire community water system for
an extended time period. Water in Happy Camp is supplied by the Happy Camp Community
Services district. As with the Orleans system, fire hydrants hook into the drinking water supply.
As with Perch Creek in Orleans, a fire in Elk Creek would threaten the Happy Camp water supply
for an extended time period.
Access/Egress Needs Related to Tribal Sovereignty
A key element of sovereignty is the ability of Karuk people to move throughout the territory as
they desire, and of the Tribe to control entry and exit of other individuals and entities/agencies
if necessary. Karuk people have never relinquished land title and there has never been a
transaction process whereby the Tribe received reservation lands in exchange for ceding of
Aboriginal Territory to the United States. Sovereignty is centrally about the ability of the Tribe
to control how roads and trails are utilized, for whom and for what purpose. For example, the
Karuk Tribe also sets out closures of sections of river and river access points during Tribal
ceremonies in the summer months corresponding with World Renewal Ceremonies. Yet
multiple past roads projects proposed by non-Karuk entities have degraded cultural and
ceremonial sites. For example, Red Cap Road slides regularly in a zone known as "The Lookout."
In the 1970s USFS sought to develop an alternative access on Red Cap bridge. This project,
which related Chiminikey Ridge from Camp Creek Road (Wilder Place), was initiated prior to
reinstatement of Karuk Federal recognition and no formal method for consultation was in
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place. The Tribe was able to prevent this action through a determination of eligibility of
Tshunick to the National Register of Historic Sites as a Historic District. This was at the time the
only method of achieving historic preservation of a large area. This stopped the bridge project.
Still today road closures in and out of Karuk Territory are regularly made without Tribal
involvement. And while the Karuk Tribe has in place formal protocols for tribal consultation,
such processes may be over-ridden in the emergency contexts described in this report. Access
and egress also apply to the ability for Karuk people to travel throughout territory for
ceremonial, cultural and other purposes. Priests trails are very specific and follow very specific
locations. One archaeological report on the Forest Service compound at Katamin noted that the
compound covers the priests migration route and blocks it with a fence.
Vulnerabilities and Access and Egress Across Karuk Aboriginal Territory
This next section examines the specific availability and vulnerabilities of alternate routes and in
and out of Karuk Aboriginal Territory to the South, to the North, along the middle portion of the
Klamath River/Hwy 96 corridor, and for the community zones of Somes Bar, Forks of Salmon
and Lower Salmon River, Orleans, Happy Camp, Seiad and Sawyers Bar. In the northern portion
of Karuk Aboriginal Territory the Grayback/Indian Creek Road and the Cook and Green roads
connect the community of Happy Camp to the northwest into Oregon. To the northeast the
Scott River Road and the Shasta River Road provide alternate passage from Hwy 96 to the
northeast. On the southeastern side of Karuk Aboriginal Territory the Salmon River Road
extends to Hwy 3 and into Etna and Scott Valley (up the North fork) and to Cecilville, and
eventually Interstate 5. The Picayune and Eddy Gulch roads connects the north and south forks
of the Salmon River Road. To the south from the Orleans area a number of options provide
workarounds to the north and south depending on where road closures occur. The middle
portion of the Klamath River corridor and Hwy 96 that connects Happy Camp to Orleans is
steep and particularly subject to landslides. In this area several unmaintained Forest Service
roads are utilized, however each of these are blocked by snow in winter, depending on snow
level and depth and both are currently closed completely due to landslides.
The next section of this chapter contains short descriptions of alternate routes and their
vulnerabilities in each zone, maps showing especially frequent landslide activity and maps
indicating the alternate routes. These alternate routes are under USFS or County jurisdiction,
are not maintained as emergency routes, most have impediments such as landslide and slip out
locations, and most extend into the high country making them impassable in winter months. As
stressed throughout this report, this complex jurisdiction is a central element of community
vulnerability in emergency situations.
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Alternate Hwy 96 Routes in Southern Karuk Aboriginal Territory
The section of Hwy 96 downriver or west of Orleans is subject to high landslide activity. Several
very long routes into the high country can get around lower portions of Hwy 96 in southern
portion of Karuk Aboriginal Territory (see map below). Depending on routes and needs these
higher elevation connector routes provide alternate access from Bluff Creek up to Dillon Creek.
Figure 4.4. Alternate routes to Highway 96 through high elevation country in southern Karuk
Aboriginal Territory.
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Slate Creek Road to Cedar Camp Rd
Barriers to the lower section of Hwy 96 can be traversed via the Slate Creek Road (USFS 11N05)
up to Twin Lakes which is paved in portions. This connects to Cedar Camp Road (USFS 12N12)13
and down to Hwy 96.
Slate Creek Road to Go Road
An old slide on Hwy 96 between Slate Creek and Big Bar River access can be traversed on
alternate route going up Slate Creek Rd and either down Cedar Camp Rd to Hwy 96 or to
traverse a longer section of 96, by going up the Cedar Camp Rd to where it connects with the
Go Rd at mile 18.
Go Road to Sidewinder
Closures on Hwy 96 between Orleans and Dillon Creek can be navigated by taking the
Go/Eyesee Road from Orleans (USFS 14N04) to USFS 13N18 to 13N13 which comes down at
Dillon Creek. Note that as of this writing the Sidewinder Road contains a major slip out and is
not open. Even when open, Sidewinder is steep, dangerous and out-sloping.
Slate Creek Road to Sidewinder
Putting the above routes together the entire section of Hwy 96 from Slate Creek to Dillon Creek
can be navigated on USFS alternate routes. See above notes on Sidewinder.
Alternate Hwy 96 Routes in Northern Karuk Aboriginal Territory
Entering or exiting Karuk Aboriginal Territory along the north side can be constrained from both
landslides and flooding along the Klamath River corridor. The primary route here is the
Grayback or Indian Creek Road, with another alternate possibility as Cook and Green Pass.
Grayback or Indian Creek Road: There are not many egress routes from Happy Camp, making
the Grayback Road an important access route to Hwy 199. This road has been closed for ten
months in the aftermath of the September 2020 Slater Fire for hazard tree removal.
Cook and Green Pass: Alternate connecting route from Hwy 96 at Seiad to the North into
Oregon. This can provide alternate access when 96 is closed from landslides or flooding, or as
13

This road was constructed in the 1930s and was a primary route to high country prior to GO road
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an escape route in case of fires. The route starts from the community of Seiad, goes up the
paved county "Seiad Creek Rd" up Seiad Valley to USFS road 48N20 and continues down Cook
and Green Pass and down to Applegate Lake in Oregon. This route cannot be used before June
1 due to snow closures at high elevation (6000'), but is useful for summer months.
Figure 4.5. Cook and Green Pass alternate route connecting Seiad to Applegate Lake, OR.
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Middle Karuk Aboriginal Territory Alternate Highway 96 Routes
The middle portion of the Klamath River corridor and Hwy 96 that connects Happy Camp to
Orleans is steep and particularly subject to landslides. As described elsewhere this section of
road also includes the particularly rough section of road whose maintenance and planning are
split between Caltrans District 1 and 2 known as "the Vortex." Figure 4.6 below indicates the
mile markers of the many locations of high priority landslide activity between Happy Camp and
Somes Bar.
Figure 4.6. Locations of high priority landslide activity between Happy Camp and Somes Bar.

An old route upriver from Happy Camp is the China Grade Road which goes from Happy Camp
comes out at Grider Creek campground. Fairly high elevation, 4000' so snow is an issue.
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Figure 4.7. Alternate routes near Happy Camp.

Four miles west of Happy Camp are major slides at pm 37 and 37.7. An alternate route for this
slide would consist of Independence Road (15N17Y) five miles up to Titus Gap, over Titus Ridge
(15N10) and connects into the Elk Creek Road (16N05). This goes up to about 3000 feet at Titus
Gap, 3100 at Titus Ridge so it can be impassable from snow especially in north facing hollows.
Lower down along 96, two alternate routes connect this high landslide section of road between
Ti Bar and Somes Bar, USFS Road 15N17 which connects to Ti Bar, and 13N11 which connects to
Patterson Creek area. Both roads are however currently impassable due to slip outs in the
vicinity of Irving Mountain close to the wilderness boundary, see slide location noted on Figure
4.9 below.
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Figure 4.8. Camp 3 escape routes.
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Access and Egress Conditions for the Community of Somes Bar
Somes Bar (Ka'tim'iin) is an important cultural and ceremonial area at the confluence of the
Klamath and Salmon Rivers and the juncture of Hwy 96 and the county-maintained Salmon
River Road (Forest Primary Route 93, County Road 2B01). This extended regional population is
estimated at 250 people. The area hosts the Karuk Tribal Watershed Center as well as Tribal
Housing, Junction Elementary School and the Salmon River Outpost store. There is a
telecommunications system up the Camp Three road.
Figure 4.9. High priority landslide risk points and areas around Somes Bar.

Major threats to access and egress in this region come from wildfire and from frequent
landslides along Hwy 96 in the areas described above for Middle Klamath, see map below. The
Somes Bar area is at the juncture of two counties and two Caltrans management districts,
making maintenance and information coordination particularly challenging. The twenty-threemile section from Somes Bar upstream or north on Hwy 96 (locally known as "the Vortex") is
one of the roughest sections of the highway. Due to remoteness from maintenance stations,
this zone is maintained by Caltrans District I, yet all planning work is done by Caltrans District II.
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The Salmon River Road has experienced an increasing frequency of blockages from semi-trucks
attempting to traverse the Salmon River Road.
Table 4.1. Somes Bar extended community access and egress conditions
Key threats to emergency
Wildfire
access and egress in this zone Landslide and road slip outs
Culvert blowout
Vehicle blockage
Elements of critical
infrastructure in this
community

Somes Bar Work Center, Tribal watershed center, Junction
Elementary School, Tribal housing, telecommunications site
on Camp 3 road

Particular locations of
obstructions or hazards if
relevant

Landslides.
Semi-truck hazard at mile 8 of Salmon River Road at Freight
Train rapid.

Key Alternative Routes

Salmon River Road to the east
Ishi Pishi Road to Orleans
Camp Three connecting to either 15N17 or 13N11
see also routes around northern sections of Hwy 96 in middle
zone discussion

Other means of emergency
access/egress

In rare cases community members may be able to use river
or trails. Rivers have been used for emergency recovery of
vehicles that have gone off highway in this zone.

Key alternate routes around 96 to the east include travel up the Salmon River Rd, to the south
taking Ishi Pishi road to Orleans, and to the north one can navigate up Camp Three road to
either 15N17 or 13N11 which connect to Hwy 96. See also descriptions for northern alternate
routes for Hwy 96 in the middle Klamath zone described above. The latter route reaches an
elevation of 4800 and 4400 respectively (for 15N17 or 13N11) along the vicinity of Irving
Mountain and Haypress Meadows and is commonly blocked by snow in winter months,
depending on snow level and depth. Both routes are currently completely impassible due to
landslides.
The Sidewinder Road (14N69) theoretically provides a second alternative route around
"the vortex" on the west side of the Klamath River. This road segment which begins in vicinity
of Dillon Creek connects Mile 16 of Hwy 96 in Siskiyou County to mile 7 of the Go Road. The
Sidewinder Road (14N69) travels on a shelf above the Klamath River, past Rock Creek (13N18)
to pass Natucket Creek, Ten Eyeck Creek, and Reynolds Creek. There is a slip out in this area,
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past Frog Pond, Past Donahue Flat. Note that even when open Sidewinder is steep, outsloping
and dangerous.
From Somes Bar the county maintained Ishi Pishi Road can be used to connect to "Bark Shanty
Rd" (USFS 11N11) and from there to the Go Road and into the above network.
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Figure 4.10 Sidewinder Road alternative route.
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Access and Egress Conditions in Forks of Salmon and the Lower Salmon River
The Salmon River Road connects Somes Bar to Forks of Salmon the lower Salmon River area
between the communities of Somes Bar and Forks of Salmon at pm 38. This sixteen-mile
important cultural and ceremonial area contains an estimated population today of 300.14 There
is a USFS work and housing center at mile 3 of the road. The region has little developed
infrastructure in the way of electrical grid, internet, phone, cellular or other services.
Community members generate their own electricity with micro hydro, solar or generators or go
without. Similarly, beyond the lowest portion of the river the only phone or internet service is
via satellite. The community of Forks of Salmon has Forks Elementary School, a USPS Post Office
and a volunteer fire department and station. An important local feature of this community is
"The Beer Tree" in the middle of town around which community members have long gathered.
The Salmon River Road is a one-lane route after the first six miles to Butler Flat. This road has
frequent landslide activity maintained by Siskiyou County. As is the case throughout Karuk
Aboriginal Territory residents in this area need to regularly evacuate in the face of wildfires, yet
for this area in particular there are no alternate routes between Forks of Salmon and Somes
Bar.15 The Transportation is annually interrupted due to landslides, road slip outs, fire activity
and the presence of semi-trucks blocking the road at milepost 8.
Table 4.2. Forks of Salmon and Lower Salmon River community access and egress conditions
Key threats to emergency
Wildfire
access and egress in this zone Landslide and road slip outs
Culvert blowout
Vehicle blockage
Locations of obstructions or
Mile 8 on Salmon River Rd
hazards if relevant
Steep mile 7 to Lewis Creek
Road washout near Tom Payne Ck (about pm 5) just before
Monty Creek Rd.
Key Alternative Routes
No alternate roads from Somes to Forks of Salmon.
Other means of emergency
Some areas may be accessed by trail but not many. Trail from
access/egress
Butler Flat to Lewis Creek may or may not be passable
14

The precontact history of the lower Salmon River is somewhat unclear but it appears from current information
that Karuk occupation extended as far as present day Nordheimer Creek and that upstream of that was Konomihu
territory. In the 1980s on the basis of marriages the Karuk Aboriginal Territory was defined to incorporate a larger
stretch of the Salmon River on the basis of occupation and protection of the area since the 1850s.
15

The Monty Creek Road (11N09) could potentially be an escape route out of immediate area although it is not a
throughout road. This road is however blocked very low down currently.
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Access and Egress Conditions for the Community of Orleans
Orleans has been isolated numerous times due to landslides (or snow in the higher
country) on all the routes coming into and out of the area.
- Respondents, 2020 Karuk Climate Transportation Survey
The community of Orleans (Panamnik) is an important cultural and ceremonial area with an
estimated population of 605 residents (2010 census) and a Community Service District for the
Tribe. The community houses Karuk Tribal Council Buildings, the Transportation Department
the Karuk Department of Natural Resources, and multiple tribal offices (TANF, Karuk Medical
Center, Karuk Computer Center, Library and Elders lunch program), Tribal Housing and road
maintenance offices. The community also has a USFS Office, store, gas station, post office, a
volunteer fire department and station, a small hardware store, and the Mid Klamath Watershed
Center (an important local non-profit that is a significant employer in the region). Orleans is the
District Office of the USFS Orleans Ranger District of the Klamath National Forest. As is the case
throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory residents in this area need to regularly evacuate in the
face of wildfires (notably on July 29 2013 which went through town and the Dance Fire).
Transportation from Orleans along Hwy 96 in both directions is commonly interrupted due to
the high landslide activity in the region, see map below.
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Figure 4.11 Locations of high priority landslide risk points and areas around the community of
Orleans.

Table 4.3. Orleans Community access and egress conditions
Key threats to emergency
Wildfire
access and egress in this zone Landslide and road slip outs
Culvert blowout
Particular locations of
Numerous slides to north (towards Somes Bar)
obstructions or hazards
Numerous slides to SW (towards Weitchpec)
Towards coast many slides on "Hoopa Bluffs"
Key Alternative Routes
Ishi Pishi to Somes Bar
Slate, Bluff, Cedar Camp and Go Road complex to the north
Bald Hills to Dowd Rd as back way into Hoopa
Other means of emergency
River may be possible in certain situations. Rivers have been
access/egress
used for emergency recovery of vehicles that have gone off
highway in this zone.
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There are a series of alternate routes on both sides of the river (see Figures 4.93 through 4.95
below), however as with other areas, most of these are blocked by snow in winter, depending
on snow level and depth.
Figure 4.12 Alternate routes around the community of Orleans.

If Highway 96 is blocked downriver on the way to Weitchpec, the route to get to Hoopa and
Willow Creek runs via Mill Creek Gap. From Red Cap Road, one would take the 10N01, on the
narrow ridge between Boise Creek and Red Cap Creek. Then one takes the 10N02 (unsigned),
which descends from there and crosses Red Cap Creek and then goes up Leary Creek towards
Mill Creek Gap. There is an alternative that goes by Hopkins Butte. This route is subject to snow
and downed trees, and sometimes closures at the edge of the Hoopa square. It takes at least
three times as long to get to Hoopa that way. Map below shows the northern end of this route
where it begins along Red Cap Road.
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Figure 4.13. Alternate routes around the community of Orleans.
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If Hwy 96 closes in the area of "Hoopa Bluffs" there is an alternate route by heading four miles
to Martins Ferry bridge then Dowd Road then upstream along Trinity to Hoopa Bridge, see map
below:
Figure 4.14 Alternate route around Hoopa Bluffs area, on Martins Ferry Bridge.

In the vicinity of Dillon Creek (roughly Mile 16 in Siskiyou County) to mile 7 of the Go Road:
Sidewinder Road (14N69) travels on a shelf above the Klamath River, past Rock Creek 13N18 to
Natucket Creek, Ten Eyeck Creek, Reynolds Creek Slip out in this area, past Frog Pond,
Past Donahue Flat. This is a major area around the vortex. Mile 7 on the Go Road goes to Bark
Shanty. See notes elsewhere on Sidewinder Road conditions.
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Access and Egress Conditions for the Community of Happy Camp
The community of Happy Camp (Athithufvuunupma) is an important cultural area and the
current administrative center of the Karuk Tribe with a population 1100 (2010 census). As an
administrative center this area contains the headquarters for numerous Tribal Departments
and Programs including Child and Family Services, Health, Housing, Education, Self-Governance,
Enrollment, Tribal Lands, TANF, TERO, Low Income Assistance and the Karuk Tribal Court.
Happy Camp is one of the Karuk Council Districts of the Tribe, and the location of a USFS Ranger
District Office of the Happy Camp Ranger District of the Klamath National Forest. This is an
importance center for local commerce and recipient of a 20 million Caltrans Downtown
Improvement Grant. The area contains a supermarket, a USPS post office and other businesses.
As is the case throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory residents in this area need to regularly
evacuate in the face of wildfires. The 157,229 acers Slater Fire destroyed many homes in the
community in September of 2020. Transportation is commonly interrupted due to landslides
and road slip outs, especially in the section just west or downstream of Happy Camp at pm 37
and 37.7. Most of the potential “alternative” routes for Happy Camp are blocked by snow in
winter, depending on snow level and depth.
Figure 4.15 High priority landslide risk points and areas around the community of Happy
Camp.
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Currently the Indian Creek/Grayback Road (Forest Service Road 48) which connects Happy
Camp and Cave Junction is not maintained in winter. However, as the fire season extends later
into winter and begins earlier in spring this road could be maintained as for emergency
access/egress route for Happy Camp. Since road closures due to landslides are predominately
on the Hwy 96 corridor from Hoopa to Happy Camp, maintaining Bald Hills Road and USFS
roads that loop back onto Hwy 96 would be particularly advantageous in bypassing long-term
closures.
The Salmon River Road, Ishi Pishi, the China Grade Road and Eyesee Road were listed as
important to over a third of respondents.

Figure 4.16 China Grade alternative route from Happy Camp to Seiad Valley.

There are not many egress routes from Happy Camp, making the Grayback Road an important
access route to Hwy 199. This road has been closed for ten months in the aftermath of the
September 2020 Slater Fire for hazard tree removal. Eighty percent of respondents indicated
that the Indian Creek/Grayback road would be a valuable emergency access/egress route if it
were available. Respondents also listed other benefits of expanding this route: "If Grayback
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road could be kept open and managed through the winter it would be beneficial for egress as
well as for the economic development of our area." Responses indicate that keeping each of
the listed open would aid significant portions of the community in having an alternate
access/egress route.
Table 4.4. Happy Camp community access and egress conditions
Key threats to emergency
access and egress in this
zone

Wildfire
Landslide and road slip outs
Culvert blowout
Flooding

Elements of critical
Infrastructure in this
community

Karuk Tribal Headquarters
Medical and dental
Tribal Housing
Water systems

Particular locations of
obstructions or hazards

Site of flooding on Hwy 96 see table

Key Alternative Routes

The road along Shasta River from 96 to Yreka (old hwy 96?);
Scott River Road

Other means of
emergency access/egress

The river is calmer in this section and although not currently
utilized could be used for alternate access and egress.

Access and Egress Conditions for the Community of Seiad
The community of Seiad is located along Hwy 96 at the northeastern corner of Karuk Aboriginal
Territory. Throughout this area live roughly 350 people. The community houses a store and
cafe, gas station, a Caltrans maintenance station, volunteer fire department and station as well
as other businesses and is a noted rest stop on the Pacific Crest Trail. As is the case throughout
Karuk Aboriginal Territory residents in this area need to regularly evacuate in the face of
wildfires. Transportation is commonly interrupted due to landslides and road slip outs.
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Table 4.5. Seiad community access and egress conditions
Key threats to emergency
access and egress in this zone

Wildfire
Flooding in section towards Happy Camp

Elements of critical
Volunteer Fire Dept
Infrastructure in this community Caltrans maintenance station
Particular locations of
obstructions or hazards

With high river flows, flooding can occur on roadway at pm

Key Alternative Routes

Cook and Green Route to Applegate
Scott River Road into Scott Valley if upper sections of 96 closed to I5

Other means of emergency
access/egress

River or trails?

One alternate route when Hwy 96 is closed (or when the Grayback Road is closed) is the Cook
and Green Roads to Applegate Reservoir and Applegate Valley. This begins as a county Road
through Seiad valley then take USFS 48N20 and 1065 in Oregon (Rogue River NF). However, this
route goes to high elevation (6000') and is not usually open until June and would likely close
due to snow around November. Road closures further to the NE on Hwy 96 could be navigated
via the Scott River Road into Scott Valley.
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Figure 4.17 Cook and Green Pass alternate route to Applegate Reservoir.

Access and Egress Conditions for the Community of Sawyers Bar
The community of Sawyers Bar is a historically significant site of commerce and focal point. The
community has an estimated population of 34 people and continues to be an important mule
packing station and is the location of the Salmon River Restoration Council, a USFS compound
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and is the location of the Salmon River Hotshots. The community houses a volunteer fire
department and station. As is the case throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory residents in this
area need to regularly evacuate in the face of wildfires. The community houses a volunteer fire
department and station. Transportation is commonly interrupted due to landslides and road
slip outs. A series of roads connect across the Russian Mountains between the North and South
Forks of the Salmon, but reach high elevations so are only available seasonally. These include
Blue Ridge Road and Godfrey Ranch Road 39N30 (S Fork Salmon River Road, pm 9.3) which
connect between the North and South forks of the Salmon River. This road also high elevation
and can be blocked into April by snow. USFS Road 39N30 (pm 9.3) on the South Fork Salmon
River Road goes past Godfrey Ranch and connects over to Picayune (39N28). An alternate route
for closures of the North Fork of the Salmon River Road is to take the Picayune (39N28) in Forks
of Salmon which connects to the Eddy Gulch Road down to Sawyers Bar. Yellowjacket Ridge
Road to the north is another escape route but goes up to 6000' so it has snow closures.
Table 4.6. Sawyers Bar community access and egress conditions
Key threats to emergency
Wildfire
access and egress in this zone Landslide and road slip outs
Culvert blowout
Elements of critical
Infrastructure in this
community

Salmon River Restoration Council
USFS compound
Salmon River Hotshots

Particular locations of
obstructions or hazards
Key Alternative Routes

Picayune to Eddy Gulch
Yellowjacket Ridge
Godfrey Ranch Rd

Other means of emergency
access/egress

N/A

Upgrade Maintenance and Priority Level for Highway 96
Highway 96 is classified as a Class III arterial highway for the State of California. Yet for the
Karuk Tribe it is a Class I priority. Within this listing the AADT classification system fails to
completely capture the severity of the hazards, the frequency of their occurrence and the high
order of consequences for community safety and Tribal government functionality when they
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occur. Even within current climate planning efforts many vulnerable bridges and culverts on
Hwy 96 continue to receive a low prioritization in Caltrans’ climate adaptation planning efforts.
In Caltrans’ 2020 climate adaptation planning, they listed 14 Hwy 96 bridges listed as the lowest
priority (Priority 5), 6 bridges as Priorities 2-4, and only one bridge as Priority 1 (Table 8,
Caltrans Climate Adaptation Priorities Report – District 2). Additionally, only one stretch of
roadway on Hwy 96 is listed as Priority 1, whereas 8 are listed as priority 2-5 (Table 11, Caltrans
Climate Adaptation Priorities Report – District 2). As stated in the Caltrans Climate Adaptation
Priorities Report, “All these bridges should eventually undergo detailed adaptation
assessments. However, due to resource limitations, this will not be possible to do all at once.
Instead, the bridges will be analyzed over time according to the priorities presented here”
(Caltrans 2020, p.16). This means that analysis will be delayed for many bridges and other
vulnerable features on Hwy 96 that need attention now. The report also states that more
weight has been given in the prioritization scheme to the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)
and detour route variables than the condition variables. The weight given to AADT results in a
lack of resource allocation toward vital transportation infrastructure on which Karuk people
depend. Additionally, Hwy 96 detour routes are incredibly vulnerable to climate impacts and
may not be viable alternatives for the community to use as they wait for Hwy 96 vulnerabilities
to be addressed.
Proposed Adaptations:
•
•
•

To meet the Karuk Tribe’s climate adaptation needs, Caltrans needs to increase
prioritization of Hwy 96 bridges, culverts, and roadways, including within climate
adaptation planning efforts.
Caltrans should consider upgrading Hwy 96 to a Class III arterial highway as a means to
rectify disproportionate environmental justice impact to the Karuk Tribe and tribal
communities.
Caltrans should consider altering the current prioritization scheme to address recurring
inequitable distribution of resources for Tribal communities.

Develop Stronger Emergency Coordination Procedures and Tribal Input on Road Closures
The low prioritization of roads throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory and a lack of coordination
between agencies described throughout this report come to a head in emergency situations
where tribal staff, tribal members and emergency personnel may literally be unable to escape
emergency situations or access necessary locations to provide assistance. Road closures put the
Karuk Tribe and tribal communities at great risk. There is a need for much greater coordination
and input on road closures and communication on road status with the Karuk Tribe's
Department of Transportation.
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Proposed adaptations:
•

•
•
•

Develop a Tribally-involved interagency emergency coordination network. It
should involve key departments including the Emergency Operations Manager
(EOM), but take account of capacity issues. Key leadership and administrative
duties may be placed in agencies that have this capacity.
Develop mechanisms to increase funding and capacity for Karuk Department of
Transportation staff for communication and coordination efforts.
Seek funding from California Office of Emergency Management (under California
Natural Resources Agency), and the federal agency FEMA for interagency
coordination. This would likely be another task for the EOM.
Explore potential structures for Tribally led interagency coordination such as the
Joint Powers Authority or other Tribally-specific authorities.

Tribal Input on Road Closures:
Fire personnel routinely close roads to reduce workload and risk to fire personnel, danger to
community and agency liability. Road closures during wildfire events cut off the communities
from the outside, potentially affecting escape routes, access to emergency service and food
supplies. In particular the "Grayback Road" from Happy Camp to O'Brien is a crucial escape
route from the town of Happy Camp. This route has three different jurisdictional entities. It is a
County road as far as the bridge at Mill Creek, a USFS road on the Klamath National Forest up to
the Oregon border, and from California to Hwy 199 it is a Forest Service road on the Rogue
Siskiyou National Forest which is in an entirely different region of the USFS. There is no way
even to determine whether this road is open. The local market received so many phone calls
from people inquiring that they refuse to give out information. In a place where a high
percentage of the community use USFS and county back roads to access work, hospitals, school,
hunting and gathering grounds and tribal staff need to access monitoring sites, the lack of Tribal
input on road closures is a key safety issue.
Maintenance of Alternate Emergency Routes
In many cases the only key alternate emergency access and egress routes for Hwy 96 closures
involve Forest Service and County roads that are not maintained for such purposes, leaving the
tribal community without adequate safety routes. Table 1 below lists priority roads that should
be maintained to provide alternate escape for fire, landslides and other regularly occurring
emergency situations. At the same time, it is important that general road traffic be minimized,
especially in sensitive areas. Adaptations should be developed to enhance potential for use of
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alternate routes in cases of emergency need while balancing needs to protect sensitive areas
from increased general public traffic.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•

Maintain roads listed in Table 1 below as alternate emergency routes.
Develop mechanisms for Caltrans to recommend and coordinate the usage of roads
operated by other agencies as alternate routes (e.g. USFS and counties).

TABLE 4.7 Priority Alternate Emergency Access and Egress Routes
Road Name

Significance

General Vulnerabilities

Seasonal issues

Signage

Highway 96

Primary highway

Middle portion from
Happy Camp to Orleans
subject to frequent slides

High level of
landslide activity
in winter

Insufficient
signage for
road closures

Indian Creek /
Grayback Rd

Primary alternate
route from Happy
Camp to Oregon

Closed for 10+ months
due to 2020 Slater Fire

Not maintained
Insufficient
during winter, wet signage for
snow events may road closures
lead to closures
from treefall

Salmon River
Rd

Alternate route from
Hwy 3 / Forks of
Salmon to I-5; no
other alternates

Frequent landslides;
current road washouts;
semi-trucks often get
stuck and block road

Wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Ishi Pishi Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Landslides, flooding, no
wet snow events
striping or guardrails, and may lead to
road is very narrow
closures from
treefall

Donahue Flat
Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Snow, slips-outs, brushy,
no routine maintenance

Wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
deep snow or
treefall

Signage
needed for use
as emergency
route

Red Cap Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Regular landslides

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Signage
needed for use
as emergency
route

Insufficient
signage to
deter large
truck traffic
and for road
closures
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Bark Shanty
Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Slipouts

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Signage
needed for use
as emergency
route

Eyesee/GO Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Very dense roadside
vegetation, slipouts,
landslides

Not passable at
high elevations
during winter

Signage
needed for use
as emergency
route

Camp Three
Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Signage
needed for use
as emergency
route

Sawyers Bar
Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Cecilville Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

China Grade
Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Slipouts, needs better
routine maintenance by
County

Not passable
before June 1 due
to snow above
4000’

Independence
Creek / 15N17
/ Elk Creek
Road

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Currently impassable due
to slipouts

Not passable
during winter at
high elevation

Itroop Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

icy

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Apsuun Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Icy

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Cedar Camp
Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Icy, snow in high
elevations

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Needs more
guardrail in
strategic
locations
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Mill Creek Gap Important
Rd / 10N02
access/egress
alternate route

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Needs more
signage

Bald Hills and
Dowd Rd

Important alternate
route for Happy
Camp

Currently maintained by
Hoopa & Yurok Tribes

Slip-outs, snow

Needs more
signage

Sidewinder Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Major slip-out, not
currently passable, steep
and outsloping

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Needs more
signage

Scott River Rd

Important
Icy, snow in winter
access/egress,
alternate route from
Hwy 96 to the NE

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

The Owl Spur

Important
access/egress
alternate route

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Slate Creek Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Icy, snow in higher
elevations

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Needs more
signage

Bluff Creek Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Closed in winter

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Needs more
signage

Lower
Natucket
Complex

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Slip-outs, not routinely
maintained, brushy, snow
and ice

wet snow events
may lead to
closures from
treefall

Needs more
signage

Cook & Green
Pass to
Applegate OR

Key alternate route
from Happy Camp
to Oregon

Generally not
passable from
November – June
due to snow
above 6000’

Needs more
signage on
Oregon side
coming from
Applegate
Reservoir

Blue Ridge Rd

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Often not
passable before
April 1

Needs more
signage
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Godfrey Ranch Important
Rd
access/egress
alternate route

Often not
passable before
April 1

Yellowjacket
Ridge Rd

Often not
Needs more
passable in winter signage
due to snow
above 6000’

Important
access/egress
alternate route

Needs more
signage

Expansion of Signage for Emergency Use of Above Alternate Routes:
Use of the above routes without adequate signage is potentially dangerous. In part due to
desire to protect sensitive areas from outside traffic, signs are frequently removed or
vandalized. Signage needs to include cautions for snowy conditions.
Proposed adaptations:
•

•

Develop signage system for emergency uses, e.g. use of flagging, marking of trees.
Signage should be designed to assist those in need of identifying emergency routes
without increasing general access. The Mill Creek Gap Road provides a good example.
Signage for this route is not provided at main junction of forest roads 10N01 and 10N02
where it would add to general use, but is provided higher up at the 10N05 junction
where it assists travelers already on the route.
Develop maps of existing alternate emergency routes and distribute these through Tribal
newsletter, on-line app and/or to individual households.

Signage and Information Sharing Across Agencies
Multiple community members describe being unsure of appropriate alternate routes to use in
emergency situations. Lack of communication and coordination between agencies is especially
dangerous in emergency situations where a lack of knowledge about the condition of potential
escape routes can be a life or death situation for community residents. Complex jurisdiction
also inhibits the ability of the Karuk Tribe to control unwanted entry into the region, with
resulting impacts to emergency access and egress. With the widespread use of Google maps,
the one lane Salmon River Road now shows up as a preferred route for travel between
Interstate 5 and Highway 101. Semi-trucks have increasingly attempted to traverse this one
lane road. Their presence blocks the road entirely for up to several days; in 2020 and 2021 the
presence of semi trucks on this route prevented access and egress of residents, CALFIRE
personnel, tribal staff and emergency personnel during fires.
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Proposed adaptations:
•
•

Improved coordination mechanism with Google maps.
Placement of official signs indicating hazard at key access points along Salmon
River Road, possibly with pictures and/or in multiple languages.
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Expand Radio Communication Infrastructure
Many areas of the river have no cell service. It is therefore very difficult to make a call for help
in cases of breakdown or accident. Additionally, due to the large distances between signage
points and locations of road closures, community members report driving an hour or more only
to have to turn around due to slides or closures just miles from their destination. The lack of
cellular service and radio communication infrastructure limits communication at all levels
including the ability of Caltrans to share updated road information with Tribe. The Karuk
Climate Adaptation Plan recommends the expansion of the radio repeater system and
supplying each tribal vehicle with a radio. We list additional adaptations here.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Coordinate road status communication under larger interagency planning forum.
Enhanced interagency radio communication system for increasing the efficiency
of sharing road closure data should be used by Tribal employees and
transportation agency staff. Some existing radio infrastructure may be utilized,
but more is likely needed.
Increase signage on closures and alternate routes and short term safety hazards
so community members are aware of road closures and alternative routes.
Caltrans has recently expanded publicity efforts for its Road Information Bulletin
(RIB) which provides a compendium of road closures. This resource is on the radio
and now daily on email. Caltrans could include road information beyond Caltrans
highways such as country roads and major USFS roads in the RIB system.
Consider a website maintained by Karuk Tribe Department of Transportation.
Community outreach personnel and tribal liaisons within each agency such as
Caltrans and USFS and Counties should be brought together to come up with
additional recommendations.
Expand radio repeater system by placing repeater on Horse Mountain so
communication with Fortuna is of higher quality.
Supply each tribal vehicle with a radio system.

Expand Metal Beam Guardrail System
"When someone goes off the road it casts a pall on the whole community. The whole
community thinks about it for years and years."
The current metal beam guardrail system along Hwy 96 is very incremental and needs to be
much expanded. The region already experiences extremely high levels of rockfall, landslides,
snow, ice, and consequent accidents including fatalities. As climate conditions become more
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variable, unexpected and late and early season ice and snow will likely occur more frequently.
The changing patterns of temperature and precipitation will also bring more landslides, road
debris, road slip outs and other hazards, all of which underscore the serious need for guardrails.
Proposed adaptations:
• Significantly expand metal beam guardrail system throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory.
• Assessment of local knowledge and institutional information about locations of vehicles
leaving the road.
• Application of expedited environmental review in cases where ground-disturbing work for
installation of MBGR, or slide abatement work is minimal, or in very low likelihood areas.
Improvement of Accident Reporting System
The Statewide Integrated Traffic Record System (SWITRS) is relied upon as a go-to database for
record of accidents and fatalities, yet a variety of system and user errors lead to underreporting.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•

Database reporting system needs to be reworked and fact checked.
Interagency communication with SWITRS lead staff on above shortcomings.
Caltrans staff should develop mechanisms for ground truthing SWITRS data with Karuk
Tribe before basing funding allocations for emergency upgrades in Karuk Territory.

Need Ability to Control Unwanted Entry into the Region.
With the widespread use of GPS systems and Google maps, the one lane Salmon River Road
now shows up as a preferred route for travel between Interstate 5 and Highway 101. Semitrucks, following training to trust GPS systems at all times, have increasingly attempted to
traverse this one lane road. Their presence blocks the road entirely for several days. The total
blockage of this main artery road impacts travel between school and work, blocks escape
routes and has prevents access of Tribal staff and emergency fire personnel.
Proposed Adaptations
•

Stronger advocacy from Siskiyou County and State of California needed regarding
signage on Salmon River Road.

CHAPTER SEVEN: Specific Project Adaptations
This chapter builds out specific examples of key adaptations from Chapters Four, Five and Six of
this report into two particular projects (Crowded Bench Slide and Somes Bar/Offield Projects),
and the widespread maintenance need for culvert upgrades.
Crowded Bench Slide:
Within Karuk territory, the largest and most notorious current landslide risk area is located four
miles west of Happy Camp at PM 37.1. This is known as the Crowded Bench Slide, and also
latterly as the Rattlesnake slide. It has been a known slide spot for many years, and routinely
causes road closures especially during wet winters. This location, if closed, has no good
alternative routes, and so closes traffic between the main Tribal administrative centers of
Orleans and Happy Camp. This slide repeatedly closes the road between Happy Camp and
downriver communities, interfering with tribal services and operations, disrupting travel for
individuals and families and a posing significant safety hazard given the loss of primary access
and egress routes.

This project is on the one hand an environmental justice issue, in an area where transportation
is necessary and also comparatively neglected. The project predominantly serves a
disadvantaged community, which in turn works to serve the whole Klamath River Channel
population. The highway is an essential part of government and staff functioning at the Karuk
Tribe. Given climatic trends for increased interruptions, this is a critical need. The current
location can stand as an example of the landslide risks within Karuk Territory. One reason this
particular location was selected as an example is that it is not within a designated TCP area,
although it is close to one. Standard restrictions would apply with regard to work location and
schedule during ceremony times.16 As has been laid out elsewhere in this report, there are
numerous other locations that are vulnerable to landslide risk. It may be that different
considerations apply in those cases. In 2010, when the large “Ishi Pish” slide came down new to
Windy Point on Hwy 96, between Some Bar and Orleans, Ishi Pishi Road was an available
diversion during the slide closure.

Proposed Adaptations
We here consider some permanent restoration for this location. For the location near Happy
Camp, five ideas were discussed. At this stage, they are being designated as ideas, rather than
formal options or alternatives, as discussed in the environmental review stage. These
possibilities would need a comprehensive environmental review process, which would require a
lengthy analysis. This would include geotechnical analysis, engineering input, and
environmental review processes in accordance with law. However the outlines of this example
can be sketched out at this stage. A call was made between the authors of this report and some
senior Caltrans staffers at District 2 on Tuesday, September 21, 2021. They included Emiliano
Pro, Cultural Unit Lead, and Wesley Stroud, Environmental Office Chief, District 2. They
provided valuable guidance on possible solutions, and some guidance on recent examples.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Diversion
Rock Shed
Tunnel
Alternative Route improvements
Catchment.
No Action.

0 Phase is development of environmental documents; 1 phase is design; K-phase is project
initiation.
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1: Diversion: This option instead would involve construction of bridges at the north end and
south end, carrying the roadway to the opposite side of the valley. It was considered
unfeasible to do an up-hill diversion, given the scale of the slide. The option to cross the
valley would resemble projects on Hwy 101 near Leggett, and on 299 near Salyer-Hawkins
Bar, essentially leaving the hillside to continue sliding.
2: Rock Shed: This is a solution recently introduced on Hwy 140 on the way to Yosemite. It is
essentially an open-sided tunnel. It protects traffic from overhead rockfall, while preserving
scenic values. One immediate consideration in this case is that the falling material does not
just consist of rock in this location: there are other places that are more vulnerable to
rockfall specifically. The material is especially mud and soil: fine-grained earth, and coarsegrained debris. The Rattlesnake slide, which is on the south side of the slide, seems also to
be caused by a steep seasonal watercourse.
3: Tunnel: A tunnel could be designed to avoid the slide area. Since preliminary inspections
of the area indicate that the whole headland on the upstream side is unstable and has slid
in recent times, it was suggested to bypass the whole headland, connecting with the stretch
of road leading to the “Disneyland" pullout. The total length of this would be approximately
2500 feet; typical costs for a tunnel at Last Chance Grade would be in the region of $500m;
This would usually be among the most expensive options. It would potentially have some
environmental and practical advantages: it would allow for a natural wildlife massage over
the highway; and it would allow the highway to be left open during construction.
4: Alternate Route Improvements: To improve existing alternative roads. There are only
two routes that can be used currently as a bypass for this area. Both of those are
administered by a different agency, USFS, and are certainly not designed for regular nonemergency traffic. They were originally built for logging projects. The USFS does do
maintenance on some routes marked as system roads, but generally does not get a large
amount of funding for this activity. One of these routes starts at Benjamin Creek, crosses
Oak Flat Creek falls way up, and returns to the highway at Wingate. The other leaves Elk
Creek Road at about mile 7, crosses Titus Ridge and makes its way to Titus Gap, and down a
mostly paved road to Independence Bridge. Both routes add at least an hour on to the
travel time. The former route has more maintenance problems, with mud and downed
trees; the latter is a relatively high-level route. Neither is an all-year route, and neither is
suitable for passenger car traffic. It is doubtful that either route could be made into a route
for general travel.
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5: Catchment: For a permanent fix, this involves scraping the earth, debris, and loose rock
down to stable bedrock, slope abatement there necessary, thereby minimizing the new
material liable to slide down, and building a catchment on the up-hill side of the highway to
safely catch any further sliding material. This is a solution that has recently been proposed
on a smaller scale at PM 33.4. It has also been implemented on a large scale at Big French
Creek on Highway 299 in Trinity County. Following a large slide in 2016 at Big French Creek,
a project was put in place to clear the loose material from a large expanse of mountainside,
and to install the catchment. So far, the project does seem to have resulted in fewer
disruptions of service at that location.
6: No Action: When a project gets to the environmental phase, this option is mandated to
be analyzed according to NEPA for an Environmental Analysis or an EIS. It would not
consider neglect of the location; it would analyze the consequences of continuing the
regular process or removing materials as it slides, and of the consequences of closures.
The foregoing is one assessment of the viable options for producing a permanent fix at this
location, as discussed in one meeting with senior staffers on the District. In addition to a formal
environmental planning analysis exploring the costs and benefits of these options,
socioeconomic analyses are done, and an application for justification of spending would need
to be completed. The project timeline can take a number of years. One of the most high-profile
projects in the region is on Highway 101 south of Crescent City, at Last Chance Grade. There
were 17 originally proposed routes for that project; of those, in 2018, nine were designated for
further study; in 2021, the alternatives were reduced to two: a tunnel, and extra walling along
approximately the current alignment. The project is expected to extend till 2037 because of the
challenges in analysis, planning and construction. A typical analysis would involve an
assessment of costs and benefits. These would include monetary costs and environmental
costs; it would take into account the extra travel time, the socio-economic stakes involved, the
nature and scale of new construction, the number of watershed crossings, the construction
costs, and the habitat types involved.
Prescribed Fire and Fuels Rection: Somes Bar and Offield Projects
Somes Bar and Offield are larger management projects currently being carried out by the Karuk
Tribe. The Tribe normally needs permits from Caltrans and Siskiyou and Humboldt Regional Air
Quality Boards, USFS and CalFire in order to complete burning. In recent years these activities
have been successfully permitted through Federal environmental processes but segments of
operation adjacent to highway in the Caltrans right of way (roughly 80') from pavement in
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public land, and easement (in private land), are then subject to separate State environmental
procedures. Various approaches have been developed to address this issue including the
combination of NEPA and CEQA studies. Other complexities in implementation remain including
the potential need for Caltrans encroachment permits to address limited visibility and smoke
and fire hazards adjacent to the highway edge. It is especially critical to gain the permits for
implementation in larger areas where only broadcast burning will be used without prior
logging, thinning or manual fuels reduction is necessary (e.g. piling and burning). In these cases
the highway would be used as a control feature.17
Proposed Adaptations
• Merge NEPA and CEQA processes such that only one permit is needed then allows for
Karuk Tribe to use its existing authorities to obtain environmental clearance for
prescribed fire work.
• Hwy 96 and the Salmon River Road are borders of Somes Bar and Offield projects for
which the Karuk Tribe needs to be able to use as the pavement edge as a control feature.
• Caltrans should grant the Karuk Tribe encroachment permits for this purpose and allow
Karuk Tribal crew to do project flagging (provide interagency support for Karuk flagging
crew if needed).
• Hazard tree analysis should be allowed to be conducted by Tribal team prior to
broadcast burning.
• Utilize manual treatment within the Caltrans right of way so as to reduce high intensity
fire and tree mortality.
• Karuk Tribe will make use of locally qualified burn bosses and have a smoke
management plan which will dictate wind direction and daily activities.
• Karuk Tribe will utilize on site smoke monitoring and purple air monitors to minimize
smoke impacts.
Culvert Replacement and Upgrades:
Thousands of inadequately sized and placed culverts throughout Karuk Aboriginal Territory
undermine road stability and riverine habitat. The need for culvert upgrades applies to Hwy 96
as well as Siskiyou County, Humboldt County and USFS roads. Upslope road failures on USFS
and county roads have cascading effects on Hwy 96. Tribal input and necessary upgrades and
replacements are impeded by numerous jurisdictional complexities as described throughout
this report. Without proper adaptations, the increase in climate driven landslides, fire activity
and flooding will exacerbate these threats in coming years. Currently culvert replacement and
17

These issues apply as well for other culturally significant areas along the highway in the Caltrans right of way. In
other cases, basketweavers have expressed the desire for burning in areas adjacent to the highways, yet visibility
from smoke has been a reason for the Regional Air Quality Board to deny air quality permits.
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upgrades across Karuk Aboriginal Territory receive low priority from all agencies. Historically
culvert analyses have been conducted without proper consultation with the Karuk Tribe as to
the need for culvert maintenance. While Caltrans has very detailed information as to the age
and maintenance condition of culverts on Hwy 96, input is needed from the Tribe as to which
culverts should be marked out for prioritization. In past cases, tribal input, priorities and
recommendations on culvert sizes and placements has been overruled by engineering
requirements of Caltrans contractors. On USFS roads specifically, the USFS replaces with the
same size culvert, but the agency could install larger ones if they were available. USFS funding
structure does not however allow the purchase of larger culverts.
Proposed adaptations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consult with the Karuk Tribe on prioritization of culvert upgrades on Hwy 96 in Karuk
Aboriginal Territory.
Prioritization of culverts should be increased from Siskiyou and Humboldt counties and
USFS districts.
Increase interagency coordination on culvert upgrades and maintenance.
Karuk Transportation Department should hold a stock of larger culverts on hand which
USFS roads crew uses for ERFO projects.
Karuk Transportation Department should receive an emergency budget for purchasing
larger culverts to be installed by the USFS when blowouts on USFS roads occur.
Planning meetings with Caltrans engineers must include Tribal involvement.
Project tracking and the development of tailgate meetings at the initiation of project
implementation.
Recognize for the purposes of monitoring, the Tribe's AB 52 map showing area of historic
presence. Allow funding for state operations and monitoring work where necessary
within this region.
Replace culverts blocking fish passage with bridges. Follow Tribal priorities by utilizing
the Candidate Action Tables developed by Karuk Tribe fisheries crew to determine which
locations could have bridges instead of culverts.
In cases where adverse effects occur to a site, mitigation measures should be expanded
from the standard statewide mitigations (stamping cultural designs on bridges and walls
and cultural monitoring); recognize further mitigation possibilities such as the inclusion
of bilingual signs and the restoration of other significant cultural or gathering sites.
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